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Prefaceas Problam:
The Need for Volume One

In'an earlierc-irculacion of this volume of the report we had reac-

i

tions and comments regarding the-need for such-an intensive history of

the Milford School District. a sense we were asked, That is the .

question to -Which this Long =no2'raph is the answer? This prefer:a

builds a perspective which culminates in the phrasing of that question.

Several beliefs coalesced'inourfview.:Firat, we felt that most

educational innovators and researchers of edUcational innovation had not -

taken up the issues in the relationship between educational innovation

and educational change. Very simply put we see educational innovation

as specific planned improvemen1=. As such it is just ode class of

phenomena in.the larger category of educational change. In this larger

context, change, innovation Lakes on considerablyrdiffefent,meening.

Our hunch is that most innovators have been so busy With their own prob-

lems and programs that they have not pursued the implications of events

in the larger category. As we thought about these issues other related

concepts entered our analysis. Educational-reform became a major or

large scale innovation. The genesis of a school distriCt is a speCific

kind of innovation with a time referent. The evolution of a district

implies gradual .change over a period of time. Growth and decline

suggest change in size and perhaps an evaluative disclaimer growth as

bigger and better and decline as smaller and lesser. The latter also

implied a more organismic or naturalistic metaphor.

Finally, we settled on the outline in _Figure P-I, an analytical

context for the, concept of educational innovation. Working through the

data and analysis in Volume I helped us "see" the nature of Kensington

(1)



School'as en aducational:innovation. The magnitude of this insight

hatis caught in the change in the ove.:: 1 title of our study.

began-as Kensington Revisited: A 15 Year Follow-Up of an Innovative

School and Its Faculty has become Innovation and Change in American Edu-

cation with the origThal phrasing now a subtitle.

Insert Figure P-1 about here

Second, aril related to the first, if educational innovation f.7 only

one kind of change sand if it is your or my "baby" as often f_s the case,

and was in Milford, then a further idea follows. At a minimum, other

individuals may have other interests and ideas which they see as desir-

able, special, and possibly, innovative. If their ideas are not per-

fectly congruent with yours or mine then we begin to have a problem of

priorities, resources, power, and persuasion. In short, your or my in-
,

'novation may well be just one small part of a political process. Good-

ness and truth may not lie in your or mr project to the degree we had

assumed. 'At this point, our specific planned change is mcce than a

technical or scientific problem. Illuminating that cluster of events

became very important to us.

,-Third, it is our belief that many, if not most educational innova-

tors do not know much educational history. We believe that this is a

tragedy for them and, their ideas and tragedy for many-of the individ-

uals in the schools within which they "inflict" or "save" with their

innovations. This belief, as it relates to ourselves, isene of the

major results of our study. As one of our colleagues commented upon

listening to our enthusiasm and stories, "Lou, you've discovered history."

(2)



1. Educational change--the general category

2. Change from a "planned" perspective.
Innovation
Reform

3.: Change-from a "naturalistic" perspectiVe'
Genesis
Evolution
Growth
Decline

. Change from an holistic perspective
Expansion--add on
Contraction--subtraction
Differentiation
Reorganization

Figure P-1: An Analytical Context Of Mlle Concept "Innovation"

(3)



.AT.(2. so we have. This concern. for history general and for the history

of this district in particular is part of a major shift in our concept

of paradigms or root metaphors underlying our approach to educational .

research,- theory, a.d practice. We feel we are °per: __ng from a don-

textualist metaphor as Pepper (1042) and Sarbin (1977) use the term.

With them, we believe the power of social. science and educational in-

quiry will be ehanced E.- others move in this direction also.

Fourth, even so, there is still enough of the natural scientist in

each of us to feel that an outsider's', reasonably detached view of the

-

"natural history" of a, or-better, this School district might be more

impc:tant than just the pursuit of an idle curiosity. We believe that

the gc-esis and evolution of the district froth this more naturalistic

perspective shades into our more concextualist, political perspective.

As such, we can view "the new elementary education of the Kensington" as

one superintendent's visun, in a.history of five superintendents and

seventy-five years of schooling in Milford. Where does Superintendent

Spanman fit in the evolution of the Milford School DiStrict. Where did

he come from? Why did he build the innovative Kensington School here?

Fifth, when we accidently fell into the huge body of data, bound

voluthes of Milford Board Minutes reaching back to 1915, the practicality

and possibility of this historical dimension _became a reality.
1

Beyond

a Mount,Everest being there to beclimbed. we have found that vague,

general and often ill founded ideas take on another, kind of vitality

when they are moved into the concrete reality of data On human events.

1 As we have commented on several occasions, the support by Dr. Ronald
Goerge, Superintendent of Milford and by Mr. FrederiCk Mulhauser, our
NIE Project Officer, has been owerwhelmingly positive at every turn.

(4)



we argue elsewhere, school board minutes ,are public records of an

unusual sort. Finding a closet ',full of them opener_ up.unimagined

vistas. The historical context was there.

Sixth, one of the truisms in our field resarch 'is that "the prob

lem" evolves over the course of the prect. ThiS is the best of what

is sometimes called responsive research design _tether than pre, set

research design. Rather than being a producer of anxiety, this becomes

part of the excitement and joy of the unexpected in field :esearch.

In short,'Volume I, Chronicling the Milford School District: An

Historical Context of the Kensington School, is just that, an historical

cone::_. It answers the question, "Wia-re does the Kensington. School fit

into the larger picture?" Because this picture is ,treated historically

as the genesis and evolution of a school district it permits us to deal

with the larger new phrasing of our problem "Innovation and Change in

American. Education?" By introducing "American" in.the statement we have

gone from the instance of the Milford SChool District to a larger class

or category of events; "American Education," Further, we believe that

one of the best ways, although not the only way, of understanding, that

larger set of events is to know intimately one highly detailed but

integrated case. With such an image at hand, one can begin; to -come to

(terms with any other case and with the larger ciltegory. As we commented

in jest with the current Superintendent of Milford, "We know more about

.Milford than anyone ever has knoWn and probably more than anyone will

want to know." That is, unless one wants to "really" understand innoval-

tion and change in American education. Such is the question, and hope,

of this Volume in the overall report.

(5)



Foreword

to

Innovation and Change in American Education
Kensington Revisited: A 15 Year Follow-Up of

An Innovative School-and Its Fatuity
-

(Smith, Dwyer, Kleine, Prunty)_
This rezZarch is about innovation and change in American.education. .

It began as Kensin ton Revisited: A-15 year follow-up of an innovative

school.and Its faculty, Project G78-0074, supported by the National

Institute of Education. As in most 'of our case study research, the

problem was buffeted about by qie reality of settings, events,

and people as captured by our several modes of ihquiry--participant

observation, intensive oF7n ended interviews, and the ccilection and

analysis of multiple documents. The setting was KensingtOn, an ele-

7antary school built fifteen years ago as a prototypical innovative

building with open space, laboratory suites instead of classrooms, a

perception core instead of a library and a nerve center for the latest

in technological education. equipment. The people were the series of

administrators, teachers, p6pils, and parents who worked in, attendri,-

-r sent their children'to,the schOol. Three principals haVe come and

gone, the fourth is in his first year. Three cadres 'of faculty have

staffed the school. The events were the activities of those people as

they built and transformed the school over the years'. This story we

found, and we constructed, as part of a larger setting, the Milford

School District *hich had its own story, actors, and events and Which

provided an important:context for KensirWzon.



In the course,of the search for the major theme about which our

developing ideas and data could be integrated. "InnOvation and Change

in American Education", became the guiding, thesis. That theme is-com-.

posed of a half dozen sub themes, each of which makes up a separate vol-

ume in the report. While we believe'the totality of the study has its

own kind of integrity and that each volume extends the meanings of the

'others, we have written each as a "stand alone' piece. That is, we be-
;

lieve each speaks to an important domain of Innovation and Change in

American Education, each draws most heavily upon a particular subset of

cur data, and each contains important descriptive narratives, substan-

tive grounded interpretations and generalizations.' This foreword, which

appears in each volume, is intended, in a few sentences, to keep the

totality and each of the pieces in the forefront of.the reader's con-

sciousness.

Volume I Chronicling the Milford School District: An Historical Con-

text of the Kensington School

'Kensington's fifteen year existence is cut one small segment of

Milford's sixty-five years of recorded history and one school in a dis-

trict with a dozen other schools. The superintendent who built the

school is just one of five individuals who have held the post. As we

have told the story, we have raised generalizations regarding innovation

and change, and we have presc4ed themes of policy, of ldcal, state and

na.;:ional influences on the school, of organizational structure and pro-

cess, and of curriculum and teaching. The key. documents in developing

the perspective were the offic.al school board minutes. Newsletters to

patrons, newspaper accounts, other records, and interviews, formal and

informal, supplemented the basic documents.
P
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Volume II Milford: The School District as Contemporary Context

In a fundamental sense, Volume II is a continuation, a final chap-

-ter as it Were, to the historical context of the Milford School

District. It is a long chapter, however, for the central actors and 4

_rich immediately and directly shaped the Kensington School Are

in place, just as the school is in place. The ebb and flow of the dis-

trict, in its recent history, is brought to a particular, focus, one that

will illuminate the events and themes that appear in the development and

change in the Kensington School over its fifteen year histor- and in its

current str:.. board of education; the superintendency, the
. .

central office staff, and their interrelationships lead toward "a

governance and organizational perspective innovation and change".

Board minutes remain the central core of the data with increasing

amol::..:s of information from public documents (e.g newspapers)., inter-

views with central actors, and observaricn of meetings.

Volume 111 innovation and Change at Kensington: Annals of a Community

and School

After carefully examining the historical context of the Milford

School District, our focUs shifts to innovation and change at the Ken-

sington School. Our search for an e:-:planation of the profound cha:::;es

that have taken place in a once innovative school, has pushed us back in

time and obliged us to consider such wider topics as demography, neigh-

borhoods, and political jurisdiction. Volume III begins by tracing

origins and development of a community that became part of the Milford

School District in 1949 and a neighborhood that began sendinT child-

ren to Kensington Schc.:1 in 1964. With the opening of Kensington, the

annals of the Community are joined by f. history of the school. As 7-a



develop the stories of Kensington and its neighborhood'in tandem, we

begin to tell %of the interdependency of school and community and to

further our understanding of innovation and change in schooling in con-

temporary American Society,

Volume IV Kensington Today: Sailing Stormy Straits, a View of
Education Policy in Action

An ethnographic account of the school today with particular refer-,

ence to educational policy in action at the day to day school level is

presented here. The major metaphor is a ship sailing through stormy

straits on a perilous journey during the 1979-80 school year. Staff and

students produce vivid scenes reflecting issues in racial.ineegration%

special education, discipline, and instruction in the basic subjects.

Policy analysis seems analogous to the fine art of navigation,

Volume V Educational Innovators Then and Now

Crucial to any education enterprise are the people who staff the

schools. Smith and Keith characterized the original faculty of Kensing--

ton as true believers. In this Volume wersketa life histories,

careers, serials of the original faculty based on extended open-ended

interviews (2-7 hours), comments by spouses, friends and colleagues, and,

various writings--books, brochures, reports, and dissertations. Pat-

terns and themes arise in the for1-2 of "secular religion," "you do go

home again," "organizational niches and career opportunities for educa-

tionists," "maintenance of educational ideology," "continu: :y and change

in personality," and "doctoral education, a disaster for reform orie;:i;:ed

practitioners."
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Volume VI Case Study Research Methodology: The Intersect of
Participant Observation, Historical Method, Life History
Research, and Follow-Up Studies

Regularly in our inquiry we have produced "'methodological appen-

diCes" to our research reports. We saw our efforts as clarifying. the

.

craft of research as we practiced it, ordering its evolving nature, and

continuously attempting to integrate it with other ways of knowing.

This essay continues in that tradition. Specifically our mode of par-

ticipant observation now has- enlarged itself by a substantial historical

thrust and a substantial life history or biographical thrust. In addi-

tion, our research is an instance of a special methodological stance, a

follow-up or return to the setting of an earlier major study. (e.g.,

Middletown in Transition) In this way it takes on a time series quality

with repeated observation. In doing the descriptive and Lnalytical

pieces. Volumes I through V, in reading about how others have done

similar work, in talking with proponents of 'le various methods, we have

reached for a broader synthesis of case study research methee The

intersection of these several ;,:roeches. We ee all this as an impor-

tant addition to the methodological literature in educational inquiry.

In summary, our research is a unique blend of approaches to the

problems and issues of innovaticn and change in American Education. It

is grounded in the multiple aspece of a single school in a single

school district. in all case studies ,:he particul7r events have

major meanings for the ac=s ?7.-_e_ setting, but, also, we believe that

these events often capture images an ideas that have relevance for

other people in other times and place:, Recently, Geertz has spoken of

these as "experience-near" and "experience-distant" conceptions. In

V



each form,we hope to be ,providing mirrors for educationists to see them-

selves better, that lis more clearly, to be conscious of rephrased prob-

lems, and to create more viable options and alternatives. Our multi

volumed report is presented with these aspirations in mind.

vi



1. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

SoMetimes it's useful to sketch in broad strokes an. overview or outline

of the history one wants to tell in more detail. A number of choices exists

in the nature of those broad lines of demarcation, for instance, general

societal events such as wars and depressions. Alternatively, the school dis-

trict has had.only five superintendents and one might speak of the Briggs era,

the Grey era, the McBride era, the Spanman era and the George era. One is

reminded of national History by dynasties, reigning kings. or presidents. Or

one can capture periods around major local events, e.g. district consolidation,

which stamp the moments in the minds of participants. Finally the calendar

permits a decade -b lcade striking of events. Perhaps to presage °qr. larger

analytical frame have opted for a combination of-these alternatives.

In Figure 1 we present a time line of six discernible periods: the pre

1925 common school district era, u long stable tcwnshiF. ieriod, the rapid

pansion.in district size precipitated by merger and the population explosion

of the post WWII suburban development, the brief four year period of Spanman's

innovative lighthouse district gambit, a period of conservative consolidation

and then the current era characterized by three major themes-declining en-

rollments, social class shifts and racial changes. Figure 2 presents the

superintendent time line.

=assert Figures 1 and 2 about here

Perhaps it is helpful, too, to recall our initial purposes. We are trying for

a description and analysis of the changes in the innovative Kensington School

between its opening in 1964 and its current status fifteen years later in

1



he Common School

3 Director Board)

The Long Stable Townwhip

School Period.

(6 Director Board)

1925

1

Merger and Post

WIRI Rapid

EXpanSiOD.

1949

Spanman's Brief

Innovative
Lighthouse Era

1962

Conservative

Consolidation

1966 1972

Declining Enrollments,

Dropping Socio-economic

Status,& Racial Change

IFigUte U A Broad Overview of the History of the MilfOrd School District
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Briggs 1928-1930
Grey f9301935
McBride 1935-1962
Spsnman 1962-1966
George 1966-present

Figure 2: Te:Iure of Superintendents



1979-80. , As a piece of contemporary empirica,1 research that represents a long

time period. From an historical point of view it is not only recent history

but also a relatively short time period. One aspect of our metatheoretical

perspective assumes that a view of the history of the Milford School District '

will enhance our understanding of the changes in The Kensington School. More

recently, as our data have accumulated, as new directions for inquiry have

arisen out of available people, documents, and themes and as analysis and

interpretations have continued, we have found shifts in the very nature of our

problem. Now one of our guiding questions is not so much "How and why-did this

school change from 1'964 to 1979" but, "Why did the Kensington SchoOl.appear at

all in the Milford School District?" As we have come to grips with that the

District as an evolving entity became an interesting story and analytical pro-

blem in its own right.
1

1Among a number of individuals who have been helpful in our over: 1 sffort,
ee people especially have seen the possibilities and the hopes underlying

tIls evolving quest and have given us both openness and supportiveness. Our

thanhs.to Fritz Mulhauser, our project offices at NIE, Ronald George, the
Superintendent of the Milford Schools, and Barry Anderson, the Director of the
Graduate Institute of Education.
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2. ORIGINS OF THE MILFORD DISTRICT

2.1 The Common School Era

The very first recorded minutes of the school Board of the Milford School

,DiStrict are a three item account from February, 1924:
2

Board meeting called to order Feb. 6t,h, 1924, 8:10 PM
by P'reSident Sand.

New school bldg. proposition discussed.

Moved & 2nd that 1000.00 fire)ins. be secured on colored
school bldg. Carried. (2/6/24)

A week later, a four item set of minutes recorded the Board's activity:

Meeting called to order Feb ~14th, 1924, 8:30 PM at Mr.

Gabriel's residence.

Moved & 2nd that committee of 2 be appointed to see Mr.

Freedman with reference to making arrangements for pur-
chasing land adjacent to present site. Carried. Mr.

Connor and Mr. Gabriel appointed.

Moved & 2nd that committee. be appointed to investigate

site in Milford Village. Carried. Mr. Sand and F.K.T.

appointed

Moved & 2nd that we bring the proposition of a 6

Director district before the people and F.K.T. secure
all necessary informaion concerning same. Carried.

(2/14/24)

Several weeks later the third -corded meeting of the Board occurred. The

minutes reveal several additional aspects of the School's functioning:

Clear Valley School
District #10

Board meeting called to order Wed. Eve. March 5, 1924.

-Later we found a volume of mixed records labeled 1914-1919 uYall has school

board minutes dating from September 10, 1913 September 28, 1922 and minutes

of the Annual School Meetings from April 7, 1914 to 7, '7.25.
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Letter of ,resignation of F.D. Sand read `and accepted.

Mr. Gabriel elected President of the Board.

Mr. Fred Emory appointed to fill ,-aexpired term of
F.D. Sand. F. K. T. (3/5/24)

The minutes continue on in this fashion through the rest of the year.

Eventually year-in and year-out they become more and more elaborate. Thz

reader is left with an image of the school,district developing before one's

eyes. But even at this point several items are clear:

1) The district is a three-director rural-or Common
School District.

2) The Board meets in the home of one of the directors.

3) ..cerns exist over school buildings, sites, and

urance.

4) A separate school for Blacks exists in the community.

5) Concern for a township school, i.e., a "six-director"

school is on the agenda.

6) The Board elects its Own president, and replaces its

resigned members.

In subsequent minutes of irregular meetings of that Spring a number of

items point the story more fully. The Clear Valley School has a principal,

Hr. Young, and two or t. ee teachers including Mrs. Young. The principal is

paid $160 per month and the teachers average $105 per month. The "colored

school" receives a name that Spring and becomes the Attucks School.

In the autumn of 1924, a new Board president appears, although Mr. Gabriel

remains'on the Board and F.K.T., Mr. F. K. Tholozan remains as "clerk." The

minutes zcntinue to create a picture of school inn. Bills to a half-dozen,
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book companies -- American Book, Allyn & Bacon, Ginn, Little, Brown, etc. are

recorded. Repairs to furnaces,.hiring of janitors and general up-keep of the

schools continue. "The matter of electric wiring of the colored school was

brought up. Motion carried that Wiring be done." in January.of 1925,
3

four

items appear:

Moved L' 2nd that bills be allowed. Carried

Moved & 2nd. that bookcase be purchased by Mr. Young
for colored school. Carried.

Moved & 2nd that official strap, about 2 wide, for
the infliction of corporal punishment be purchased.
Carried.

Moved & 2nd that 1 x 4 strips be purchased for. tying
desks together in west room. Carried. (1/13/25)

In the March, 1925 meeting three major items' appeared:

Moved & 2nd that the proposition of organizing this
school district into a town school district with six
directors be ,_ibmitted to the voters at the annual
election. Carriec.

Moved & 2nd that 60c tax rate be submitted to the
voters at the annual election. Carried.

Moved & 2nd that plot of ground east of school yard
be rented 7- rate of $50.00 per year. Carried-

(3/19/95)

These wen on the ballot in April with all due announcements, petitions,

and indications that two villag:as Milfo:d and Pleasant Rill are within

District #10, and also that "..(-)0 Scholastics' reside in the D'strict. On

3 Minutes are available only for single meetings in September, amber, and

January, February and March.
4Scholastic refers to pupils, but it's not cl2ar the age limits in the

enumeration. Midwest State law. indicates 0 21 years at pres::_c. It a-:ms

that approximately 120-150 pupils are actually .--.011ed.
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April 2, 1925 130 citizens voted "For organization", 51 voted "Against.organi-
,--

. nation" and 4 were "Questionble." ClearValley Common School District was

now the Milford School District and would retain that name for thenext 55

years, that is, until the present. (6/17/25)

2.2 Milford:

The Initial Six-Director Town School District

Very quickly the new Board moved to organize itself', voted a.terr' month

school year, submitted a bond issue for $45,000 for a new four room school

building, took options on four acres adjacent to the present school site,

engaged a iLwyer, and appointed a committee "to make, arrangemeats to provide

an adequate building and equipment for the colored (Attucks) school:` (5/27 /25)

That committee reported out ii-{the fo: !owing Summer:

Moved 61'2nd that committee proceed with alterations
of colored-School. Colored school to be. increased
to 32 ft. x 32 ft. with basement under west half.
Motion carried. (7/22/25)

During this period, the Board minutes record pupil enumeration as:

420 white
46 Colored
4 Deaf, DurnT Crippled

470 TOTAL (5/27/25)
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A year earlier, the enumeration ;,as:

187 Male )
Wh

196
ite

22 Colored
24 Perna] )

5 f. m. & B5

434 TOTAL (5/24)

The 1925-26 school year contained items which seem indigenous to

schooling everywhere in America at different times. Property owners, who

wanted more for their land than the school Board was willing to give, T,7ere

subjected to the legal actions of condemnation proceedings. The first re-

cord of resolutions to problems of overcrowd.-7.n also appeared that year.

The Board minutes recorded it this way:

On account of the crowded condition in some of the

-rooms it was moved & 2nd that parents who wished

could keep their children home half day providing

they gave them instruction at home. Motion carried.
(1/19/26)

On April 13, 1926 amidst actions on levies and new Board members,

several items related to staffing, problems in brief enigmatic form:

Moved & 2nd that a man and his wife shall not be

permitt- to teach in our school district. Motion

carried,

The question of renewal of contracts was brought

up and was stated that there was considerable dis-

cord among t1-e teachers. Mr. Craig and Miss Gurney

advised Mr. Gabriel that they could not renew .heir

contracts under present conditions, claiming Mr. and

ivo indication occurs regarding the meaning of these symbols. Our guess

"feeble minded" and "blind."



Young did not cooperate with them. Several
the patrons, as ell as the County Superintenden_ of
Schools called sc e of the Board members attention
to existing conditions.

After much discussion it was moved & 2nd that "Boar_.
shnll not rena the contracts .2f Mr. aria 7cun7
Motion carried unanimously. The President advisee
Mr. Young of the Board's action in its presence.

Moved & 2nd that Ronald Craig be appointed principal
for the next term, 10 months, at a salary of $150/
month. Motion carried unanimously. The President
advised Mr. Craig of the Board's action in its pres
ence. (4/13/6)

Two special meetings occurred in the last two weeks of April. A group of

six parents representing the Parents and Teachers Association requested the

Board to "reconsider the election of teachers." While no formal general action

was to _ the Board requested and received a release from Mr. Craig of its

offer as principal. At the second meeting, in two, 3 -2 votes the Board voted

rr
down the motion to consider -:Lone of the teachers': and then voted not to re

consider its vote of the In brief, the decisions stood Co terminate

the Youngs and to promote Mr. Craig as Principal.

A variety of inferences mi7H: be drawn. provisionally from these items.

I) Considerable problems must have been occurrinT; for this is the first

mention of the County Superintendent of Schools in over two years of minutes,

2) The nepotism rules seem to have arisen as simple solutio to ordinary

daytodayproblems, 3) Boards had "life and death" power over the teaching

s I, that they moved initially in unanimity" on such 1Y:J Issues, and that

communications to key parties was carried out in the "presence" of the entire

Board. The clarity of direct observaion'and 'witness allowed no misconstrual
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of action. 4) Appeals could and were made. Individual Eoard members were

not locked ostmonently into voting pat:erns, The first split votes were re-

corded.

Amon .EL 11-b nh-avierf Item" . items which Will become part and

parcel of later approaches to small oroblems:

Moved & 2nd that principal be authorized. to purchase
baseball equipment out of funds accumulated from sale
of misc. stationary. McTn. carried. (5/5/26)

Whether schocls have engaged in money making activities for years for

"fringe" items is not clear. In Milford, the records go back for 55 years.to

here.

While no clear mention is made in the Board minutes of the new school

opening in the AuL 1926, bills for,the builder, architect, 100 chairs,

and $400.00 for a septic tank all were pair in the Summer of 1926. The

janitor was employed for ten months and. "permitted to use 2 rooms of the

old-building for living quarters." It was moved & 2nctthat the builder, "give

floors in new bldg. 2 coats of heated linseed oil. Carried." (8/11/26)

In the ;pring of 1927, the Bo: d began its first action regarding high

schoL). education. Prior to this come youngsters had tuition paid to a neigh-

boring district:
6

Moved & 2nd that the Board be appointed committee

to see the parents of the high school prospects with

the vied of determining their attitude. Carried.
(1/1.3/27)

6 The minutes are not exact on this point~ Records indicate that Black high%

school tuition was paid. c

11
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Moved & 2nd that special meetin' called for April
27th, 1927, for further discussion of high school
work B employment of teachers. (1/15/27)

:wo months later, action was naken:

Moved & 2nd that the 9th grade of high school work be
taken up fOr the coming year Motion carried. (6/8/

The story continued immediately:.

Secy. instructed to write Spo. Jos. B. Michael whether
or not a teacher can be employed to teach Lh grade
high school work, and can alternate with :_.::per grades,

) without affecting our standing as an accredited high
school.

Secy. instructed to writeMrs. Claire Briggs requesting
application. , (6/14.'17)

By July 20, 1927, Mrs. Brigg's as hired, "conditioned upon. obtaining

State of Midwest certificate to teach." (7/20/27) Bids for renovating the

old frame building were secured and the high school found a home and began.

New programs bring unanticipated problems:

Regularly moved & 2nd that some member of the School
Board. see Dr. Synder7.at his convenience to instruct
whether or not we can admie a person to our s...00l 21
yrs. of age, & married, :'.otion carried. (9/14/27)

And the next item in the minutes speaks eloquently to another set of

probleL

Regularly moved & 2nd that in the future we shr 1.d

find it necessary to order any renair work done c.,:j

7
Suburban County Superintendent of Schools. Other record, indicate he was

a formidable school man and held office for 36 years from 1916 to 1952.
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any nature, that we secure at least three competitive
bids, we to specify the work to be done and the mater-

ials used a. the lowest bid accepted. Motion carried.
(9/14/27)

For the first ti= she bills were nuw listed by sequential number

as well as by amount biller in the school Board minutes.

September meeting the Board, which earlier had purchased a 2%" strap

for corporal punishment, now reversed itself:

Regularly moved & 2nd that corporal punishment be
abolished from the Clear Valley School. Motion carried.

(9/14/27)

The complications in this aspect school policy and school functioning

appeared within a month. A pupil was suspended. He and his parents appeared

before tho )ard. He was warned and "oL cd." to return to school. The Board

took a lisrt of rules, infractions and pc. :-ties developed by the teachers and

turned them into school policy. While no copy of rules exists, infer-

ences can be drawn in part from the note of suspension. The note appears as

Figure 3. Clearly the items of truancy, defying E-d disotty_...e7 the principal,

lying, disturbing another room, and unruliness would be part of those rules.

Inse-rt Figure 3 about

The complications of "policy in action" appeared in a length:: item in

the October 12; 1927 meeting:

Af ter a 'coral:- _ if evidence anc facts relative

to corporal 2,unisb :t inflicted on Kent Collinson, a

pupil in Miss Cimble's classroom, by Mr. Craig, Principal,

on Wednesday, Oct. 5th, the parents were advised that they

:.3

S
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illy Lamb, the eight-year old se

f-,-om school

-amb, of P.:I ,,Tas

suo7ended fro7. Clear al _e School o day September i 1927.

(Thl ar s :

He played truancy.

defied and disobeyed the p.rincf_o of t'r:s scho

3. He broke down the morale of the school by telling false-

hoods ,

4. He entered and created a dis'turbance in aoroom where he

was forbidden to go.

Puni.shment:

Billy did not receive any punishment at school for his

unruly conduct.

Signed by
Craig, Principal

Mr. Underwood, School Board Pres.
lIr.atthews, Another board member

Figure 3: Notice of Suspension
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would be advised at a laser date of the School Board's
find:in:5. Mr. Craig was re?rimandaf by the. Board and
a general understanding effected that it is the desire
of this School Board that corporal punishment be abol --
ishef from our school. T.Jhile the Board is fully aware

:hat :he State 'Law gives the teacher the right to in
filo- reasonah:.: corporal punishment. the Board wished

the 1Jeration of the faculty in abolishing this form
of p:_.:.ishment, using the suspension system as set forth
in rules submitted by and signed by the faculty, dated
Sept. 26th, 1927, referred to as exhibit A in minutes
of meetini.: of Sept. 28th, 1927. (10/12/27)

Slowly, the high school program began to take on form and substance. Be

yond the unlisted books which ad been purchased and listed only as "High

School books," items such as these appeared:

Bills:
431 Central Scientific Co. H. School Lab $149.91

Regularly Moved & 2nd that a cabinet for storing high
_1_ laboratory equipment be ordered by the Secy. as

requested by Mrs. Briggs. Equipment necessary as set

forth in the Bulletin on High School Organization,
page #89. Motion carried. (10/12/27)

Moved & 2nd that the necessary books to complete high
school library requested by Mrs. Briggs in her letter
of Oct. 12th be ordered by the Secy. Motion carried.

(10/12/27)

Items relevant to basic dilemmas in public and private enterprise arose:

Regularly moved & 2nd that Miss Wilma Mann discontinues
giving music lessons in the school building pending a
thorough :.nterpretion by the Board of Directors as to
rho -1.2ality- of h teaching for profit. Motion

carried (11/9/27)

At the same meeting, the interplay among 1. 3er governmental structures,

she local Board a..id the p-i.ofessionalization of teachers Lse:

15
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Secy. instructed by the Boar. of Directors to
Mr. Craig tha7 ::cbsc,is in cur di-trice be cloy ay.

10 & 11th, to remit teachers to attend the .9

Teachers Convention, as per recommendation of Supt.
yndel- in his not. of 1 (-.;/12/27. (11/9/27)

flatly, the holiday structrre was reaffirmed:

Secy. instructed to advise Craig to declare 77id,'7,y,

Nov. 25th, a school holiday, being the Friday following
Thanksgiving. School closes this day as has been 0.7--;om-

are in previous years. (11 /27)

The final item on that busy November eveaing 1927, helps keep the

reader's image in perspectiVe:

Regularly moved & 2nd that a lett-7 :f complaint be
written by the Secy. to Dr. Zeller, County Health Supt.,
concerning the odors, etc., arising fjhom hog farm oper-
ated by Mr. Standish, which is endangering the health of
our school children. Complaint filed by Mr. Craig with

the Bd. of E. letter dated 11/9/27. Motion carried.
(11/9/27)

The confusion over corporal punishment returned later that month:

Regularly moved & 2nr;that cur rub abolishing corporal

punishment again be in:::ituted, teachers to use proper
judgment and discretion in administering this form of

punishment. Secy. .structed to advise Mr. Craig of

this ruling. (11/15/27)

The County provieed some help regarding discipline and deportment. A

Board action on February 8, 1929 commented this way:

Regularly moved & 2nd that Secy. be instructed to
write Mr. Snyder drawing his attention to the laxity
of the Co. Truant Officer in re delinquency'of child-
ren of this district - Jane Zellner 2 other members

- and Michael Gaines residing in Pleasant Hill

(Chronic cases). Motion carried. (2/8/29)
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For the fi Board raised an n i h remains a part of

life in the Milford Schools:

Regularly moved 1 2nd that Secy. be instructed to
request Mr. Craig to draft a plan wl:_oby all teachers
supervise playground du -fin?. playtime. '2/L.±:28)

_:nom" the Board also instituted the beginninc:.s of schcol cafeterias and

lunch programs:

Motion made that Mr. Tomtpkins & F. Nunn
3

be appointed

to secure necc-::ary aqui7nent as suggested (they to use

their judgment in the sel_c.tions) for preparation of

food for the school children. Carried. (Mrs. Alien

7:30 to 3:00 PM @ $2.00 per day.)

Motion made that Mr. Jennings and Newberry
8

be instruct-

ed to take care of the installation of necessary tables
in the basement o: the school. Carried. (2/15/28)

Housing, staffing, and keeping the lunch programs "profitable" will be a

regular item forever more, Conventional wisdom in this domain, as we will

see, is almost an internal contradiction.

At a special meeting of the Board-, after the April 3rd elections, the

new members.were sworn in, and new officers were elected, "by acclamation.'

Other items were noteworthy for their first mention in the record:

ComMittee of Mothers Club desires permission to plant
shrubs and trees on school premises. Moved & 2nd that

the committee be permitted to do their planting without

Mr. Thompson's9 deference. Motion carried.' (4/14/28)

9Boa,-d members
9The school janitor
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Two key items relevant to the educoJional programs arose:

Reg-larly moved & 2nd that i'or :he 192E-7929,
chat 7.7e ofganize a .Junior i=SiSt71713 of

Eah, (4/=!?)

Regularly moved & 2nd that we offer Mrs. Briggs the
position of Principal of this school at $175.00 per
month, for 10 month teLiu, 1928-1929. Motion carried,

(4/4/28)

That salary was $35.00 per month higher than her teaching salary, $140.00,

and $15.00 per month higher than the salary of Mr. Craig, the elementary prin-

cipal who until then was the highest paid employee in the district. at $160.00

per month. The median teacher salary at the time was $125.00. A week later,

the minutes suggest all was not well in staff relations:

Reg-_:larly moved & 2nd that Mrs. Briggs be employed
fo-- he year of 1928-1929 as Principal of the High

& Elementary School, at 200.00 per month. 4

members Carr, Inman, Tholozan10, & Ennis for.
Opposed Newport. Pres. not voting. (4/11/ 28)

The next week six new toachers were offered contracts. Changes also

occurred at the At tucks School. A new replacement teacher and an alternative

were selected. The janitor was dismissed at__ a new janitor hired.

By Autumn 1928, the faculty. of the Milford District consisted of nine

professional staff, including Mrs. Briggs and a part time teacher. By Novem-

ber due to congestion and crowding the half time teacher became full time and

an additional primary teacher was added. Only Mrs. Briggs remained from the

previous year.

10

High faculty turnover seems a part of the early years.

The wife of an earlier Board member , F. Tholozan
18
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:111-rorc.1 , a Superf_ntendent: Mrs. Brigs

During the Summer of 1928, in this period of faculty change and turnover,

e 3,:ard r.ade an adc-litionl =eve:

Regularly moved & 2nd that Mr. Carson write ir. Tobias

for permission to organize the Sch. Dist. uneer super-
vision of a Supt. Motion carried. (7/11/28)

The Board ciuickly heard from Mr. Tobias and a special session was called:

Letter dated July 13th, 1928, from State Director of
High Sch. Supervision, K. S. Tobias, read and unanimous
approval of all Bd. membel:s present expressed.

Regularly moved & 2nd that on strength of this letter,
Mrs. 3riggs, our -Principal, be appointed Supt. of our
School Dist. to devote 1/2 of her time to the supervision
of our schools and to organize the 8th, &-9th

grades in a Junior High School, in accordance with the
plans submitted to and approved by Director of H. S.

Supervision, K. S. Tobias. Motion carried. (7/20/28)

In just one year (6/14/27 to 7/20/28), Mrs. Briggs had moved from being

a teacher new to the district but organizing the high school, to principal,

to becoming the first superintendent of the Milford Public ichools.

During the Fall months of 1928, members of the Board still carried out a

number of miscellaneous activities:

Regularly moved & 2nd that Mrs. Tholozan ea authorized
to purchase,the necessary equipt. for hospital or first

aid room. Motion carried. (9/12/2P)

But the new superintendent began to take on broader responsibilities:

Moved & 2nd that Mrs. Briggs write Mr. Overmei,er of
the State University asking for one of the experts on

19
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beilding projects to call on us as soon as it can
arranged. our Board to pay his traveling e:.:Tenses.
Motion carried.

P-,esolution introduced to give Mrs. Triggs general
charge of the cafeteria, Secon-d by Tholozan
ant asses. Mr, Carr inc,.:ruc:aci to inform 1.frs. Winter.

(12/12/28)

In the Spring of 1329, an attempt was made to pass a bond issue for a

school addition. It failed. Later, after a citizens committee was appointed,

a plan for a new school was developed. It too failed. Finally in-pctober

1929, a bond issue for a new school (4 rooms), two new rooms at Clear Valley,

and repairs and improvements at the Attucks pased overwhelmingly -- 438, 70,

and 3. The new school would be closer to the population in the eastern part

of the e_strict. Passage of the bond issue meant then that architects, roof-

ers, " . 'indly consider the use of their asbestos shingles on the contem-

plates: building" (12/11/29), and builders visited the Board. And the usual

bills were paid, holidays for Christmas were set Friday, 12/20 to 'IC,rsday,

1/2/30.

problems seemed to remain. Mr: Briggs raised complaints regard-

ing t1-.a janitor and he was replaced in December 1929, with two weeks notice.

ary 8th, 1930 two teachers met with the Board:

Miss Monet and Miss Greer representing pur faculty

made a few remarks both for and against the present
condition of the school system.

Mrs. Brigga placed before 1:;,e. Board a few of the many
difficulties that arise to hinder progress in the
school work. Mr. Tompkins had left us early in Nov.
T. I. Wells took his place for a few weeks but failed
to qualify and was discharged on that ground. Mr. T.M.

Kane was hired and worked only a few days and he
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resigned. 7:1r. Fred :jolting was then taken in and

appears to meet all requirements and we are hoping

that he will stay with us the remainder of the year.
(1/18/30)

Ia 7ebruary:

Miss Kelley and Mr. Nolting, members of the faculty
and Hubert C7ict cL member of the student body were
delegated to call cpon the Board and make various

recommendations. (Our italics) (2/12/30)

In the week of February 17th, the Milford Board held two special meetings

in which the mid-winter drama reached a climax.

Mr. Nofsinger Carr - Inman - Lawrence met informally
with Mr. Peter Lake superintendent of the Kennard
School-LI for the purpose of obtaining information con-
cerning a member of his faculty -- who had been recom-
mended to us as a likely candidate for our Superinten-
dent.

Mr. Lake recommends highlY\Mr. F. W. Grey who has -.;eon

in his system for 4 years in the capacity of Physical

.
Education director and one whose ambitions and qualifi-

cations have outgrown his system and one that he (Mr.

Lake) would be unable to retain.

Mr. Lake also explained quite satisfactorily the sys-

tem of voting the tax lev in the two propositions. He

also explained why our 85c tax which was voted upo. at
the Annual School Election, April 1.929 and was carried

by a majority vote of the people was ruled out of

the County,Court because a school of ou.:- classification
cannot vote more than 65c for teachers and incidental

fund.

Mr. Inman. was instructed to ,:tend an invitation to
Mr. Grey to meet. with us on Friday, Feb. 21/31 for an

interview.

Our meeting Ldlo-H_ at 10:45 PM.

11Kennard School is an i7jacent district where some Milford high school

students had gone to schoci. over the years and where Milford had rented in

the last year a basketball court for use by its pupils.
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olith-17 the 7e.e.?:., followina FIiclay the Board met w th

Edgar absent. The erOatilt minutes are ,71-.casentad in Coto:

The our:._.se of the mac.___n:-: was to int.erview Gray
as a -7 candidate to .sutceed Brig,gs as S'aper-

intendant.

Our school district is groWing so rapidly and are

in the midst of a building trogram this year and o'e
feel keenly the need of a man at the head of our
school systcp?. (Our Italics)

Mrs. Briggs has given good service-al-A has/done a,-
splendid job of organizing a Junior and Senior High
School, but the increasing demand is growing out of
her power of control.

After a careful inter Lew with MI. Grey we naturally
agreed that provided the additional nx-of
building and repair fund (that we expect tc vote upon
at the next annual schoof election) carries we would
employ him giving him a contract for 12 months, be-
ginning July 1st, 1930, in order that he might be on
the job during the b-Alding process this Summer.

In anticipation of the number of. Children that 7,ery
likely will actend'the school J.77 Milfcrd
Mr. Grey asks permission to make a survey of those
living in the district and their' preference. He was

authorized to have blanks for this request printed
and distributed throughout the distric.

Mr. Mullanply was authorized to inform ids. Briggs
that we would not r[mew her contract,

Mrs. Tholozan was delegated to introduce Grey tc

Mrs. Briggs in order that he might become familiar
with the school syste a - of what has been done and
what needs to be don,

-Meeting adjourned at -!_50 P.M. (.2/21:30)1

12
Milford Village, o e.. was an unincorporated village. When the town

school district was or-,n.:1 the School District took. its name.
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The regul2r March 12th Board meeting spent most of its time on the bond

issue and bidders from eig'or L..z.lancial institutions, Bills were read and

censored Nanes of Inman and Lawrence were submitted for re-election off: mam-

bers,of the 'Board in April. At a special meet, a week later a number of

items of business were handled final architectural plat__ and bids for the

contracts. Three items bear especially on several of our larger themes

The secretary read the application of Mrs. Briggs
and after, careful- consideration we decided that it
would nnt7 be wise to retain her in the system. Mrs.

Tholozan :as delegated to inform her of same. Her

application is attached.

We have iriser letter as Figure 4.

Insert Figure 4 about here

The next item in the minutes:

G.N. Ford -- colored contractor, was present and asked
consideration of the Board for the contract for the

building of the Attucks Schoo1.13

Mr. grey submitted a repOz: c the survey made just
recently in regard to the _umber of pupils that will
likely .attend the Milford Brbool and recommended the
hiring of three 'additional teachers.

Mr. Carr made a motion and seconded by Mrs. Tholozan
to authorize Mr. Grey to proceed in getting teachers
applications as per his schedule. (3/19/3(r

The Special Meeting in April reported the re-election of the t o Board

members and the overwhelming passage of the 6.5c and the 40c tax. The oath

they and the earlier Board members took is reproduced as Figure 5.

13Si
:: weeks later (4/30/ ?,0), the contract was accepted; no record exists of

the amount nor of tal-iY:.g of Jids. A later bill of $255.00 to the G.W. Ford

Hardware Co. is listed.
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March 19, 1930

TO THE SCHOOL BOARD,

taking the privilege of submitting myapplication for a position
as teacher in your high school next year. I think the previous experi-.

ences I have had here will render me more capable of service

than would be possible if I had not been at the head of the school for
the past two years. I think you know me to be able to teach subject
matter and at the same time-maintain proper condition's in the room. I

am familiar with the system and I know the student personnel, which is

a decided advantage to any teacher. If I have the honor of remaining
in the school, I pledge myself to cooperate to the fullest with
Grey and the entire organization and to more fully convince you of this,
I,am willing to work without a formal contract, as this would enable
yc, to remove me at any time I may not be entirelysatisfactory.

I am turning over to your new superintendent a well organized school
of which I am very proud. I think you may have acted very, wisely in
selecting a man instead of a woman as administrator, since the demands
of the system will be very much heavier next year than they have been

this year. At present I am succeeding in creating a very wholesome
atmosphere for Mr. Grey in the high-school. I have no ill feelings
whatever toward anyone connected with the system, and I shall be more
than pleased to remain with you as a part of your organization. -I

know I can render you a very valuable service. In addition to my teach

ing duties, I shall be glad to assist Mr. Grey in every way possible

connected with the school..

Please consider Cc_:: proposition fairly and discuss- it with Mr. Grey.

if I am retained in the system, I promise you will have no cause to

regret it.

Very truly

N:.s. Briggs

Fire 4: Mrs. Briggs' Letter of Anneal.
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Insert'Figure 5 about here

2.4 Fir. Grey's Terre as SupLrintendent

The hiring of a full time male Superintendent had a number c_ ensequences.

Two items fr-.1 the minutes suggest the oeginning of these impl.lea'Aons:

'Lfter careful consideration, Mr. T. -,... moved and

Mr. Carr seconded that we give,Mr. G. a contract
for 12 months beginning July 1, 1930 -- at a salary
of $2,500 per annum.

Regularly mowed & 2nd that Mr. Grey. and Mrs. Tholozan
proceed with the employment of teachers for the next

year. (4/9/30)

The salary increase was a full twenty five percent more than that paid

his predecessor. The active involvement of the Superintendent in all kinds

of activities originally a Board respont.bility was to increase step by step

over the years.

In the Summc of 1930, the Board, "regularly moved and seconded," that

the new elementary school be named :157 Milford Village School and the high

school be the Milford High School. Though. the High School program was now

in its third year, the financj_n remained precarious:

Regularly moved & 2nd to raise the tuition of HL gh
'chcol. pupils from $40.00 to $60.00. Mr. Grey is

:Authorized to notify patrons. (9/10/30

Mr. Grey was given additional duties:

Regularly moved & 2nd to appoint Grey az attend
ance officer for the district. (11/12/3C)
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"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I
will support the Constitution of the
United States and the Constitution of the
State of Midwest, and that I il faith-

fully and impartially discharge the duties
ofischool director in ayd for the School .

District of Milford, Co the best of my
ability, according to the law, so help me

God."

Figure 5: Oath of Office of School Board Members
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The school's r Le in the larger community appears:

A general discussie_ regarding tuition from other

distric . Mr. Grey informs us that the payments are
coming promptly and the enrollment is holding-Up--we1,1.

(1114/31)

The Board's involvement with the community also appears:

Mutually agreed by the Board that we all_attend the
Annual County School Board Convention at Green City,
Saturday Mar. 14-31. (3/11/31)

In May of 1931, a series of items carried the flavor of Mr. Grey's grow-
l.

ing responsibilities:

Regularly moved & 2nd that the Board levy a tax of
35c for Interest and sinking fund and to accept the
estimated budget for 1931-32 as submitted by :jr. Grey.

(Our Italics)

Mr. William moved & 2nd by Mr. Easter that we approve
the contracts for teachers as submitted by Mr. Grey

and sign same.

Regularly moved & 2nd that Mr. Grey proceed with his
plans for a school picnic.

Regularly moved. by Mr. Wil_ams2, 2nd by Easter that

we increase Mr. Grey's salary from $2300 to $3000 per

year. (5/13/31)

The regular meeting of June 11, 1931', is noted for one major event:

On account of having no quorum--no official business

wa.i transacted except the signing of Diplomas by the

President and Secretary. (6/11/31)

in such auspicious circumstances the high school graduating class was

off icily certificated.
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And :

Items continue to appear in interesting juxtaposition:

Mr. Grey explained in detail the New School Law relative
to High School Tuition that was recently passed by the
General Assembly, ,signed by the Governor and is to become
effective Sept. 14, 1931. (8/13/31)

Mr. Inman moved, 2nd by Mrs. Tholozan that the Superin-
tendent of Schools, Mr. Grey, be authorized to exercise
general supervision over the janitors of the several
schools and to prescribe their hours and the work to be
performed by them. (8/13/31)

Mr. Grey, as Superintendent, is progressively more and more involved in

both external relations and internal operation of the School District. At

this point in time, if our inferences are correct, the Superintendent mediates,

between the State and the Board. He "explained in detail" the 7,1vinc-4 laws

and regulations emanating from ,:he'8tate CapiLol.' In the past, one of the

mem:bers of the Board wroce directly to the County tendent, o the

State Department, and to the State University. AF .:-:!ads the iloconi of

Board Minutes, one senses that the Board has hi = a person it trusts and has

confidence in, that it pays him increasingly and that it expects him to

relieve '.he board of a variety of chores a:. activities. While the Board re-

tzll_ns "ultimate" control, power and authority, it now acts at a full step re-

moved from dayto-day decision making in ever-widening areas of responsibility.

The motion on janitors now. reporting to the Superintendent follows by 212 years

(12/28), the responsibility given to Mrs. Briggs to supervise the cafeteria

".7=kerS.
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Although the Board minutes are not explicit in noting the Superintendent's

regular attendance at Board meetings, it seems to have begun about 1931. Until

then, each set of minutes indicate presence and absence of Board members but

not of others. During this year, the language seems to shift from a particular

Board member instructir or informing Mr. Grey to "Mr. Grey explained in de-

tail the New School Law ...." and not having been invited to be present to do

so. Or:

Mr. Grey explained that Mrs. Johnson's salary was below
the legal standard required by the state in order that
we get state credit for the extra High School work she

is to carry out at Attucks School this year. In view 'of

.
that, Mr. Inman made a motion - 2nd by Mr. Williams that

we increase her salary $5.00 per month. ,Carried.
(9/9/31)

In November, Mr. Grey joined the Board at a Saturday evening meeting of

the County School Board Convention.

County School Board Convention held at Fairwoods High

School. Our school was represented by Mr. Grey, Mr.
Carr, Mr. Inman, Mr. Easter Mr. Williams & Mrs.

Molozan. Mr. Snyder explained in detail the new
school law in regard to consolidation and redistricting
of rural districts recently passed. (11/7/31)

Between regular meetings of the Eaard acts of nature occur, deliberately

organized community institutions respond, and the School Board takes notice

and responds :h concern and good feeling, as well as its legal responsibi-

ities:

The secretary was instructed to write a letter of

appreciation to each of the Fire Departments that
responded to the call made on the night of Oct. 30

when the frame school building caught fire due :o.
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overheating.' Regularly moved & 2nd to give tha Milford
Village lire Dept. a stove.1:4 $10.00 to the Crescent
Fire Dept. and 2 boxes of cigers :o the Germania Fire
Dept.

A ril,,:Jrt was made \by Mr. Rc.:-.dtree of the' Fidelity Co.

n the settlement for Insurar_:e for the damage done to
the school building in tha re:ant fire. (11/15/31)

The role of specialist and generalist poses a problem at b,)th the profes-
s

sional and non-professional level. The "way things were" is captured in the

minutes:

Mr. Lawrence moved - 2nd by Mr. Williams that we pur-
chase material for table for the Milford Village Ele-
mentary School and have the janitors to make .,:hem at
their spare time, alto to glace a storm door on he

north side of the building. The motj.on c'rried.
(12/14/31)

The same evening broader issues were brewinf, in the county and the Board,

once again, seemed to be tackling them in its usual direct common sense style:

No further business to coma before the 3oard at this
time the meeting adjourne a 3 o'clock in order that
we might attend a mass meeting of the Boards of Educa-
tion of the adjoining diszrict at. Cummings Hall, Table
Rock in regard to the c:onsoli Ilion and re-districting
of school districts. (12/14/31)

These efforts at school bcroLidati.)n bad a checkered history in Midwest

State and Suburban County. A =y of a part of Suburban. County re-

ports the following:

in 1933 a county (!b7Lr:.ct___L4 iTit 16 times and

,,mer-ld with a plan to :-.ba 93 little three

141_
n January tno.- Board voted Y:. I.' 1-filford. Villase Voluntee-.7 Fire Department

-$15.00.
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director districts in the county down to 16 ... Wanting
no part of this the board members campaigned against it

and the measure failed all over the county.
(P.D. 1977, p.34)

15

No records' regarding these meetings appear in the Board minutes.

In the first meeting of 1932, the format of the Board minutes took on a

more formal view. Instead of a flowing handwritten record, the minutes were

typed in a professional looking style.
16

Items were paragraphed. Marginal

identifications were introduced for the first time. Formal indication that

the Superintendent "was present" also appears. Bills were paid, old business

was attended too, e.g., the volunteer fire department was voted $15.00. And

the Superintendent's role continued to be elaborated:

Mr. Grey reported a temporary suspension of Michael

Untermeyer and Joe Dolan on account of misconduct in

classroom. A general discussion followed. The matter

was left in the hands of Mr, Grey to dispose of as he

sees fit. (1/13/32)

No longer did the parent and youngster appear before the Board. No longer did.

the Board directly decide on appropriate next steps,

The Board, in early March of 1932, accepted applications of two incum-

ben: iater. in March accepted two others. The next was

L,c::h member pledged to support the incumbent candi-

es and work hard for the tax. (3/30/32)

Other data the ye, was f731 and the 90 three directcro districts

were ea 75 plus 15 ccnsoiLLted c- six director districts.

16SC=2 of the very early m.Lnutes had been roughly typed.
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The iron law of oligarchy worked less than peifectly and one incumbent won and

the other lost.
17

They were duly sworn in the following week at a !Hecial

Board meeting.

Apparently the Board felt the reasoning and results surrounding Mr. Grey's

..appointment had been successful:

... we employ an additional man teacher to actas
principal in the absence of Mr, Grey and teach Physi-
cal Education and Science at the salary of $1,500.00.

(4/21/32)

At the same meeting, one teacher was not rehired, and'other teachers were

offered contracts. One of the janitors, " ... was dismissed on account: of

possessioL liquor on school property. Motion carried .unanimously." (4/2/132)

mention of he economic depression occurs in the Board minutes, although the

Superintendent was rehired at $250.00 per month for twelve months, was given a

three year contract but with the provision that if the Board deemed it necessary

to decrease (or increase) teacher's salaries the Superintendent's would be de-°

creased or increased proportionately.

In August of 1932, at the ra-7,11a7.7 Board meeting, one of our continuing

themes, the education of Black children in the Milford School District, re-

ceives the following mention:

The regular order of business was dispensed wit:h to
take care of a c,2mmitf.ee from t1.- Waterford School
District. The members of thi: committee present were
Ben Olderman, President of t::.].e Waterford School Board;

17
The lziw was not totally 1 s than perfect for the oside winner bad been

(771 the Board earlier but had :_st the prelrf.ns year.
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William Zener, Director of the Waterford School Board

and. Donald Day, Director of the Waterford School Board.

Mr. Olderman was the spokesman and asked if they might
be allowed to send the colored elementary pupils from

the Waterford District to Attucks School in the Milford

-School District and what tuition would be asked. Mr.

Grey explained that while the cost per pupil was much

higher than $4,0.00 per year, that our present facilties

would take care of these pupils without additional seat-

ing Or teachers, and that, in view of this fact these

pupils oduld be taken care of for $40.00 each for the

school term 1932-33. This was satisfactory to the Water-
ford Committee and Mrs. Tholozan moved that we accept the

colored elementary pupils from the Waterford District for

the school year 1932-33 at $40.00 per pupil for a term of

10 months. Mr. Roberts gave his 2nd to the motion and the

motion carried unanimously. The committee then adjourned

and the meeting proceeded with the regular order of busi-

ness. (8/10/32)

Within a month, the County redistricting issue reappeared and. Mr. Grey

and the Board members participated in the election of six members, one from

each of the County's townships and one at large.

The interdependence of various public functions operating .-;-ard the

common good appears in another minute:

Mr. Williams moved that the Board of Education adopt a

resolution that the Board go on rcord as not opposing

the use of the school building for a polling place. Mr.

Roberts 2nd the motion and the motion carried. (10/12/32)

In December, 1932, the Superintendent read the bills, #1-i2-206, reported

on fire insurance 77egarding the Clear Valley frame building, trucks on the

school ground du ing school hours, and pamphlets available regarding the

tentative redistricting prog:-am. A transportation item appeared:

Ti. .. Superintendent recommended a change in the manner of

paying the .transportation of the colored High ichool
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pupils to Big City High Schools by paying the parents
directly instead of paying the drivers of the cars.
After due E.scussion, Mr. Inman moved that the Board
of Education pay the parents directly for the trans-
portation of their children to Big City High Schools.
The motion was 2nd by Mr. Williams and the motion.
was unanimous favoring the motion. (12/14/32)

At a lacr meeting check=., from $3.00 to $4.17 went to eight ir-7ivIL,Jals for

"Col. H. S. Trans."

The effects of the depression appeared in the Spring of 1933. In a series

split votes (3-3), a separating of issues and seeking advice of the County

Superintendent, the Board finally voted to ler_in all of the teecA 7S, to cut

the salaries 10/, and to retain a ten mor,th school year. Each contract:

carried the provision, "provided the school funds are available, In addition

the Board added a. supplement to the contract:

... it is the desire of the members of the Board that
providing they can find suitable living quarters in the
district, that they will be required to live within the
district. (5/29/33)

Conflict continued in the Board, with some motions not carryin

of a second, others split 42. The issues involved insurance on the buildings,

replacing a teacher getting married, and the equalizing of janitors salaries--

one down from $135.00 and the others up from $7.00.

the Spring of 1934, discussion was held and a motion made and seconded

that the Sunar±-tendent be given a new three year contract. in March he

Board voted him a year's leave of -.1)sence because of illness. At:that same

meeting the first overall budget enclosed in the record of -.:o.inUtes appeared.

It is reproduced in toto as Figure 6.
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Insert Figure 6 about here

All fifteen teachers were retained in April, 1934, with small raises (most

at $2.00 per month e.g., $105.50 to $107.50) although Mr. F. B Newsome who

assumed some of Mr, Gacy's duties had a salary increase from ',12,5.00 to $150.00

per month. Except for Mr. Grey whose salary was $2500.00 peT:.. year,. Mr. Newsome

was tha highest paid employe._ of the district.

In May the Board instituted the first fringe benefi'os to teachers with the

simple item:

Mr. Lawrence moved & 2nd by Mr. Easter that teachers be
allowed 10 days per year wf_th pay for Ltickness or death
in the immediate family- Teacfters to furnish a doctor's
certificate of illness. he motion carriql. (5/9/34)

As the 1933--34 school yeai7 ended the Board took two actions which seemed

to have long term signi icance. First the Board voted formally to admit

visitors:

Mr. Easter moved & 2nd by Mr. Finley that we admit ..!.11
visitors and let them voice their opinions or 'objectives
(sic) and then ask them to retire while the Board carries
on its business. The vote was 3 for and 2 against.

(6/13/34)

For the first time formal secretarial help is available to the Superin

tendent:

Mr. Jennings moved 2nd by Mr. Finley that Mr. Grey
employ someone as office assistant of $12.50 'per week.

The motion carried. Mr. Lawrence18 voted against the

proposition.

18
Lawrence was frequently in the minority on the Board, e.g., his candidates

to fill positions regularly last. No inference could be made from the minutes

as to the reasons.
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Estimated Budget For 1934-35

Tachers Salaries 21,275.00
Janitors Salaries 2,500.00
School Supplies 600.00
Janitors Supplies 225.00
Playground Supplies 100.00
Equipment 100:00

Repairs & Replacements 150.00

Libraries 100.00

School Grounds 100.00

Fuel 400.00

Electric Services 325,00

Telephone Service. 200.00
Water 175.00
Insurance 500.00
Colored iuition 500.00
Colored Transportation 300.00
Board of Education 150.00

Election Costs 50:00
Enumeration Costs 50.00

Miscellaneous Expenses 100.00

Total Amount to be raised 27,900.00 27,900.00

1.20 levy will raise approximal:ely 21,600.00
State Revenue, railroad taxes, etc
iuition, Int. on Bank Bal. E.

5,000.0,0

Miscellaneous 1,300.00
27,900.00 27,900.00

Figure u The First Extant Budget at the Milford School Dist-Liet.
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year stazted cuspid-Lot LJ:.scussions

w3y re e-4crding the aceuisiti0E. _diL-_ 1 arc, :ty ad` :cent" both the

Arcuc,s School, for around space, and propc.cy adjacent to the

_ Shoo.. ..ae 7rar':- teacher petitioh :0 :-,,eased from her

contract tc in a pro : -.-ti' ious community cL_OSE the county; the '..card EC

moved. special meeting was called two weeks later:

19

fot the purpose of discussing the recent burglary
committed at Clear Valley School.

Mr. Easter requested Supertendent Grey :0 take charge
of the mee'Lin at this time Mr. Grey reicced to the Board

and visitors1 his stand, stating that his desire was not
to prosecute to the extent of sending the culprits to re-
form school, but to sufficiently punish them, that .chere
would be accruence (sic) of their act.

Members of the Board were asked to express their views,
Mr. Finley was of the same opinion as Mr. Grey, Mr.
Gottlieb, Mr. Easter sad Mrs. Quales spoke briefly,
their opinions being in harmay with Mr. Grey and. Mr.
Finley. Mr. Ingersoll expressed '.is views, saying that

if it could be so arranged, that the boys would be
sehtenced and then put on parole to some responsible
persons, he-thought punishment would sufficient. Mr.

Matthews2° thanked the memoers for t,,ilatEitude,
promising that he and his sea would make full restora-:
tien for what had been taken. Mr. Caroline made
talk equivalent to 11.f. Matthes'. Mr. Carrz° expressed

his views and agreed with Mr. Grey and . embers of the

Board-on sheirstand,

There be hg no further discussion on this subject, the

visitors were excused at 8: .5 721 and the s.oard went into

session.

Mr. Easter called the meeting to orde- and asked for a

motion to the :.fert that the Boa:.:a su:,:,,ort Mr. Gre, in

his stand on the subject, (8/14/34)

Parents of the youngsters involved.

While no firs- name are. recorced, the names are the same of earlier

Board Members. - Bo:c Mr. e .(1 Mrs. Matthews attended.
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br:Lefly enp ined -2.card

e punishment meted our to the boys ir
to:.- place 1, e..:Tiaining that the

a sin mc t,srole wi. the understaadias
.would entend longer if full restoration was nor made
rh-..s. rime.

Continue d oro ens was mace on the prcperry dit -op' and dis!cussion

occurred cuncerninc enrollments:

Under new business, rey spoke on the enrollment of
all three schools, Clear Valley was about normal, whereas
1.1ilford Village and Attucks had fallen off: Mr. Grey ask a
the F:card's consideration of taking two elementary pupils
frc::, any one family in any district at the tuition of one

one-balf (11.2). 'Mr. Easter moved and Mr. Gottleib Ind,
that we accer: pupils on the above mentioned rate. The
motion carri_ (9/5/34)

The array at miscellanec,us items that make up Board activit.y continues

usual: the school kitchen showed a arofit of $3,91 for September, the

monthly ' Lls were read and approved, $3,000 s borrowed from a local bank

o pay October and November bills, a notion was made and passed that a secret

ballot be taken on coal bids, the vote was 4 to 2, a discussion was held on,

" ... the necessity of laying sidewalks along the front of our school proper-

ties for childoens' safety," and finally:

Mr. Lawrence moved, 2nd by Mr. Finley, that we '-ave
the school rooms sprayed each evening after: school
has been dismissc.. to rid rooms of flies. The motion \---

carried. (10/3/34)

Lacer in the. Autumn it was moved, seconded and carried:
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. e 2.eLve tho, ._Ise of the school buildins 'oy ail

tbc ha- -- of Mr. Grey.

in oh rnlar Taeting on the lad failed for lath of cuorum. A

was; 7.aLed far .ThnuLry 9:h, and it was noted:

Mr. Grey a..an a'-:',sent due to :Illness Mr. Inman read the

bills.

11-,tr=r,a secoat )ecial meeting was called:

The Board of 'Education of the School District of Milford

met at Clear Vallay School January 29, at 8:00 o.m., for

the purpose of deter-!ining the Board's desire to fill the

acancv caused oy r eath of our Superintendent, Mr.

Grey. (1/29/35)

By Friday (2/i/35), iter interviewing seven candidates, eliminating four,

and taking two votes. Mr. McBride was elected, on a 4-2 split vote. On the

following hednesday (2/.6/35), it was noted at the regular meeting of the Board

of Ed.uu..,tion t.at, " ... with our Superintendent, Mr. McBride, also in s.ttend-

once, ha ara had ended, a new one had begun.
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3,1 introducti_

have .1,1Dicted, heavily with quotes frc7 Board cf

Education, th7: earl. yea-r-s in the ge.1-3is of the iiiifore School District,

The chronicle continues much the same year after year in the Board's record.

At this point we are moved to state some preliminary generalizations arising

as we read the accounts. We hold these interpretations tentatively because

they overlap heavily some of the thoughts that began in our study of the Alto

School District (Smith 1978) and our study of Federal_ Policy in Action (Smithand

D-a-ver 1979). To us we seem to be moving to a codified coherent point of view.

c91
Others nay see us "finding what we were looking for.'

As we moved inductively from items arising in our reading of the Doard

minutes, and later from Bulletins to tine community, other doc- ants, c--d a

few interviews, several large categories arose. The first cluster involved

the community or series of communities of which the school district is a part.

One item is, for example, the changing population of the district, A num'oer

of items were part of the evolving processes and structures of organiza-

tion au-a organization. For example c:w positions principal, superintendent,

and secondary teacher appeared, P,uThs and regulations and standardonerating

procedures were codified. In turn these items flow into but can be discrimi-

nate,. ft= an educational categovy clastooms, curriculum, ..=d teaching.

21ye speak in more detail to these issuesdn the methodological report,

Volume VII of cur study.
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In important, pe:hans major sense the school Board lies hetwaen the

and L;Tun:. in modern ja-:70n it is the 1=Lerfeee. For some 'Lena-

it is part of the school system. Buz in its mediating, interfacing position

and role it provides a view of both. Its minutes are full of items permitting

generalization and speculation. of key . :ems in developing a perspective on the

community.

County and State Government and Agencies

In the very early years of the district, the state influenced the Milford

District mostly as a set zf laws which indicated procedural rules, both oppor-

and consio-ints. From 1910 through the 1:920's, when the School Board

Records began, th_. Clear Valley School operated as a "Common School District."

When the Board sought to become a town school eistric: it proceeded under

Section 5618 of the Revised Statute pT. Midwest State, of 1919. The County

Clerk regularly audited the District treasurer's accounts. On occasion eppeals

for help -::?re made to the State Department, e.g., procedures in becoming a dis-

trict witn a superintendent or to the State University for expert helm on

school buildings.

The potency of the state rules appears in another document, a brief his-

97
tory of the Milford High School, written , a Board member for the first

high school annual published in 1931, as the first group Of ',oungsters re-

ceived their diplomas:

220ne member of the graduating clac indicated in an inter,iiew that it was
Mr. Carr, then President of the Board L who wrote the account.
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Milford High School has a prehistoric period: an effort
which, apparently failed, yet helped to make a path for
the later success. In the Summer of 1924 a young man,
?r pay_ of the Clear ealley School, made a Proposal
thee thre: of the four teachers would teach :our ninth
sraci ss:oeots L.nrins the followins :Ear for a sti-
increase in salary. The Board was inadequately __.._owed
as to the credit requirements of a High School but trust
ed the knowledge and ability of its princ-_-:al and thought
any venture forward was worth trying.

Oz.ly 5 pupils started and when about mid season it was
learned that the school had failed to recef.v:e credit from
the State Department some of these dropped out, The ven
ture was abandoned neat year, but one of these pupils
stepped into the second year of High School at Kennard
and ultimately was graduated there. The effort was not
wholly a failure. (H.S. Annual 1931, p.5)

Very Little of this information appears in the sketchy Board minutes from the

early years. 'That does appear is the constant checking of requirements with

the St _e Department by the Board and by nrs. Briggs at the Board's request.

Having burned earlier, as the above quote indicates, would not have been

a bad inference from the minutes themselves. Mr. Carr returned a few para
.)

graphs later to theme of state contfol:

After the regul= inspection of State Department
had ?ut its stamp of approve' upon our first year of
High the Board began eo plan r the next year.

(H.S. Annual 1931, p.5)

The state government continues to exercise it-. :-5 reLeonsibilities.

Suburban County contained some sev... --five small schoOl districts, all

governed by three member boards and m.st operating one room schools. The edu

cation of ad- Lescents -7as problematic in those districts. The beginnings of

Milford High School had ,a :vol. of "rule. co. .opclitanism". As one membe'r of

the first graduating class commented:
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:_resting thing, J_ think when this high school

startei it as w.au know, it d_ _hat end of :ha

court it drew one or two students from-almost each
one, 1:.ke maybe one from Rhodes and another from
1.1orr_Lson and than there T7ere two of us from Ja-l_on.

CrI 2/7:30)

In an impot-tan,L sense, l'iilford High School, was to serve-these functions for

its and of the county until a wavr, of post World War 11 consolidation swept

the county a:7:j the state between 1949 and 1952.

Educationists, L:rowin!3 up, being educated and later teaching in large

urban or metropolitan :leas, aloprciate the role played historically

by the county superintendent of scr:1_,_- s. the 1920's and 1930's, in Subur,

bc_--1 County, which was then heaviv rural, communiques appear Fro::: time to

time in the school Board minutes -- giving anice, informing the Board of

meetings and generally playing the role of expert and COM7: gntion link with

the outside world of organizations, laws and rules affecting local public

education. On one occasion, actually the first mention of the County Super-

intendent, he was brought in to help and give"testimony regaregng the dis-

missal of the principal and his wife who both taught in the school. Later he

was instrumental-in the initiation of the high school:

On the recommendation of our County Superintendent, a
teache- was secured the necessary educational
credits to teach four rcnth Trade subjects: English,

Science, History and. Mathema:_ics. Mrs. Briggs, the

new High School teacher, coming from Western Tennessee,

took hold of her job with energy and decision, made
herself familiar with the requirements of the State Law,
and gave the Board much needed assistance in the purchase
of the required library and scientific apparatuses.

(H.S. Annual 1931, p.9)
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In short, those overnmental units provided no,': only constraints but

methods co help carry out the desires of the Board and indirectly the community.

Uhile a Newtonian clockwork metaphor is out of f:a7or among some cost

positivist epistomologists, aThIackwcrk regularity appears in the annual

school board elections in the Milford School Distry_ct.. Each Spring the

minutes report on -ho has filed for cbs election, the selection of judges,

the votes garnered by each individual, the swearing in of new members and the

election of officers within the hoard. As we have indicated state laws gov-

erned the very format of size of Board, three director common schoc.l or

six director township school, the procedures for changing from one to another,

the requirements do!: an annual election, and the procedures to gov,,, those

1,1:ctio,-so

Community Part-Lt:i.ation in the Annual Sehool Nootinp

Crass roots democracy and local control of schools anpeacsth tho 17.st

vivid form in the set ci records entitled "Record of Annual ScJ:o. Me tin",

the first category in the E. F, Hobart new edition of "Records

trict." The items that appear in the earliest o.tant record, Apfil 7, 1914 .

and reappear year in and year out:

1) Election of a director -- usually one of three person
board

2) Voting the length of school year .usually ten months
3) Authorizing building use for community groups "as

specified by law"
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'voting or County Superintendent of Schools
Coleman 5 votes
Snyder --------- 3 is

Taylor 0

Quinn 0
it

(4/6/15)

The small number of VOtrE present
1914 (i:ector elected by 17 vote majority)
1915 (9 rotes for County Suerintendent)
1916 (l ::. voters present)
1917 (53 voters voted for Directors)
1920 (142 votes cast for Directors)

(153 votes cast: 94 for, 34 against

building a new school house)
1922 votes in director election)

The small size of tee community, the direct involvement of a small coterie of

citizens, and the resolution of community differences by "voting' appear and

reappear. A School Board member from the 1920's commented this way as he re-

called his early experiences:

EKT: -ad You might say from the_ ground up -- zl

we had was -:7ater ma-;.n in ;ft, .==!:::eets and cinder

roads

Obs: So nothing was pay_.,_ that time

EKT: Nothing was paved at that time. We didn't have

any electric, we had to come out to outside toilets

and we had come out to coal c=il lamps and gasoline

stoves in the summer time. Sc 7e organized the Milford

Village Improvement Association. And after that was

organized then the next thing the school problem came

along 'cause people started moving out and they had

children. Well, we found out where the school was

and Herbert Jackson, he was the school director at
that time and he come over to our meeting one night.

and explained the school and told us that it was Clear

Valley School District. So after that we decided that

since we were starting to grow in the community we

needed a -- we wanted a member on the school board

Ohs: Oh, in Milford Village apart from the Clear

Valley area?
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FKT: Well, Clear Valley District covered everything. It

covered everything from the city limits up to the highway
and out to nbout Richmond Road and down to the city line
and so the Spring election in 1920 the Improvement Associ-
ation nominated me to be cendidate and filed its candidate
for school board and I was elected in April 1920.

Another citizen. who attended Clear Valley SchoH reflected back on this aspect

of the community:

Mrs. T: What they had -- this was all farms over here --
that wr,s sort of -- in the people's minds it was two sec-
tions -- Milford on that side of, the railroad tracks was
the poor people and on this side of the railroad tracks
was the people with just a little bit more money.

Obs: The"goodupeople?

(Laughter)

Mrs. T: Any way you want to put it.

Early on, with the assertiveness of the Milford Village Improvement Association

the belief seemed to be accepted that one member of the Board should come from

each of the three main geographical and population areas of the

Obs: Now when you said you were part of that Milford
Village Improvement Association -- where did the other
school board members come from at that time?

FKT: The other two came from this side -- from Rawlings
Hill and from the -- on the west side of the Carleton
Bouleward.

Obs: Okay -- and you were on the east side?

FKT: Yeah -- I was a mile east of the school.

Obs:
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Structure of Power and Authority

Reading Board miuutes may 1:e. a very limited way of viewing thP nature,

Ilesic, and consequer__:..es of power and authority in school affirs. tae

early years and the long period of -},e to:rnship school several reasonably con-

crete generalizations seem evident:

1) Incumbents mostly won elections.
2) The Board mostly supported incumbents.
3) 'New members often had run unsuccessfully earli.__. Or

were appointed to fill out terms for resigned members.

4) The Board picked and released superintendents.
3) A changing Board brought cnanges or threats of change

superintendents.
6) 2uperintendents recomiiended, hired and fired faculty

but teachers also were consulted fro time .to tine re-

garding superintendents.

The view that comes forward is o gradual or rolling structure of power and

authority.. Mostly there is stability and gradual change within the structure.

Occasionally a cataclysm occurs. Partly, that stability seems to be built int

The very structure of the Board in cis.;.. two of the six members are up. for elec

tion every year. Consequentl for resignations, it takes three years

to replace totally the incumbents on the. Board, Majorities can chance more

readily, for two new members coming on to split Board can shift a minority

to a majority opinion. Later insLances of this occurred nod not only nohe for

drama, but clear': present an image of our label, "a rolling structure of powe

and authority." Obvious historical models for this kind of structure appear

in the'federal Constitution and in state governments. People in power in an

earlier era wanted change to be possible but wanted it to come gradually.
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nflicts and ?elicits

isterically, bloc schools nave often been s.f-.:rectfed as a nor-boliti

cal __itutie nun r-:nens al:eerienos (Smitn 197S, Smith anci T.b7E 197?

aests hat that is apt so. Cur recl,ing of the nilford documents

_ha' this was not so if years ace, at least in the Cilfotd fhotl -r:. ^_t.

rlier we commented upon the crowded conditions in the schools in

1,te 192O's, and difficulty i n getting a bond issne passed for the second

school, ..tlford Village

But opinions dffic_ _J. as to the proper plaue for the new
building and the proposition was tifeuced. Later i-f-Athe

Summer (1929), Lr,ther differently worded prepositionet
with like fate and it became evident that the school year
would be a hard oie. (H S. Annual 1931, p. 6)

Conflict ekisted. The political processes of ma_prity vote were at work, to

the dismay of __e Board and facut The alternative solutions were also in

debate, as were the perspectives related to the solutions. The

account acntined:

An obvious and rr,±;Zer frequently for the
crowded conditions in the school was to discontinue the
High School, or at least, to halt its advance at the
tenth grade. But the Board, in conferei,:e with its Super-
intendent, agreed that such a step would have a very dis-
couraging effect open the forward looking elements of the
district, and it could not bring itself to desert,
that expectant, persistent class of boys and girls new
ready to enter the eleventh grade. (Our italics)

,.S. Annual 1931, p. 6)

_le pervasiveness of the conflict received mention a bit further on in the

account:
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As the year (19%9-30) rolled on the disco:a which had
arisen in the district found a counterpart in the fac-
ulty and to some extent in the. Board and tmang the pu-

pils. (H.S. e_hual 1931, p. 6)

conflit rsolucion oso appeared:

Fortunately there were enougil xds ocatt,?:.re

xrouxc to prev-,ht any open breaks, though the tension
was keen enolig... to impair the efficiency of the sys-

tem. (Our italics) (H.S. Annual 1931, Pp. 6-7)

The interplay of e7ents essential o our analytical position continued to

receive mention:

However, the annual State inspection again gav its

approval of the School as of accredited rank, to ugh
accomt-nied by criticisms of the inadequate physical

(H.S. Annual 1931, p.

The continuous impact of resources their absence, limits, or pre. 'ce,

aroused emotions one might expect:

Even then, relief was in sight, far, duri-7 the -Fall a
compromise bond issue had lxi passed. .._ id pro-

vide e-iht new classrooms. And when, at to Spring
election of 1930, a tax woo -,-)tad sufficoent to carry
the burden of a four year High ool, a sigh of tht-.-.7.s-

giving escaped some of us that cur worst year was behind
and that better times vre at 7-' in sight.

.cs. Yriggs, descrit-ed by a former student
3

as "abrasive", "aggressive",

and "difficult t6 ger along wits', was replu::-id that year. (TI 2/13/80).

23
'21r. Elbrecht .:.a=lented that as a student he was one of several students

who appeared before the Board to discuss school proble-ris, In his view

Brigg:; had problems .sit: the students, the faculty, and the Board.
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Another graduate of the first class, in reflection back over fifty years con-

Tented sigh ...loos: humor, "When she said frog, you jumped." (Ti 2/26/80). A

numher of -.w teachers were hired. The new building and additions to the old

were =aila.:L__ And, :::intendent -Jas in charge of the entire sysm."

S. Annual 1931, p. 7) . A clear pe :eotion of his role appears in the wake

oZ the trying and cOnflictual time L,ast prior to his :ointment:

Tire new head, Mr. Grey, c._::=ed no 'ceaching duties, his
atentt:on ht:ing directed to the organization of the

faculty, the 'nurriculum, and the student body into an
Off -sc-tenif work?:n educational institution. He permitted
himself only one activity other than administration and
chat was the High School athletics. (Our italics)

(H.S. Annual 1931, p. 8)

The second superintendent was to resolve the nonfficts within the schoo] ; the

Board continued to be both a forum for that debate in the community and a

1.-esutioh, through elections, of those differences.

The Tress of Population Growth_

nile just a trickle compered to the flood which will come in later years

(the 50'sand Ws), the population growth in she early part of the century

forced the school from its initial one room frame building to a frame throe

room building to t.e first brick and stone buildit:g built in 1926, Later,

with increasing population, secondary classes were fided year by Year, People

who argue the potency of demographic variables in understanding schooling

its nature and changes will fini us among them. Ear on, they fueled, in

pars, the gradual development of It:If:3rd School District.
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itch 1.ter, actually in the 7.--esene years or ti r7 1.)strict, the commcnit

is faced with declining er iments. Two element schools have been close

a "housing committee" has under discussion possible closings. A

one central office staff member commented, "If bc.)ple chounht building schoc

was difficult, they ought to see what closing one is like.
,24

In our view,

we will elaborate later, declining school ea:ralments, is the front edge of

much larger societal problems -- zero population growth, stable GNP, zero st

'games in e locating the material goods and benefits in our society, and g(

eral decline of natural resources on "space ship earth." Solutions to soci

problems under these new conditions will amount to a new ball game with a n:

set of rules. Educators are among the first community professionals to try

solve these problems and in so doing to actually try to define and re-defini

the problems, the rules. the criteria, much less the solutions. Small wort!,

that there frequently is a beleagured quality among school people these day:

But, as we said, those were problems for a later generation of nil ord

and educators.

Technoleg,ical Life

Item by item, the schools changed with the increasing technological de

op:meat of the community. Notes about Wiring for electricity, septic tanks,

attaching water lines appear throughout the record of the mid and late 1990

_he schools ka:n nla-ing leap Prong with the material standard present-in. t

mua at large. Frame buildings gave way_to brick and stone buildings.

,tn':es become coal furnaces and later were to become gas and o

centr Hants,. The public utilities, e.g., water and telephones r
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school5 and assume a regular or "nr,tural" place in the ord r of things. A

comment by an early resident who had moved to the community about 1920 Lves

picture of this 7art of the world:

)bs: Yeah -- so cad at that time, the community was pretty
much a rural area except there was a little community in
-Ilford Village itself?

FKT: Yeah -- yeah

Obs: A few hundr - -1 people or 'ow many would have been

there?

FKT: When I moved c.lt here we didn't have I don't thimIr. a

hundred people.

Obs: So just twentythirty families maybe?

FKT: Say fifty about fifty families at that time but
then it started to continually growing -- other words,

it came fast after that
)

by 1923 we m.'de an arrangent
with the Metropolitan Electric that if most of us be ght
an electric range we could get our service installation
free. In 1923 -they erected the electr'c lines ancl we got

telephones and the electric service from 1923 on ano

then from on later o;. the rocds came and so forth.

in this context, the later conflicts at Kensington over carpets al.3 air

taac on a much differnt quality. They seem to us now as one mote

in making the schocls more are more like the rest c_ the community

imes the community is more or less supportive or anta.;:onistic to tht_:3e

aces. Irrevocably, we would argue, the schools change toward congruency

with the general technological changes.

The 'vividness of the "American Dilemma"

the first recorded minutes of the- Board of Education which mentioned

fir insurance-for the lcolored .__-pool bldg.," we were surprised by the quantit



O. .:entinuing references to The "colored school." Educatidn in Midwestern

State wae ciall' separate is,Late lawWhetherWhethet was "separate but equal"

is only slightly less clear. Ite v item both :.ghools improved; item by item

Lae Attucks 'ehool seemed to change orliy after the Clear Valley 'alool changed.

Within what would now be ,alled ins. itutionalized racism, for example, there

was frequent reference to the "-olored school" even after the school had re-

ved a formal name, the Attacks School. It is also true that the Board did

concern itself regularL with the education of Black children,

With a vivid eja. vu quality, the hiring of Black teachers, the rending

of Black higi school students out of the ditrict, the receiving of out of

district Black Pupils as a help to the other districts and as a means to fill

rooms witri low enrollments, and all e problems of transportation and its

finanCing, appear in the minutes arty Board meetings.
25

The curritaium of

the Attacks Sc"oo1 receivea no mar totiee in these minutes than diJ the cur-

riculum of the Clear ".'alley and 1-Iiitord Village Schools. teacher
26

at the

A:tucks School '7 the late 1930's comi_anted favorably upon the teaching no-

rang-.1m It way, uer first teaching j . She was picked from a class of a

dozen an a half, eight f whom had been interviewed:

Attcks School was a o. through eight school for

:Tacos. ,There were t-7o teachers there, oLe teacher-

25We have act been able to fine a cc -7ehensiv. history of ilack Education

in Suburban County. For score in-,erestieg similarities see ou- study of the

--Alte School District (Smith 1978).

26Mrs.-,Shields later helped'interate another 'commtnity school systc-1 at:

1954, has) been a successful and respected elementary ano 'Tigh school teacher,

and won al"teacher of the year award". She left the Milford District because
of declining enrollments and a desire to start a family.



tught grades one through three then after that the
greles skir:ped end then was a four, six end eight one
year, then a five, I guess a three, five and seven the
text .... I had only fifteen students so we had a grad-
uation class the first year and because T did 'grouping
anyway' we just grouped the students and from there on
we had a graduation class every year .... Now I taught
there for five years, and there were only 35-students
in the school. There was no contact at all that I re-
call with the White schocl.s or any of the White teachers
or any of the White administration. It was a totally
segregated situation and the only person that I ,evor saw
was Mr. McBride who was the Superintendent,

.(TI 8/15/80)

Many of Mrs.- Shields comments involved a comparison with the Big City School

District where most of her college classmates taught. Those comparisons give

a further flavor to the Attucks School within Milford:

When I graduated they/I,B1g City School District) had
a surplus of teachers so you were on a waiting list and
the rating list was on the basis of your rank in class
and as vacancies accurred then you were called. Well,

at that time in the Black grade school there were 45 and
50 students per grade in Wtha rorr perhaps. Well, I had

friends whc Iiad 45 children and 15 books. Supplies were

bad in the Black schools .,.. I nsver did teaen in Big
(7ity .... I stayed in Milford because even though I had
multiple grades, I had smell numbers. I had all the

supplies I wanted. I had a -community, the school was a

community and I liked that. I hid all kinds of parent
co- operatiJn, no discipline problems hardly, really ever.
So tnose were ail pluses me so I just -- when I was
called I just never went ig City. I didn't went to

go and 'then I got married about a year anyway.

And I couldn't teach at ime -- because you still
couJcinf,_ teach married. (TI 8/80)

In short, a smal isolated community of families, working in a locel factory,

living in company houses, seemed to go about its basin:-s:: in a fashion isolated

from the larger community. The American dilemma played itself out in a variety

of ways. This was MilfOrd's way.
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Summary

Not only did we not start out to :)e historians, but we did not begin as

community sociologists. .None the less, the data and our curiosity dragged

in those directions. The lessons we seem to be learning seem important for

other educators, and especially' for other educational. innovators. The schools

are enmeshed in multiple communi s -- local, state, and na_onal. These

communities have organized themsL -er .e he years, and that seems very

important as well, to accent .,'3th stability and change and to accent both

local and distal (central) power and responsibility. As values, as issues,

and as procedural structures, tnese are very old problems, topics, and themes

in political science and community sociology. While our analysis may not be

especially novel or illuminating to scholars in these disciplines, we have

been surprised by our own lack of sophistication and even more, the naivete

of some of our colleagues advocating change.

3.3 Organizational Structure and Process

Our initial study of the Kensington Elementary School carried the sub-

title "An Organizational Analysis of an Elementary School." Any school as

an organization fits into a _urger organization, .the school istrict. As we

read district records and constructed a chronicle or narrative we began to

form slightly more complex abstractions regarding "organizational E tructure

and process" whi_Ch might be applicable to the g2nesis of any school

and which helps pro *de a context for understandin: not only the Kensilgton

School but schools in general.
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The ,ohool Board: Pervasive, Potent , Responsible Agent

The narrative of the School District, based herily on the early minutes

of the Board meetings, leaves little roc .pr doubt concerning the Board's

pervasiveness, potency and responsibility for conducting schooling in the

Milford School District. Occasionally the minute--; record a meeting that cap-

tured, in microcosm, that interpretation. The evening of September 28, 1927,

was one such occasion. Further, the minutes seemed to capture some of the

style of the Board. After approving the payment of some fifteen bills the

minutes moved this way:

Regularly moved & 2nd that laws marked exhibit A
28

, as

submitted by the teachers of the Clear Valley School
dated Sept. 26th, be multigraphed and the penalties of
disobedience or any infractions on said rules be thor-
oughly explained and a copy thereof be sent to the par-
ents and guardians of each and every child attending
the Clear Valley School. Motion carried.

Regularly moved & 2nd that rules marked Ex. A be ap-
proved and adopted by the Board and a copy be furnished
each teacher,

Billy Lamb, a pupil in 2nd grade under teacher Miss
Grace, app.: red before the Bd. of Ed. with parents to
answer charges preferred by Mr. Craig as to why sus-

pension of Sept. 21st should not be affired. After a

complete hearing and a warning, the suspension s.lift-

ed and parents ordered to return child to scho._ 9/29.
Charges as submitted by Mr. Craig dated 9/28 marked
Exhibit B attached herewith.

Regularly moved & 2nd that the Secy. be instructed to
inquire of the School Faculty why the necessity of home-
work. or home studies. Motion carried.

Regularly moved & 2nd that the Secy. be instructed to

order 12 copies of "Windmills of Holland" from Myers

and Carrington, as requested by Mr. B. N. Earihem.
(9/28/27)
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The final two items from these minutes related to hiring a teacher and seeking

competitive bids on repar. work.

Several interpretive comments seem in order. As noted earlier, the Board

approves and pays each item of expense of the district. It: "elects," literally.

a vote, early on, each teacher hired in the ,istrict. Now almost for the first

time, the Board establishes the rules of behavior in the school and holds a

hearing and dispenses fir. iudgment on deviancy. in additiOs I.: inquires into

issues of "homework" and approves the purchase of multiple copies of a particu-

lar book. Windmills of Holland. The Board seemed in close commueication with

the teachers; accepting rules and penalties as policy and .rlciniring into their

views of home study. A closeness and directness with pupils and parents exist-

ed as well.

At several points we have interpreted Board action as 111.,,r_n tyle, using

words like, "direct or "common sense." The which kept appe!,_ ;viL anc_

ovar again is 'gnat the Board was able to cope with the problem r-

ceived and defined them.

But it is the image of "pervasive, potent, and responsible .nat is

our main point here. While we don't have interviews from the in dams at the

time and only a few documents such as the nine page hi,tor:). from firs_ High

School Annual, the i-nfrence we ed7.,2 to woo one captured in the g label.

If that is correct, ii. seems important compare contrast with Boards in

succeeding -y , and in other communities.
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Incrementalism and nuddling Through

/School policy seemed to eVolve, item by item as Lhe Board fac'ai particular

concrete problems. Beyond -those enumerated above, the records ar,_. of:

And

And,

Moved I 2nd that Safety signs for road be investigated,
Carried. (9/l8/2

Moved & 2nd that sign be made reading' 'Vehicles not
permitted on School grounds during play period.'
Carried.

Noved & 2nd school be dismissed Fri. 24th ac exposi-
ticn (9/22/26)

Moved E 2nd that in case of any contagious in a

f,,mLly the .:,ther members of family be excluded
school until disease to over. Carried. j/19/27)

most general statement capturing 'This kind of development is what Lindblom

(1969) 'nes (Lali-Etd muddling thr.cmgh or incrementalism. c. contrasts this tc

the ":ational" actor model.

Whilo this izIementalism and muddling throug concep. , "jumps out at us

our ci.ata gathering and itergretation comes liter in time, after our

FederA. Polic in Action rLsearch. Perhaps, too, the ideas are most relevant

to new, small, .owing, develaping, creative organizations. When one has a

history, a social structure, a standard way of doing things, a policy handbool:.,
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or an entrenched establishment, Perhaps the point is less well taken. But,

the environment always keeps changing, the district always keeps responding --

sometimes proactively and sometimes reactively -- and, perhaps, keeps muddling

through.

Specialization of Positions and Functions

When the school was aCommon District School, and even be )re, if our set

of records is correct, a one room school began in 18504 a sin:. teacher taught

in the school. By the mid 1920's, a teaching principal is at the school and

teachers are elected, "hired", for particular grades, one and two, five and

and so forth. Later, in 1929, as a high school is begun the district

hired secondary teachers and the principal became a half time superintendent.

C=radually, specialization of positions and functions oc : :red. Today the

district central offices buzz with assistant superintendents, public relations

officerc,, ght school administrators, federal contracts specialists and a

dozen assistants, secretaries and support personnel. Part of cur later ana-

lytic tah will be to sort out the antecedents for these changes. Is it

primarily simple growth and expansion? Or are the objectives and domains of

schooling broadening as well? Is there a simple paralleling of the complexity

of American society? What happens to these processes and their specific posi-

tional outcomes if °u;: current image of declining enrollments, dropping socio-

economic status and racial change is true. Not to mention, are our specula-

tions regarding zero population growth, constant GNP gnd scarcity of natural

resources,
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We.might ask also, what are the limits of specialization. -n the current

era, the Kensington School has a materials center coordinator, remedial reading

Leacher, speech therapist, counselors, special education teacher and teacher

aide. On several occasions principals and teachers hm,e speculated in a way

which suggests that snecialization may have out run its benefits Ia the School

and the District.
29

Finances: Resources for Schooling

If, as we argue shortly, tk t a dearth of discussion in school Board min-

utes occurs surrounding curricul6m, the opposite can be said for discussions of

money and finances. Those appear at every meeting, usually in multiple guises,

strands and events. Whether this is broader economic phenomenon, an outgrowth

of the mixed monopolistic capitalist system which characterizes the country as

a whole or whether it is a religious phenomenon, a protestant view on original

sin and the depravity of mankind, or a simpler moral/political view that fi-

nancial bases of power are the most corruptible forms and henc_ needed to be

guarded against the most, or perhaps its that early great American trait of

being close with the dollar, we do not know. Regularly the Board raised re-

sources through tax and bond levies voted by the citizens of the community.

On occasion they borrowed money from banks in nearby Big City to meet expenses

when unevenness in tax collections occurred. The dispensing of funds occurred

through serially numbered checks following a reading of bills by Board menhors

and later the superintendent. The Board treasurer carried a 520,000 bond in

the earLy years. Once a year and with every change in treasurer of the Board,

tke county treasurer audjad the districts books.

raise this issu in some detail in Volume IV of our final report.

Kensington Today: Stormy Straights: A View of Educational ho! icy in

.\c Cif`"
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In such conte::t. it not difficult to see. the easy possility the

:;chool superintendent being 'ery busy with and concerned about :lances. Nor

is it difficult to see him being recruited for aad developing a essman's

orientation and perspective.

The Evolving Pole of the Superintendent

The story at Mrs. Bliggs, the half Lime first superintendent, has been

told elsewhere and a few mysteries remain. did `the Board solicit her to

join the faculty and begin the high school? Why were he promotions so rapid?

Why did the Board refuse to retain her as a teacher when the new superintendent

was hired? story, and those questions, soon become context for tee image

of Mr. Grey, the first full time superint..mdent gradually enlarging the posi-

tion of superintendent as item by item he took on activities, duties, and

responsibilities which earlier haj been done by individual members of the Board

or by tho Board as a collectivity.

The role of the early superintendents of the Milford School District I tt

closos,t to what Button (1961) Callahan (1964, and Callahan and Button (1964) 4',

"the ioerintendent as business manager (1910-1929)," or " school executive"

elthovh none of the labels seems to quite capture Briggs, Grey or .:c-,Bride.

Perhaps "jack-cf-all-trades" or "Tops y" would be closer. The superintendents

seemed to <:tdually be given the rc .,onsibilities for administering,

the school system. This "generalist" role seams to be its own_ kind of special-

ization, that is different fro:- teachin self-contained 6th and 6th grade,

different from teachin high school Latin and English, .,and different from

cocking in the cafeteria or being a mainttch-anct .:orker,
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Callahan has commented:

Beginning about 1900 the conception the role of the
chief administrator of the schools bean to change. This
change occurred not because of any change in the nature of
the work or the quality of preparation of the teacher nor
because of any basic change in the purpose of the school.
Rather, the change was a direct result of the impact of
powerful social forces on the one siC and the institu-
tional weakness of education, and especially the super-
intendent, in the public schools on the other. (1964 p. 7)

k1iile this may be true of the large city superintendency in the early 20th

Century, it does not seem to capture the empirical reality in L:le origination

aad evolution i the role in the Milford School District, and possibly other

rural districts. Several aspects seem to be important. The school system

was changing. Milford was growing larger, more buildings and more teachers.

its "purposes" were expanding -- a high seLemi had been created. it's non

educational activities had increased -- a cafeteria and lunch program was

instituted. Second, its relationship to outside groups .xpecially the

(e.

county end the state was becoming more complex,

7

vulnerability thesis --- powerful social force c;nd institutional

weakness of eduezers -L seems a shade off the realities of Milford. 1: the

1920's and 1930's, before tb, rise of labor unions. social security, and due

process every worL a person seemed vulnerable, in Milford, janitors, teachers,

'prYacipals and seperintendea,:L errived and departed cc the pleasure of adminis-

Lzative superiors and eventua-: che potent school Eoard. And school '..care

members "came and went" at the anT,e'' pleasure of the citizenry. The vivid-

:mss o: archer turnover and jania ficinas under :1:E3, Bril-gs, and

replacement hr the Board (after earin from pupils and teacher 0 we found to

he hack drama.
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cur later s- -rin,.enOents are introdu .1.1 their stories told, we

will try to move toward igre abstract interpretations. At that poin,, we will

review more intensively the 'lichen and Button oerspec ,c. For the moment,

we are strack with the T-)olitical nature or the position res:ionsive to the

Board end community and with the broad array of managerial tnsks which the

Board gradually was delegat:ng to the incumbents of the position.

Fate (. Old School Buildings

Unlike old soldiers, school bv.i.dings neither die no;: fade away, they are

sometimes reconditioned and used forever. The original frame building of the

Clear Valley School, according to the Board meeting in the Summer of 1926, be

came the residence of the custodian. A yee.:: ater, 1.:-;s:=e for a high school

arose and the Bo. j looed for a place to Luuse the new program:

Committee all board members to meet at the Clear

Valley Scheoi Sunday afternoon July 17th, 1927 at 2 Ph

to consider the necessities of reconditionig the old
school for occupancy of I room to be used for high

wor. (1/13/27)

lmmediat thereafter bids for roofing, =pectry, rind painting were error

for the remodeling.

B:foiLoc±ot Autumn (L0/12/27) partitioT-1J wore or.dErc:d constructed 'in

rooms occupied hr Mr B Coo. coot as ICYCOO quarrel. and to '

changc room arrangemt .s :jrsmallLr children to the new school building ad

7th .-rd BC. oraL :rail s to the old school.' (10/1:/27)

These ocesses or ohan2 utilieation co,-.tinged an: re :in a

dtTghtful. -:note from the accougt of "Bros ':iaskatbalin in the first B'gn

School :',nnua in 19TI::



The first thing confronting the boys when their thoughts
fir.st turned to basketball was a place to play. This did
not stump them very long. There was the old building with
a partition separating two large rooms. Bringing up tools
with which to work the boys tore out this partition, put
up goals at either end and -- low and, behold -- a basket-
ball court 30 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 13 feet high.

(1-I.S. Annual 1931, p. 41)

Summary

times we wonder about our sophistication as soci- science theorists.

When the school district is conceived as a system. or an 'anization several-

hey items or elements capture most of the phenomena and events--in our story.

The boundary of the district as an organization can be drawn as including or

excluding the school board. As wo indicated, sometimes it is best conceived

as part of the community system and sometimes as part of the district as a

system. In iannaccone and Lutz' (1969) analysis it would be a point of tangency,

a part of both and mediating between the two.' To anticir'ate our later dis-

cussion of the longitudinal nested systems model", the Board mediates control

of one system upon another. In the District, in '1-ose early years, no ques-

tions existed regarding authority and soci:1,. The hoard "moved, seconded,

and voted" o:. resources, personnel, organizaclonal structure and procedures.

the istriut seemed to change by a process of incrementallsm or muddling

through_ Problems arose, both in the_ environment and within the or,aaization.

Discussions were held, common sense incluiries occurred, decisions wer:., made.

met s the organization increased in size new buildi.;:ig,s -- in compiexity

nosit:scns, rules and procedures - and in specialization.
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Mr. Elbrecht: No, he had no children of. his own.and just
to show you how well thought of he was in the -- 1 mean,
if you want to continue in that Vein ---,how well thoUght
of he was'in,.the community, some years after I had gotten
out of college, some of us got together' and we said well
lo-ok, Mr. Carr is getting up in years we really ought to
show in some way our appreciation for what he has-done
and we gave a dinner up at t1? Methodist Chui-Ch where he
was active and I guess there rust have been 50 or 60 boys
that he had contacted through t1;a years either through
athletics or through the tennis r through the school,

through_S6'nday School, and we together and gave

very nice dinner. I happened to be toast master of the
thing and each boy.got up ancLhad a little mething to
say'about hOw Mr. Carr had affected his life .'r "some ex-
perience he had you know, and it was just a g; at thing,
a sort of a spontaneous thing, you know. So 1 ould say,

he had quite an effect on the lives of many of t young

people in the area. l : 1980)

Later in the interview, he re:'.ated the story of a neighbor:

fyti

Mr. Elbrecht: I thought we were - -'I thought I was ex-
tremely fortunate to, know somebody like that and the...n I

way again fortunate to have this access to this tremen-
dously wonderful library across the street'from my place.

Obs: Talk a little or let me make sure we'-:-e going here
tell me.a little bit about your neighbor with the

library and stuff,....

Mr. Elbrecht: They moved out and built shortly after

we did. I was we moved out in 1921 and:I guess they
moved out about 1923 or 24, in those yaars, anyway, I

know that when I was in grade school:, probably the 8th
grade or so, then I knew. them and I'Started getting
books from their library.

Obs: Who were the people by name?

Mr. Elbrecht: Philip S. Newman was his name -7 and
their two daughters, they graduated from Milford later
but they were just little kids, one was almost a baby
in arms when Iwa,s over there and as t say, this was

a tremendous library, they had practically all of the

classics, the French and Russian writers and the English

like Thomas Hardy and Dickens and Thackery and boy, I

just waded throUgh a lot of. that. I had a tremendous
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knowledge of literature by the time I got to college, I

mean, which helped me considerably but I always did like

co read.and. I'm going back and still reading -- yeah,

I'm going back and reading some'more Dickens and Hardy
and Thackery and the whole thing.

Obs: What kind of work aid Newman do?

Mr. Eibrechti Newman was'a railroad engineer but he
didn't assemble the library, the library was assembled

-- now, his parents apparently and what they did I don't
know, but they. apparently were what we would call fairly
wealthy, I mean, they would have to'be t9 assemble the
library like that'and what I think, as fax as I know

that his father might have been.a rather official

in the post offite from what I. know b,it nevertheless,
they inherited this library from his folks andthe fact

of the matter is then they stored the'library up dn an
attic of the folks house and here awhile back, why one
of the daughters called me and said, Carl, we're get-

ting rid of ail the,books and that ifyou.want to come
up and by that.time' the library was pretty well scat-

tered but I got a few that -- a]most a set' of Dickens

and Cooper and Carlyle I mean, they even had writers
lik:a Carlyle and 'the Fall of the Roman Empire by Gibbon

know, and all' of that stuff and I managed to sal-.

vage a few of those and I brought them home to add them

to my 1_,rary.

Obs: Sounds like he didn't read them himself as much as

sarCarr would have read his own, material. -

'Mr. Elbrecht: Oh no no, Newman himself, wasn't a reader

and his wtfe -- they didn't-read too much ither1 'I

mean, I made use of the library more than they did, I

mean, it was great, I'd take two or three.books home and
read them and then take them back and get a cotiple more

so I was .just a voracious reader when I was a kid and I

still am.

Obs: Did you learn to read before you w,-.1t to school or

did. you learn at school?

Mr. Elbrecht: No, no, I in fact, it was a funny thing

-- when I was a youngster I talked German until I went to' /

school so that actually threw'me back about a grade until

I learned English I don''.: know, my folks talked German

and I mean, that's the way things went in those days, you

understand.
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Obs: Yeah, I understand that ..

Mr. Elbrecht: And then when I go: to college then I took
a year of Gelman up there because I had no trouble with the
pronunciation at all but .... r

Obs: Did German come pretty quickly?

Mr. Eibrecht: It tame fairly easify. then, yeah

Obs: Part of the, I guess, the obvious intention of some
of the questions is that that 'I'm curious about how a bright,
curious kid somehow acqui-ed the-.7ange of experie.nces, aca-:
demically, intellectually and yo; know, you've got a one
teacher school and the' ninth grade sort of thing and yet-

-when you talk a little.bit you knc%7, you sot A lending li-
brary across the street fro 'you a sense and then you've .

got a.tly who sounds like, in Carr, just a pdragon of all
kinds of,help and support who,presumablj was able to spot
kids with multiple kinds of talents and support them and
encourage them and have them around his house.and kind of an
incredible alternative routes I guess is what I'm saying to
today what usually the schools do and provide and that sense

just amazed ,at that kind of eNperience. Other people of
thgt sort that float in and out of-your life?

Mr:.Elbrecht: I'm trying to think and I cant think of any
one of that particular caliber of Mr. Carr, I mean, of
course, as you go through life you have a lot of different
types of experiences in one thing or another and of course
you learn a lot'from other people_whe are Maybe not as you
say, bcok learning, but you learn a lot of practical things
but I guess, from an intellectual standpoint, why, probably'.
he's about, the only one.that I can really spot outside of
teachers; Now there again, I say, in these one room schools,
r4ow wehad an excerLent, dedicated teachal-. in Mrs. Young of

the Union School and of course there again, your classes
were small and the 'teacher took individual pains with the
students anu so you came out of the 8th grade pretty well
eeucated. I mean, for that year. There again, we have had
a very small library, there again, I read everythiffg-in it,
just a littfe case in the back of the room about so high and
about that wide and through the years why, I managed to rblod

everything there, you know. We. did have slates on the walls,

we didn't have to take a piece of charcoal like Lipco'n, yoU

know. 'and w-rite on the slte Or sometKing like that.
(TI 1980)

Family factor mixe.. in for him, in a way different from some of the youngsters

with whom he grew up:
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Obs: Wdre your parents supportive. of your literary kind
of interests along the way?

Mr. Elbrecht: Oh ,yes7 I was 'going to say; most of the
parents' suppose in those days were not too supportive
of any education beyond the 8th grade and especially in
a .community like we were :in, there wasn't any high school
near by for the children. to go to but when 1-indicated tor
my parents that I;would like-to.go on why, they were very
supportive apd they liked the idea very much. In fact,
they supported me all the way,through. NoW I had an aunt,
my Father's Mother's Sister, and I know we visited them
one day when I was in high school and she said, 'What

does he need with more education.'. You kncw,,that was
the attitude inthose days. I mean, you had an 8th grade,
you could read, write, compute and that.: was it. Why, did

you need more education, that was th-e attitude and it was
-- I know most of the -- a lot of the farmers out'in,the
west end, they were rather wealthy --L. I mean, they had
made a lot of money during World War I, the price_of Wheat

.was way up you know, and they had --, a lot of them bought
nice new cars and tractors and all that, they were quite
prosperous in th'at area but they coUldn't'aee any need for
educating their youngste:7s beyond grade school so that's
why` there Caere so few.of us that came to,Clear-Valley at
that time.

Obs: , Your Father was a farmer also',

hr. Elbrecht: Yeah, he was farming. He did some farming
and building. He built a number of houses, he was a build-
er in addition to farming. ,And,,as I say, both, parents
we-7e very' supportive of me getting more,of an education if
I. wanted in. (TI 1980)

The importance of that community member continues through multiple activities:

Obs: But in that sense and with parents who had minimal
education did your Father go beyond the 8th grade for
instance?

Mr. Elbrecht: No, Mother didn't either.

Obs: But by the time you make those cuts of who goes on
and then that initial ao% dropout almost, the boys and
girls who are -left, you know, their bright, they're tal-
ented, they're studious, they-got a lot of talent and at

f.

that level, it sounds as though in the s'ah6ol, you',could
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hold your own with any of those people whether they ware a-

Holmes family :7,r a Chester= family or whatever that's the

image I'm getting.

Mr. Elbrecht: Yes, right, I would_ say that that was true.

That we reached a plateau there that we could hold. our own

with, ypu know, a ....

Obs: And with guys like Carr inviting you around to play

tennis

Mr. Elbrecht: Right, yeah, that was a stimulAting ex-

perience. I mean, he broadened our minds there were

a lot of '..;ther things in the world:,.you know, than just

this little community and he recommended books that we

read, you.know,.and things like that. Just to give you a

for instance, 1 remember when the Scout troup met up in

the old church yard one Halloween night, with tombstones-

all around, and'he had a flashlight and he read the book

of "The Hdunds of the Baskerville" which was quite an ex-

perience, you know, and he read that to.us out there in

the church yard. I mean, that was the type.Of thing that

he would do and then in Sunday School class', maybe we

would discuss a. book likeBeau Geste or something like

that pr we'.d discuss philosophy or government. __1I mean,

there were a whole gamut of civilizations,-1ean, was

sort of he would draw us out -- what did we think 'Or

so on and so forth. It was so much more than just a cut

and dry Sunday School class, you know. I think he figured

if we wanted religion we could get that in the church and

he was intent'on our minds. That's what he was intent on

and I know I have some very good friends from the little,

select grpup that I was with. and we are all most apprecia-

tive. -- what he did fov us.

Obs: Well, the lessons were falling obviously on fertile

soil ....

Mr. Elbrechc: Right - -- So yes, I see what yS'gre driving

at you're attempting to see what other forces were active

in fOrming us even though we had this limited educational

facilities so to speak. Of coarse, for those days, it was

adequate really.

Obs: And as you say, most of the people, if you could

road and write and compute and do the farm work or the

shop'work or whatever ....

Mr. Elhrecht: Right, that was all that was necessary.
(TI 1980)
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Summary In coneltIsion, at the time of the first commencement in June

1931, the pride of the district in its high school is well indicated in a

story told 57 a bard meMber in the brief history of the school:

When,the annual inspection of the, school was made by the
State Department of Education it was given full credit as
a first class four-year High School. Talking with the
-Superintendent and' severai members of the Board, one of
the Board members remarked, "You, think then, Mr. Inspecilor,
that we have a pretty good school." "No," replied the
Inspector, "I wouldn't say just that. I would leave that
'pretty' out, you have a good school, no qualifications at
all." (H.S. Annual, 1931 p.9)

From an able student's point of view the criterion was a simple cne, access to

the next step in the educational hierarchy and later into e career:

Actually, we had the basics that we could get into college
if we wanted to go. As I recall at that at that time,
most colleges required two years of a foreign language and
two years of math and two years of science. Well, we had
all of that plus we had four years of English, we had two

-----: or three years of history and I believe we had a course in
civics, that's probably in our junior year .... and then in
our senior year then we had our bfiology and English and com-
mercial law and commercial arithmetic I believe, and one
other course, probably in social studies of some kind. We

had a fairly good curriculum I would say for that type of
school, y6u know, from coming fi2om scratch. (TI 1980)

One further concluding thought comes to mind. The several lines of data

which draw the picture of the early high school might be an accent of small

size rather than rural America 50 years ago. The Barker and Gump Big School,

Small SChool (1964) volume suggests that small schools retaind'many of the social,

non academic, and academic positions and roles of the large high school, but

have many fewer individuals competir for those positions. Consequently, the

kind Of experience ---musiaQ,n, athlete, scholar tends to be much richer for
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the avera;:e student. At issue, .funIdamentally, ib the kind of citizen .adult

the co=unfty desires to see facilitated, a theme running through much of

anal: sis.

In brief the high school was designed to fit state regulatio, it-was

approved -- lauded -- by a state inspector, and. it permitted at least one

student to meet the entrance requirements to the State lini.versity., Beyond d-

that considerable latitude seemed possible. Further, -for some, family or

community gave a potenz, if not unique kind of support;
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4. THE T=LI Mc:TB:RIDE ERA: THE STORY CONTL'RJES

4.1 introduction

In relation to our overview of the broad historal sweep in the chroflicle

of the Milford School District, the McBride era splits into three major periods:

1) a long period of stability and giadual growth that is a continuLtion of Mil-
,

ford as a sixdiector-tow,ship school -;stem; 2) a period of transition and

a long period ofrapid post World War II p pulatiL growth, really a popula-

tion explosion when the district was building "a scho6ievery year," until there

uere a dozen. We speak of long periods for the McBride era lasted almost 27

years. period began in January 1935:'and lasted until 1949. In 1949,

the Marquette Sch6O1 District merged with Milford and in 1952, the first post

World War II school, the Grant was built: From 1952 until 1962, the District

.7 w rapidly, McBride aged, an Board wanted-him to step down. Ami'dst con-

side rable controversy Steven Spanman ,:ame in 1962. But that part of the story

comes twenty-seven years later.

4.2 Continuing the Long Stable Era (1935-1949)

The continuity in district aSfairs, appears in the rapid socialization of

the new superintendent. Within two months of his appointment he "reads.the

current bills for the month of February". His work was commentedupo:

Mr. McBride then gave a very 1.a;-..isfactory report on con-
ditions, in relation to improvemnts and progress for the
past month. (3/6/35)

and it was moved, seconded and carried:
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.... than the Board accept estimated budget plans for

1935-36 as submitted by nr. McBride. (3/'6/5)

The educational program of the District continued to ,r,Aw gradually -like

Topsy, this time in adult education:

At this time a Mr. Smith, representing the advanced

adult education program of Suburban:Couny, was invited

to consult with the Board on situation prevalent at the

Attucks night school. Mr. :;Everhart moved, seconded by

Mrs. Quayle that Mr. McBride make inquiries with the

_proper authorities at Capitol C4Cy as' to what can be

done about compensation for teachers teachin, at the

Attucks night school. :The motion carried. (2/6/35)

Tfle.interplay of state and local activit'ies continued:

fr. McBride explained the merits of'House Bill 21 now

before the General'Assembly at Capitol City. (3/6,135)

The Board went on record in .support of the bill.

Adult education appeared to be more general for the Board moved, seconded

and passed the recommendation in'April of 1935:

Under recommendations. by Mr. McBride that we leave

the question of lel:tiny,. the Adult Education group have a

room at either Milford Village or Clear Valle: School in

the hands of Mr. McBride to act on as he saw fit.
(4/3/35)

Amidst some controversy three of the high school teachers submitted their

resignations for the following year. , With a split vote the Board accepted

them. Later a group of patrons sought a reconsideration. The Board sawjt

as "cloSed business."
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With the consultation of an official from the State Department of Educe-
,

Lion the board made plans to solicit Federal funds for a 2-4 room addition to

the '11:1ford- Village School-end"a gymnasium building at Clear Valle .

34
(6/17/35)

Letters ;went_ to'2_r_esident :Roosevelt and: three congressional representatives. Gn

Octob.er 2, 1935, the Board met at its regular time:

The first order of lylsiness for the evening was the letter
from Mr. T. N. Poser, State Director'for the Federal
Emergency Administration of Publid Works, notifying the
Board'of Education of Milford that the application fora
government loan of $28,000 and a'grant of $24,763 had been
approved by the government, and that immediate advice of r-

the appkoval and acceptance .be forwarded to Mr. Poser. On

-the advice of Mr. Thompson, Mr. Evethart moved, seconded
by Mr. Eason that the following resolution be forwarded:

Be it resolved that the Secretary of the Board
of Education immediately notify the Federal
Emergency. Administration of Public Works that
the o: Ej:to,;:ton c;

Cozo".T:y, ::1j2),3sr; ac,2ept the

refel'Pet: tc, PwA 2,72,-

an j IngILLationo b!,,; the Precifient 3; the

UKitJci States, and be it further resolved that
a work schedle be also -1,Tmediately forwarded
as required. (Our italics)

The motion carried. (10/2/35)

Interstingly the federal-local relationship also included transportation:

A committee _A: patrons of Our non resident pupils met with
the Board to discUss plans and means whereby these children
may secure transportation with some governmeht aid.

.(9/4/35)

Most of the Board's time in 35-36 involved the multitude of details in financ-

ing, contracting and building addition.

\ 0

34The grant propos,1 went to the Federal Emergency Administration of Public

Works.
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he interration ar.:,ohL nr,esent buildings, their size and structure, addi-

tional new building.space, 'the housing of children, the structure of the educa-

tional program, and the concerns of parents appear drazaticallv `that 135-'361

year- The election of new Board members in April, was- strongly' contested 4-

though we have no data on the issues. The votes by order of filing were 332,

342, 291, 216'. One incumbent won with 342 votes and one lost, with 216 votes.

Within. a week, at a special ,meeting, Mr. McBride, the Superintendent, received

a- new three year contract. In the third special meeting in'April, the report

of the Superintendent as summarized in the Board minu:es included:

In june:

The discussion and explanation to parents about the moving

of elementary school children to the school building on

Pearl Drive. It was agreed that Mr. McBride take care of
-

the date for meeting. (4/29/35)

Mr. McBride spoke on the probability of moving all elemen-

tary:grades to Milford Village School. A group of patrons

from Meramac Road35 met with the,Board at this time, ex-
pressing their views. (6/3/36)

In July, formal actions 0(:.cnr-:e :

Under unfinished business, Mr. Everhart moved, set-onded

by Mr. Yates, that all elementary grades from first to

sixth be moved to the Milford Village Sc,hool. The motion

carred. (7/1/36)

This consolidation of all elementary pupils into one building was a several

month process. While discussiOns went on within the Board and in public meet-

ings -between the parc-s:s'and the Board, apparently no organized opposition

arose. The arguments pro and con EA not appear in any of the Board records.

35 The Clear Valley School was on Donaldson's Road near Meramac Road.
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That Summer the Board and the Superintenden for'-t-he first time seemed to

run headlong into the mit: of federal money for equipment (PNA), the complica-
.

tions of. varied equipment characteristics and varied prices on the bids, and

the need for care ;arding rules and regulations', what. today might-be called

red tape:

The Board of Education of the School District of Milford
met for a special meeting_ July' 17, 1936, at Clear Valley
School, for the purpose of reconsideration of some of the
awards made on equipment for the PWA Project No. Mo. 1056-R
at their July 1st meeting, 1936 ....

The following resolution was adopted tby tht. Board

WHEREAS, there appears to be some unsatisfactory condi-
tions in, regard tcPthe recent awardl't the July 1st meet-
ing, and WHEREAS there has been objection on the part of
some bidders in that some awards were made to high bidders
instead of the low, Be it thertfore resolved that due to
these e::-isting conditions that the Board of Education re-
considered oi rejected bids that were not satisDactory and
reconsidered Items 2 and 3, under Section I, IteM 1 Under
Section II, and .tem 7 under Section II. (7/17/36)

In a series of ten more specific motions the hoard reaffirmed its earlier

action with eplicit reasons that low bids did not "meet'specifications."

For e:,:ample:

.

The Board specified the Medallion wire basket,No. 39
as equal.. The Board is ready to show why the Metal
Equipment Company basket. is not equal to the Medallion
basket. ,

First: The basket is not as heavy and
durable

Second: The basket contains four
around which makes it weaker.

Third: Sharp points on cc-ners of Metal
basket make is dangerous to
hands

These will be brought along for youi etamination.
(7/17/36)
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ne purchase of Nedallion steel lockers involved ten reasons, mostly related

curability and safety. The Boards minutes, before., iournment closed with:

I certify that the above is true, conscientious considera-

tion and action of the Board of Education of Milford School

District, July 17th, 1936, on school equipment awards, P.W.A.

Project Number 1056-R, and action was taken subject to

approval of PWA.
F. N. McBride
Supt. of Schools

(7/'

It looked as though the -Superintendent had' been busy, done' his homework, was

assumin a and larger role as business manager and executive officer

of the District, and was learning to cope with the -FE'S. In the middle of

hi process, hout: our understanding the causes or reasons an item

i.en--a in the minutes:

It was agreed by the Boars ,Itat Mr. McBride 'Lake a leave

of. absence for a few days rest when his judgement saw fit

to do so. (7/1/36).

to be working hard, doing what the Board wanted, earned some days

trusted to use his own discretion in taking that time.

'on.:J. nation is in depression, when school needs seem never ending,

District. resources are scarce, as always seemed the case in Milford, and

en a President of the Nation is calling for "A New Deal", and when one has

Cu y won support for a building and equipment, it probably shouldn't

r.Q Find an item in the minutes such as the following:

lit. McBride than gave the Superintendent's Report. A

7esolution w;:s proposed,' asking the government for an_

-nt.: on the extra money spent on our build-

projec Mr. Yates moved, seconded b,,! Mr. Ellis,
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that this resolution b-e-adopted. The motion carried.
Some discussion on heating problem. ft might be
possible to get a WPA pi-oject on this with Mr. Galvern
supervi ing. If done by WPA work, we could get work
done f.- about 10% or 20% ofkwhat it would cost other-,
wise. Mr. McBride is to go ahead and look into this
WP project. 36 (11/4/36)

e doesn't have to be a reinforcement theotist to see and understand the

Japid learn- hg of grant application shills nor a cognitive theorist to see'

and understand the changes iri perspectives occurring in the minds and behavior

-/ of the Board members. Whether these shifts.are a long jump or a short step to

the habits, perspectives and organizational structures of '79-'80 can be de

bated.

In a series of three items, presumably related, the Board acted on 1)

:he resi,;nation rrom the Board of Mrs. Ouales who had been secretary; 2) the

hiring; of a Mr. U. Ouayles as janitor and 3) hiring of Miss :,;L2oc_ilc,s as

secretary, Lc.) the Board.

The question of Secretary of the Board was discussed,
and the discussion resulted in the following action of
the Board. It, was moved by Mr. Yates and seconded by
Mr. Ellis chat Miss Needles be Secretary of the Board
until further ar7angements are made by the Board of
Education, at a 5.00 additional salary per month.

The motion carrfl. (9/22/36)

Now, for the first time, he _uperintendent's secretary was also the paid

secl=c' :ry of the Board. "Further arrangements" weren't made until March, 1944,

al.:.lost a decade later-

36 On Ncve:Her 3; 1937, discussion occurred regardiT-L renting a concrete
"fer WFA project on the grounds." Some success apparently occurred.
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in J,,Lober, the Board voted "..,. to stand the expenses of Mr. McBride...."

to both tilt state and national teachers meetings. .rIn December the school picnic

increased in scope and status, the Board signed a contract with Mark Twain Amuse-

ments, a Big City amusement park to hold the School Picnic May 6th.

In June, '37 the Board minutes indicated for the first time that Milford
. /

considered the audio visual approaches to teaching:

to have Mr. McBride investigate the purchase of a
Visual Education machine, and that we join the Visua

Education Program. (6/2/37)

These discussions continued on into the Autumn, for a-new machine whichiplayed

both sound and silent films was soon to be on the market. The Board decided to

,7

wait for that.ji Anticipating a later discussion we would mention that 25 years

fat _r, Spanm,an wol/. arrive with a persuasive style, masterfully utilizing an

overhead prbfector with charts, graphs, and alliterative topicwords,, and mak/a
/

Kensington, in plan at least,

..,. an elementary school which wuld give them the most
modern audio-visual program in the nation.

(Gillespie 1967, p.15)

During these years, business and organizational i flood the minutes:

insurance, boilers and stokers, and radiators, bids on major and minor main-

tenance. hiring and firing of custodians, cafeteria profits, wages for cooks

($1.25,Uay), bids coal, salaries for new staff and amonts of increase for

Et thc children and parents bee.:.me a part of this:

37
On N:-.-ember " tcr"1937 a ell and ilowc_ picture projec was purchased.
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Then:- are still some children who have entered Milford
Villa School, in the 1st grade,[and who have not pr-
senteci birth certificates.' Mr. McBride is to write
another letter to these parents, stating that these
birth certificates must be turned in to Mr. Ulrich by
Monday, Uctober 18, or the child will be sent home,
until a birth certificate is received. (11/6/37)

During these years the purchase of bits and pieces of equipment suggest

that curricular and extra curricular an ivities were part of the discussion in

Board meetings. Concerns were expressed about sewing-machines, Sousaphones in

music, storage lockers for Boy Scout equipment'and so forth. And then, dropped

intotheminutesinthesection entitled "Monthly Report" or "Report of the

Superintend -t", is an occasional major gurriculum item:

There was some discussion on having a kindergarten at
Milford Village Elemcntary School for the last three
months of this school year. Mr. McBride is La investi-

gate the number of children who would attend the kin-

dergarten, and if there are sufficient number, he is to

go ahead with 'Flans. Motion made seconded .... and

carried. (2/2/38)

A month later, a $4.00/month tuition rate for nonresident kindergarten pupils

was estnUlished.

The Board minutes suggest the continuing influence of the county super-
_

intendent and the possible collegial aspects among superintendents:

Mr. McBride .then gave his monthly report. There was

some discussion on the question of a survey being made,

which was brought up at the County Superintendent's
meeting. As we do not know enough about this, the
Board decided not to pass on same. (3/2/38)

The hypothesis'we are reaching tc=:6 is the gradual deVelopment of relation-

ships be Teen the relatively i ted superintendents of small county eastricts
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which culminated in the formation: of the-League of Superintendents of Suburban,
o

County. Intertwined in this i-sthe gradual decline in importance of the County

Board of Education and the County Superintendent of Schools.

,

On Wednesday, March 9, 1938, a special meeting of the Board was called.

Amidst minutes of lumber buying, insurance company contacts, restarting heat-
.

ing and -electrical systems, and discussions of classes which are usable, the

reader makes the inference that the West end of the old High School building

has burned down. The rebuilding was complicated by differences with the

insurance company $17,000 vs. $9,000, the possibilities of WPA money, and

the role of union labbr. A week later the insurance differences adjusted

and compromised to $13,000. Outside resource possibilities were reported as:

A visit was made to the State WPA office in Capitol

City by Mr. McBride and some of the Board members yes-

terday, and were informed that there is not much chance

of a WPA project with skilled labor. It was decided. by

the Board to forget the WPA. (3/16/38)

The final insurance payment was $12,275. One of the Board members who is in

the construction business offered to manage the rebuilding for 10% of the con-

tract. This necessitated his resignation from the Board. After that he re-

ceived the contract.

Besides rebuilding parts of the High School, additions to the elementary

school, for a kindergarten, and remodeling of Attucks Were on the agenda. Mr.

McBride made another visit to Capitol City and was told that bills for school

aid were in Congress in sIashington, D.C. and that district'voting dates should

not be set until the bill pa$sed in Congress. The Board then resolved:
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That the School District undertake a building project
looking to an addition -to the building, and that we seek
whatever Federal aid is available, and 'authorize. the
President of the Doard and the Superintendent of Schools
to fill in-the preliminary questionnaire in order to get
the project underway, and to execute the necessary appli-
cations.. The motion carried. (5/1,6/38)

The Board also moved for a special election for bonds for the school. The

vote was 18 to 1 in favor (329 to 40), The Board. President, Mr. Brocks, re-

signed in order to accept the contract-as one 'of the architects for, the new

building. We have not made. an exhaustive study of the economic importance of

school business for a. local community, nor the evolution of sealed 'competitive

bids as a technique for controlling favoritism in awarding contracts. The main

bids were so let. This kind of local "economic politicing", if we can use such

a label, is ope-.-,ly reported in the minutes. Presumably it's "just good busi-

113ss. ong case can be made for a local citizen representing and advoca-

ting for the district as architect. A touch of irony appears in another item

labeled 'political meetings" which follows right after the contracting dis-

cussion of the sLhobl building items which were awarded to the two former.

Board members:

In regard to political meeting, it _s the unanimous
opinion of th6' Board that the auditorium at Clear Valley
School, the Milford assembly' hell, and the Attucks School
be made available for a reasonable number of times to the.
political parties for political meetings during the Fall_;
provided they make arrangements with the Superintendent
a reasonable length of time before the holding of the

(8/3/38)

School systems in rural areas and small towns in pre World War II America were

tascinatin community institutions.
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The application for Federal aid was written and rewritten several times

as ideas changed, passible amqunts of the'contract changed, and as union mini-

mum wage rates for the metropolitan area were incorporated. Additional land

ti

,was .bought, competitive bids received'for the construction and contracts let

.1

during Summer and Autumn of 1938. Two of the final touches were the Board's

resolutions that:

.... the architect be authorized to design and secure

an appropriate bronze tablet to commemorate the assist-

ance furnished by the United States. Government.
(3/8/39)

And the Board's resolution:

A motion was made .... to sell the shed that has been

used byrthe WPA to the, WPA, for $30.00. The motion

carried. (5/22/39)

1939-40, at least in its beginning, seemed noteworthy only insomeone's

afterthought, the Board minutes for that year were bound with those running"

from July 1939-June 1948. The gathering war storm in Europe obviously didn't

enter into the one page/meeting sets of minutes. :Nor Was the ebbing of the

1930's recession much in evidence. Rather, on July 5, 1939 the agenda consist-

ej of the roll call, (one ahsence), the secretary and treasurer's reports

(ai-T)1vec3 and balance of $9;368.66), the cafeteria report was read and current

bills .i-.aid, the Superintendent's monthly report (a thank you to Dr.,Evans
38

and

the Kirin,, or Miss Engle es home economics teacher (at a salary of $1,275.70

for ten monro: ant an e:-:tra $127.30 for the eleventh month), the coal bid was

accepted, e-igh:L hook shelves for the library were purchased from a local school

33On 4/3/40 he became medical director of the district at a salary of $300/year.
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and business supply company, and repairs were authorized for the Milford Ele-

mentary School ".... two doors replaced,- cement step in front of the building

repaired, new downspout on the North side of the building, and tuckpointirig."

The meeting was over in an hour and ten minutes, at 9:10 P.M. On September

6th, l939 the enrollment was:

45 At tucks

255 Milford Village School
247 'High School

which represented an increase of 45 or 50 pupils. The Board also did not sup-

port Patricia Talcot's petition.for another. half year of. high school tuition

and transportation which she needed because she had failed to graduate in the -

0
usual four years" time. Finally 'the secretary seems to have been married for

she was now Mrs. Tackle instead of `Liss Nee_es.

The legal context of public education appeared and reappeared in Milford

in quite eplicit.whys. Patricia Talbot's case was reconsidered two weeks

later, and a new and partially related case appeared:

The poard reconsidered its action of A previous meeting
in the matter of paying the tuition and transportation
for onehalf year for Patricia Talbot, a colored-girl.
After listening to a report'of investigation as conduct-
ed by the Superintendent, and after consideration of the
law, the Board came to the conclusion that it was un-
authorized to pay any further tuition or transportation
for Patricia Talbot. (9/18/39)

A motion was made by Mr. Coser, seconded by Mr. Corder
that the case of Julia Hensley has been thoroughly con-
sidered by the Board of Education from every angle, in-
cluding the legal limitations of a school_ district to
incur e:(perlses for persons in grade school., and has con-
curred that it iS without authority to do anything more
than offer her the facilities of the schools maintained
within the district. The motion carried. (9/18/39)
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The day to Play business of running a small School district continued with

items. related to a neighboring one room school district and the local codes of

morality:

A motion was made by nr, Corer, seconded by Mr. Yankel,

that we permit the Whitcom's PTA to hold aprogram this

year only; in our gymnasium, and that they be advised

that the Board has established a policy against the use

of the school buildini by.Schpol districts and other

organizations outside the territorial of this

school district, and that holding public dances in public

school buildings is absolutely forbidden and against the

'policy of the .Board. The motion carried. (10/4/39)

Once again, the gradual extension in scope of school:` services appears
.

in

the minutes when the changes demand financial resource: _

,.

A motion was made by Mr. Coser, seconded by Mr. Yankel,

to pay Mr. Smith $100.00 for trips made to- different

colleges with students last Spring. The motion carried.
(12/6/39)

A month later, three items of note appeared. The Superintendent repote

on personal and real estatetaxes"stricken off" school districts 1935=1939.

Second a committee was appointed to survey the district for future school
ti

building sites. The third suggests the vagaries of policy with neighboring

districts:

It was decided to entertain the members of'the rural

school boards sending students to our high school, and

their wives, at a dinner on Saturday night, February

at 6:00 P.M. .

(1/3/40)

A mPnth before. cod a month later, the Board reiterated its policy of non use

O buildings by outside sch,_,:ls and or'z,anizations. The final item dealt wit

"Se:,7. Education":
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Miss Gaynor, Mrs. Kelly, and Mr. Smith gave quite a
discussion on sex education as it is carried on in our
school,and on the health program in general. (1/3/40)

This seems noteworthy in several regards. The controversy over sex education

continues through the country, now some forty years later. Second,, the Board

has initiated formal curriculum reports by staff to the Board. Eventually

this becomes institutionalized as on a rotating once a month emphasis, The

following month, the minutes included a similar item:

Mr. Smith,' Miss Palm and Louis Yankel gave quite a
discussion of the guidance progrms d'S carried on in
our schools. (3/6/40)

A month later bills for "band uniforms" were paid. Earlier a bassoon had been

purchased. Music education continued in full splendor.

The Board extended, its program to include a "playground this Summer

- at both schools" and appointed Mr. Reynolds at a salary of $100/month take

care of the playground." At the next meting the school nurse, Mrs, Kelly,

was rehired at $

Home economics was handled by a contract with the Ite Department of

Education. (8/7/40) Major outlays for shop equipment -- "double shop benches"

. tools, metal stolls, were made. And the Superintendent was requested to inves-

7ate the number of students who would want.to take chemistry, the cot of

:_-,-anent, etc., and report at the next meeting (8/27/40) And at that next

meeting the Board voted "that we put in chemistry course in the high school

this year." (9/4/40)
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1,:,Jrld and national events did come' directly to Milfotd in SepteMber of

1940. Perhaps, the form should have been anticipated by any observer and

theorist:

It was the sense of the meeting that it will be
necessary to adopt_" proper. concerning

leaves of absence for teachersnow in the military
service or those. hereafter called, and provide for
their re-employment upon termination of 'their

military service. (9/4/40)

Later'a leave of absence policy was adopted. During the 41-42 year references

to "defense childr'en" and possible Federal aid,
39 the selling of "defense

stamps" and the departure of the secondary principal and a few teachers

appeared.

For over a detade, Since Mrs. Tholozan's leaving the Board, the membership

had been all male. On November 4, 1942, Mrs. Bester was voted in by the Board

to fill a vacancy caused by resignation. That Spring she was re-elected in an

uncontested rice. A month later she resigned because she moved out of.the dis-

'-trict. She was replace by Susan Jones.

As we have indicated at several points in our discussion the source of

several of our "themes' in this history of the 'district are the concerns, pro-

blems, and issues in contention and manifest in the Kensington School and Mil-

ford District today. The involvement with the Federal government is one of

those major themes. Today it's a concern for PL 94-142 and the Office of

39 In 1941, the Congress passed the Lanham Act which gave aid to communities

facing hardships due to expanding war factories and military bases.
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Civil Rights. In anticipation are concerns about court ordered desegregation,

busing, and hiring policies. In the flavor was very different:

Mr. McBride gave an explanation in regard to the de-
fense aid that is being given by the Federal. Government.
Quite a bit of discussion on this. A motion was made ..

that we authorize Mr. Bestor to prepare application
to the Public Works Agency covering certain improvements
in the existing school facilities, with the understand-
ing that if we go ahead with the work, we employ Mr.
Bestor as architect. The motion carried., (7/21/41)

\\

The activity went forward in the next few months, and what now.seems like

an incredibly quick turn around time at a special meeting on Friday, October

3, 1941, the minutes record the "success" of Mr. McBride and Mr. Bestor.:

Mr. Bestor and Mr. McBride attended a meeting in the PWA
office, and they are ready to offer us a $70,000 grant for
the building of a new elementary school. After quite a
bit of discussion on this, a Motion was made that we

':mite a letter to the Midwest City office that we are
ready to accept their offer in the amount of $70,000 but

that it will be necessary that we revise our building set
up. The motion carried. If advisable Mr. McBride and
Mr. Bestor are to make the trip to the Midwest City office

for a conference there. (10/3/41)

Three years 1.._er (6/26/44), Mr'. McBride read a te1a7rem to the Board indicat=

ing they had received $12,500.00 from the Federal Works Agency .r construrtion

costs of a room addition to the Milford Elementary Sche. Twenty thousand

dollars of bonded indebtedness was approved. 48 to 2 in the special election of

July 13, 1944.

In August of 1943, a note was maLt1 .n a phenomenon that presumably was

occurring all over the country:
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Mr. McBride gave a report on the Suburban County Plan-
ning omission's post war prograM. Quite a_ bit of dis-

cussion on post war planning for our scnool district.
(8/4/43)

No record appeared at this time. One n the generalizations we would make is

simple butpotent. Common sense units of time often are broken into chunks

around memorable events, such as a war and "post war, planning." Implicit also

is a dimension of special times i.e. the war years and more normal times.

Further, implications seem to exist for these as occasions in which initiatives

might 'be taken.

The Board continued to receive requests for releases from contracts. Most

seemed to be handled quickly and easily as teachers had husbands who were moved

by their companies or were moving for better employment, were marrying,. or were

,having children. Seldom were other reasons stated. The Board eventually re-

quested each teacher to make a personal appearance as part of the procedures.

One instae was noted of a teacher moving to a university position;

A motion was made .... that we accept the resignation
of Katherine Masters, to accept a position at the
University of Minnesota. (1/5/44)

After 9 years Mrs. Tackie left her post as school Board secretary. She

was replaced by Julia Openstein.

4.3 ,Some New and Some Continuing Themes

in the general narrative, a number of themes have appeared and reappeared.

In mid 1940s tL2s7. soi:t: to explode in different directions and complicat

.03
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the flów of a simple, single plot narrative. Consequently we hav- clustere]

.the story into several strands. The plot thickens, so to speak.

The American Dilemma Continues

By the mid 194s, the Black enrollment had dropped steadily. One teacher,

Clara Reynolds, remai...2.d for many years.- -.She was the lowest paid,member of the

teaching staff through these years. Further, one of the largest industrial

plants in the district sought to move the Attucks School for the companx:s ex-

pansion. The Board, the Superintendent and the Com. planned and negotiated

for several' years. Plans were in motion for Federal aid' in the cc7struction

a new school (as well as for the Milford High School)). In the meaatime.main-

tenance problems were acute enough to bring a citizens committee to the Board:

A committee representing the Patrons Association of the
Attucks School brought before the Board requests for
needed repairs and equipment --.insufficient heat in the
South room, broken windows, water in the basement, and
broken furna pipe; a clock and - additional playground
equipment. :necommittee was assured that these:requests
wGald be taken care of as expediently as possible.

(10/16/45)

The next mention of the Attucks School appeared in the March '46 minutes and

dealt: with discussions-be::. een the Board members and the Company that wanted to

move the school. The negotiations fc

school, and in June the Board noted:

ndered on who would pay for the new

After due consideration it was decided to have the
Attucks School building repaired, sufficiently to put
it in usable condfeion before the September schcpl
term.
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1::dersi;m qualified voters of th7_, Schoolicte. cc IHe, unty of Suburbia, State of
the: the School District of Narqum:te be

'1- H School District of Milford,

school p-- in accordance with and under the

.;:hority of cicn 10484, Revised Statues of Midwest
as amended, and do hereby petition you to

special meeting or el,::ction according to law, to
su tne sentiment of the qualified voters, vc-::.ng at

.oh elcccn such desired 'attachment

(28 signatures)

iic 9: Petition for Annexation
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NOTT(7 OF S?ECIL SCHOOT ELECTIC'j

MOT: CE TS fEB GIVEF c!7,alified -,otr-rP r

Distritt of HarclueLLe, Co. Suburbia. State of Midwest, L.

a special 5,1..floo eleat... of .7:aid wi.t.1 be hcld at the

School Bu:1,- on Dr*7e in said istrict, on TnursdE

May 7.fl::h, 10 0 commencirig at / A.., .nd enciig at 6

,

on that day, at which meeting or ela:ton the folio

ing proposed and voted upon:

T'HC-?OcITION: That the School District of
Marquette become attached or ahnexcd to the

adjoIliin,-; School District of Milfora,

school purposes, as authorized by Section
1044, Revised 'Statute:: of M±dwest State,

1939, as amended.

By order of the Board of Education of the School Distric't of

Marquet,:e, Suburbia County, Midwest State, this 2nd Day of May,

1949.

Will D. Metcalfe
cacretz..ry, Board of Ed17_:caton

School District of Marquette

Figure 10: Notice of Election
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L:la_ Lime te: 3:-YSJ 7-.,7*1: 'a and add':_tionm.1 51 in

7.indergarten. Spring as 2L are het been 32

the previous year,

The Miford Roar,: met L, Spacial 31st, i94.<

imously t.e-"annex and attach" :ha boundaries, ,property and manies of the

Marquetti District.

The County Board of Education had recommended, at least as one alternative,

the consolidating of five additional elementm::y districts into the Milford Dis

trict, The 3:ilford Superintendent's T-';:ft cc the Board on May 1O, 1949 under

item 11 referred to;

Report of County Board of Education to .State Board of
Education on oroposed reorganized district;

Milford
Marquette
Union
Caldwell
Morrison
Rho des

Dudley

Three of those small districts had two teachers, one had one teacher and one

H. no '-lacher, not even a school. Several were schools which had sent

to 7Allford High Schoc:. School for a number of. years, several of whom were in

the first high school graduating class of 1931.

5.3 Forliation of Organizational Structures and Processes

Throughout our a:.:c,nt of the evolution of the Milford Schools we have

noed a gradual extension of goals and functions, e.g. establishment of the
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the IKindergarten and so forth.

tures and processes have appeared in sitions

occurred ne- struc-

poi:Lc-7es,

rss-:as's of 1949-5') 1.peric J:7a-s.sf_tio17: shi

zatior_ :ganizational structures and processes. 7:?e noted already- the formal

mineographed report of the Superintendent, In May of 1949 the word came from

the State Department of Education that in the 1950-51 yea_ all schools would

be classified as A, or The word to the wise included:

formation of wrIrten policies
2) developmen of philosophy and objective
3) certification of all teachers
4) school. librarian in place
5) purchase of supplies and equipment

In the same meeting, Mr. McEt:_de presented a "how-to-do-t" outline which

Enlehart and Engelhart had published in the American School .1:d Journal:

1) Organization, procedure and duties of the Board
2) Office and duties of the superintendent
3) Personnel
4) General policies

In addition seven rules of thumb were presented by Engeart and Engclhart re-

garding the preparation of the-rules regulations. In paraphrased form they

are:

1) consistent with the law
2) guiding principles rather than collections of detailed

instructions /---

3) reflect board policies not administrative procedures
4) framed by executive and professional staff and approved

by board
5) not restrict initiative but define range of duties of

individuals and groups
6) recognize "professional character of the workers"
7) part of minutes record of board and not modified with

out board's consent.
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In June, the array of "sumiher items continued to appear in the minutes.

in June a hhlf dozen teacher contracts were is'suaO, The discussions con-

. Oh ,r 131-o,oany CJs. e ita zolccasisis _

At tucks School. The Board w=ht to a lawer for a legal opinion. Continued

blending of finances between the Marquette School and Milford Schools occurred

The janitors salaries were increased. The boosted tnem ($2.320, $2,184,

$2,310) above the salaries of some of the new teachers. The elementary teach-

ers were paid less than the secondary teachers.

Regarding curriculum,instruction, and school affairs, it was noted that

Mr. McBride distributed the pamphlet "'What the High School Ought' to Teach."

He noted also that the High School 331/4 units of credit approved by the

State Department of Education. And a final item ---)eared:

A discussion was held on the recent "M" Club invitation.
It was decided that rather than stop it entirely and
drive it underground, that something of a milder nature

substiruted to satisfy the majority of club members.
(6/14/49)

The results of the survey of teachers were also reported. This seemTi',

important in several regards:

1) The Board continued the tradition of soliciting teacher

opinions
2) For the first time, a formal questionnaire was used
3) Elementary Teacher results were separated from that of

the High School Teachers.
I) The nine questions covored issued of governance, curricu-

lum, and teacher evaluation

Question #1 asked "Dc you feel that the formulation of an educations' -JoRram

in Milford-hes been a democratic proceSs involving you of the professional
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no). Question youevem been :.sked to do any-

thin that you could not conside-1: of n comletely.ethical. yes, 16 no's).

The only itern unlit -Jiaws concerned teacher evE:Hation:

Would you welcome trra opportunity of aiding in the
establishment of a system of e.acher evaluation?

The :.;olit was 3 to 5, yea and nay in the high school and 5 3, yea and nay

in the elementary school'.

5. The Continuing Themes

Durin the 1949-52 period, most of the tories we have been telling and

the themes we have been exploring continued. Rather than detailing these at

leagth, we will allude to them oniy briefly and illustratively. For instance,

on April 7, 1949, -rith the new Board members, Mr. Lewis and Mr. Norton, agree-

ments were reached on several aspects of the Superintendent's Report:

It was decided to determine if more than 1 candidate
is available for our vacancies in teachers. If more

than 1 is available the Board will consider the quali-

ficaeions of the candidates. (4/7/49)

This sounds as though efforts were starting to increase the ..lee of the pool

of teacher candidates and thereby the quality of the staff.

The problems cc ,tied with the Black school and the Quaker Manufacturing

Company over land usage and rebuilding the school:

:.t was determined to do some additional studying before

deciding just what has.to be done about the Negro build-

ing situation including that of future usage and possi-

bility of paying tuition in Big City. (4/7/49)
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The negotiations with Quaker Company conzfnued. On October 1949,

Board voted ask for J:113,000 for a new two room frame buildina fo the Attucks

School. A month later, it was repore that Company mad_ the ayment.

the next few months plans were drawn, bide were let, and the low b a as accented

(2/7/50). Construction began immediately. Ironically, Big City rejected those

overtures. The Supe2intendent's Report c.c,ntained the brief item "Negro children

the City will not accept them." (5/10/49) Now, after a 7-?w school building

was built, a. \1954 Supreme Court Decision, changing populations, discussions are

underway about a metropolitan, City-County, desegregation plan.

The cafeteria continued along:

The'Suggestion from the County Board of Health that
silverware be divided, that we improve fly control in
the cafeteria, that granitework be reph;ced, that only
one individual handle straws and that garbage can be

washed weekly will be followed. (4/7/49)

And finall: another of the never ending events:

The schc L bus and drivers were discussed and it was

decided c check further into the matter. (4/7/49)

Concerns for handicapped yougsters continued to be raised, not only in

Milford but all over Suburban County:

-Mr. McBride reported on a cc::mittee that was being
formed in order to find out whether or not a central
school could be started to care for all handicapped
children in the county. (11/11/49)

Similar concerns arose over vocational education:
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A discussion was held on the Vandeventer Vocational
School. It was decided that Mr. McBride again talk to
Mr. DeLuca rega77in whether or noc.there would be any
stuciants here tl ',:ould benefit mo..-a by going to the

vc=tional schcol half = than by staying here all
day. (11/11/4SD

Discussions on school reorganization, circulation of literature, and a

Board resolution in favor of reorganization (9/13/49) all occurred. The com-

munity opposed the idea:

For 690
Against 1,700
Total 2,350 (11/11/49)

The Milford District .:mains to this day as it was decided on that day thirty

-2ars

Mr. Hightower -7- .:ned to the scene also :Cri the form of a to have

a .
the transcript of the public hearing, a year and a half before.

r-:Hed the request (L2/13/49). In January, the Board took up the issue

i:niz-matically the minutes suggest the drama underway:

The request of Mr. Hightower to make' the transcript of
hearing granted to hivi in April, 1948, a part of his

which was tabled at the December meeting, was
brought up for :1.,nsideration. After some discussion,

Lele.s male a wotion that the afore mentioned trans-
Cf:4>t be mad. o a prL. of the official minutes of the

Milfori Boa-cd As there was no second to this
motion the (i-j.s:lor)-u was continued. Mr. Hamilton then
madc. the b'ugg4:tet':,!m that the Board send Mr. Hightower a

r.!1:come.ridavon but this was not acted on by

the B0a2:d, Aft considerable more discussion Mr. Lewis

again tot..e.d m':,tion. which was seconded by Mr. Wells. 4 6

45
Mr. just ,,,7.:?.nins had been nominated by Lewis and passed by the

Roar -. tc .J.11 the V.02itiOn :;pened by Mr. Everhardt's resignation.
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At the suggestion of Mr. Jennings the motion was amended

to include a copy of the transcript to be sent to City

University to be attached to Hi-. Hightower s record. This

=ended motion was Leconded by Mr. Hamilton and passed by

the Board. (1/ /50)

A week later (1/12/50 The Board received a thank you let- from Mr. High -

::aver.

In December of 1949, another "first" occurred in the flisrrict. Plans

were underway to establish a citizen's committee regardirua school finances:

School Finance Committee, An extensive discussion was

held on the way to select the original committee to study

the school finances. Mr. Lewis moved to send a post card

to the community with a return card attached to return if

interested in searing on the committee, to try to get a

representative group. Mr.. Jennings secondef the notion,

which carried. (12/13/49)

On February (the 14th), the Board decided to meet jointly with the new citizen's

committee to discu:J ays to present the new scho61 levy to the people of the

district. The ictvy passed in April and a new "Lay Committee" was formed.

5.5 More Evidence of Transition

The Neat for a New School

In the SuMmer of 1949, the first Board minute appeared regarding what was

to be the population explu:ion:

4/Interestingly two se`-s of minutes of that meeting are bound into the

official record. They are identical except for the inclusion of the Hightower

item in one and its omission in the other.

48This is our label, and as the reader has noted, is ethnocentric for the

new Attucks School was built in the Spring of 1950.
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The building of a new subdivision.on the southwest sec-
tion of our school distr-Ld a suitable site for
another elementary schoo:. were discussed. It was decided
that we would try to 7ct tore data C7 other subdivisionz
as to how the numbr of c'ildren 177:. in proportion to the
number of homes. (7/12/49)

The enrollments that Autumn were 1,151 students. Subtotals appear in Figure 11.

A few 11-511 school students were enrolled in neighboring districts where they

had started before the merger. The minutes mention a handful of special educa7

tion students in private schools.

Insert Figure 11 about here
4131111.10VALMINWIf /3111,10.11001.1

Report after report on new subd:ikisions z,li?eared. For instance, Wooded

Valley - "A total of 733 homes in thenext 21/2-3 years" appears in the Superin-

tendent's Report of October 11, 1949. The magnitude of suburbanization kept

;appca-i:ing in vivid numbers:

Mr, McBride reported on the new Edinburg Estates sub-
division, stating that 2,400 homes were to be built
within the next three years, beginning this July, and
that a tentative site for a school of about 4-5 acres
had 'been discussed. (6/13/50)

A variety of temporizing actions were taken and they illustrate the inter-

connected complications which must be considered by the Board and administration

as the District changed; , ,

An extensive discussion was held concerning the grade
organization of the three schools. It was decided that

an extra room be built at Marquette School and also to
bring Marquette's eighth grade to the high schoOl. It

was further decided to prepare an extra room at Milford
Elementary School, leaving the seventh grade at Milford
Elementary. The problem of transporting the eighth
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Elementary

Kindergarten
-

2

4

r:

7

8

High School

7

8

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

Milford

305

Marquette

439

Atucks

17

49

48
58

44,

39

32

35

--

390

37

34
109
73

77

60

58
54

.63-
53

4:

38

56

39

35

Figure 11: Enrollment in Milford in L-Itumn 1949



from MarquatLa was bzought us for discussion; it
was to with the SIurbar. F:us Company to see

0.7,lething could be worked out witn them. (5/16/50)

Posttion

:h the consolidation of Milfore._ Marquette in 1949, the District, in

one increased in size by fifty percent. The geographical area increased,

which. some of the youngsters had lo:Ig distances to travel to the high

school. In -.he Superintendent/Principal of Marquette joiT:1.ed the con-

solidated Milord staff and became Principal of the school. By virtue of his

prior position one might argue he was over qualifie for that job alone.- The

post war suburban growth was beginning, each year 50-100 additional younsters

were coming into the schools. Rooms were added. New curri and teachers

were added. Finally, projections on increases in st:dent enrollment were

of the order of 500 youngsters per year. Literally a school a year was to be

built. That process, as we have indicated elsewhete,--deManded hours of time in

an array of activities by the-Board and the administrative staff. One way to

handle these needs is the creation of a new central cffice position. After

some discussion on the nature and scope (DP the work, 14.r. Unger was given the

post of Director of Elementary Education and was made responsible for the sev-

eral eleentary schools, The minutes read thiL

A discussion was held regarding having Mr. Unger as hat:
rime principal at both elementary schools, working him up
to '.ementary supervisor oye: all elementary schools. It

war decided to delay action on his contract until 'ch'!7,
could be discussed with him and with the State Deparuent
of Education. (2/27/51)



In a related move the cr..-..tract of the. Principal of Milf:T6 Elementary School,

Mr. Longwell, was a:30 held up. Two m=t-h= later:

that Lir. Longwell be notified ma: he is no: beg
re-employed for newt year due to the folling reason;
chat the Board has discussed as early as three months ago
the plan of setting up a Director of Elementary Education.
and that an assistant be employed :17 the person of a young
man to be trained and work with-the irector of Education.
This notification Is to be tendered before the 15th of
April according to Section 10342A of Midwest Eeate School
Laws, 1947. Motion carried. (4/10/51)

Immediately afterward Mr. Unger was tendered a new contract as Director of

Elementary Education.

If one looks a bit more abstr,7.ctly at these events ,they can be conceptual-

ized. We have developed a model, Figure 12 to represent the sequence of events

Di_trict consolidation and district population increase caused an increase in

district size and led t:7, projections of further increases. This prectated

at least four kinds of ::sks and accilities, plans and arrangements for new

buildings, temporary facilities, staffing .ieeds and changes and t're alnb:_guous

transportation problems. Someone has to do the enlarging quantity of work, en:

a new position is created. The presence cf Mr. Unger, formerly a "superintend-

ent", a:rgues for his becoming the incumbent.

Ins::.st Figure 12 about here

These events and T-ocesses seem Sc much a part co=on sense, they see.

"natural." Further, a look back at Mrs. 3riggsi arrival as teacher and princi

pal for the new High Schoc :. and her later becoming Superintendent had much the

Jame quality.
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5,6 TIT, Strong Board Member: An Infrequent But Major Event ,

As we Indicate u, at b. special meeting of the Board on Jul: 9, 1948, a new

High. School Principal was hi.. Donald T. Green. Teachers continued to come

and go as two new staff *.were hired. Building maintenance remained a continuing

problem and a plum:. 3 contract was let. Technology continued to invade the

schools - a. liquid dt:plicator was bought.. for the elementary school and as.

electric stove was purchased for the Attucks School. (8/3/48). (Later it was

stolen.) Authorized car mileage went to 64 /mile o Data were to be obtained:

..,. concerning the per-pupil cost with a view toward
raising the tuition of non-resident students at a pro-
p time. (11/16/48)

Public health measures continued 1.n well measured strides:

A motion .. to accept with thanks the proposed in-
stallation of germicidal lamp in the kindergarten. The

motion carried. (12/14/48)

All local cuuational and reli-ious organizations within the district would

now be charged $±5.00/night to use the school buildings. A month later a note

indicated two requests were made for s- use. In February, the Board voted tc

increase non- resident high school tuition from $10'flyear to $163/year. Vandal-
.

ism insurance on all three uistrict buildings appeared Fabruary, 1948 also.

In the Marc_ discussions of the coming election7, the Board voted for, another

kin(' of iasura:

moti-n. was made by)Mr. Jay and Mr. Norris to first
place tne names of the incumbents, in order of length
f service, followed by other candidates in order,of

oate of filing on the official ballot. The motion

carried. (3/8/4"S',)
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But insurance sometimesdpesn't work. A month later the minutes record the

v_ces:

Incumbent 341

416
92

Lewis 529

Norton 509

Mr. Lewis and Mr. Norton were sworn in.

At times it is difficult to judge whether the Board took on new vigor with

the election of new directors or whether a shift in sec:ataries engendered a

:12W style in reporting. Probably some of both. When Mr. F. J. Lewis joined

the Board and became 'secretary, the minutes doubled or tripled in length, the

Board seemed more active, and Mr. Lewis seemed in the middle of that action.

An image arose gradually in reading the minutes after the election of Mr.

Lewis. As rye have related, he became secretary of the Board and the' quantity

and quality of the minutes shifted dramatically. Notes occurred of his in-

volvement in AASA, .:.-raveling to Atlantic City, bringing back ideas, inserting

them into Board discussions and action. Atempts to define responsibilities' of

the Board, the Superintendent, the Principals, as major positions in thealves,

as related,to the other positions, and even more critically in Milford,:of the

relations among ths incumbents of each of the positions. Gradually, an evalu-

ative aspect of this arosdand rea,:hed severa_ climaxes. Mr. Lewis voted

against a salary increase., the Superintendent and presented a iong bill of

particulars. Later, a cail for termination of Mr. McBride's contract arose,

z.nd became a community issue of considerable magnitude.
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The data fill in the overview this way. In March of 19.50 a special meet-

ing of the Board was held:

Board action on the petition from some of the children

was discussed.

The Board t'-.en passed the following resolution:

The Board of Education goes. on record as reaffirm-

ing all policies of the Board end the School and that all

problems'must be taken up with the proper Teachers, Super-

visors, and Administrators. (3/21/50)

At the next meeting, the two new Board members were elected, sworn in, and then

nominated and voted in as President and Vice President, The agenda was full:

Ile Board recommended that Mr. McBride send letters to

the parents of the pupils through the mail and by the

pupils and also put an open letter to the people in the

Village News and the Township News, with Mr. Lew±s

Mr, Norton working with him on it. . (4/6/50)

Two items later in the same evening:

r. Lewis moved that on April 25th a general meetin

about our education program be held, which was secon.dcd

by Mr. Norris and carried. (416/50)

In executive session thLL: say, evening:

It was decided that a general report be kept on teachers

throughout the year, both good and bad reports, by the

Princ4a_ =ur the Board's attention. (4/6/50)

That meeting was held after the regular Board meeting:

After adicurnment an hour of open discus5fon was spenc

with the people who were present as visitors. (4/25/50)
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Mr. Lewis moved that the Board spend up to $1500.00 for

library books for the high school, which was seconded by

Mr. Norton. and carried. (5/16/50)

The meeting was introduced and thereby labeled in the minutes as follows:

The first meeting of the Milford School Board for the

discussion of Educational Programs and Procedures was

called to order .... (4/25/50)

A month later:

The Regular Monthly for Educational Programs and Pro-

cedures was called to order. (5/31/50)

The main items of business:

The President read the various lists of recommendations

for the Lay Committee.

It was agreed to have the Lay Committee ready to go at

the next meeting for Educational Programs and Procedures.

After adjournment over an hour of open discussion was

spent with the people who were present as visitors.
(5/31/50)

Several items had a jary:_ng ring to them as one read along:

Mr. Trotter suggested that a survey be made of other

schools concerning the custodial standards as to 7.ge,

health, etc. Mr. Lewis suggested that a surve, also

be made concerning how much work a custodian c..L

It was suggested that Mr. McBride get a book on cus

todial help.
(6/13/50)

The nature and quality of information related to school functioning tft-

ed du7L.-L this period. Three kinds of data seeped involv-Id: com1),=/rave dat.
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from neighboring districts, and increase in meeting attendance and reporting

back by administrators and Board members, and an appeal to published statements.

Morn specially, a letter from a prominent local Superintendent regarding

fund r,:-.isin;; organizations was read and the policy statements accepted. The

SuperiAte;-dens of Suburban County were developing teir own internal leader-

ship, to a degree. independent of the County Superintendent's of f±ce Mamas of

books and pamphlets,'The_Cuszodan by Viles and DevelapinG School Plant and

Programs were being puzrchased, 7e,..id and discussed. The Superintendent's Repo:t

of 1/1/51 mentions "Midwest State Schools" (the state NEA journal), Nations

Schools and School and Community Lnd articles such as "A Message to Boars of

Educatio'7" and "The Nation Reaches a Verdict." And th:i.kilyz

Mr. Norton moved to ten,". Mr., Lewis as a mem:De of the
sclol Board with Mr. 1.1..1ride to the Natinal Adll'.inls-
trators Conention in atlantic City in order to get
both a professional .Ad a layman's view?oint of the
conventio, which w s secocded and o=ied. (1/9/51)

rd seemed to be er ing itself r. several. ways.

The Board's thrut 1.cr upgrading school proo-ams continued. Not only were

-1-tore pow regulal ;eetings on Education ro17,ram and Procedure but the

"Rc=d divided itsel: sub- House, Insbce, and 12.::ica-

ti011. Mr. Lewis and Mr. ,:c.:.don were members of thc 1.1Aucational Cmnittee:

(4/10/51) Two later (4/24/51), on a motion by Mr. Lewis and a unarimous

Board vote a Diversifi:Zi Occupations Course was approves for the Pall term.

On May 16th, on n motion by Mr. Lewis the .'3oerd ur.an:imous1?-:
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Ireed to have a three day work shop before school
c-i.rts and to pa/ teacher' for these three days.

(5/16/51)

weeks Later, the thrust continued:

The following three goals from Mr. Lewis' recommendations
to the Board as the result of his attending AASA conven-
tion in February were discussed and it was decided to im-
r.lement them as quickly as possible- They are:

1) An adequate building program:
2) A public relations program that 7.,j11 not only

keep the public continuously informed but will
engender .\ democratic attitude in the commun-
ity that w)_11 carry over into the schools.

3) Complete information on:
a. Teacher conferences with administration
b. Guidance results
c. Testing program (5/29/51)

The intensity of concern seemed exhibited in another two lines:

Several koups'were devoted to the discussion of part of
Mr. McBride's report of the Denver conference. (Cur italics)

(x1/29/51)

The Denver Conference Was on Public Relations and ..... Mr.Bride had been expensed

there as well as to a State Meeting at State University. (5/29/51)

Correlated with .those mazes, by Mr. Lewis and the Board were the increasing

folmalization of state regulations. Inserted in the Board minutes is the State

Department's moves regarding "Classification and Accreditation. Milford High

School offered 371/4 units of approved credit and was due to receive a Triple A

classification in the next year.

Problems seemed to continue at the High School:

1.52
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After considerable discussion about the lack of progress
-'7 proper administration of our High School it was

that Mr. McBride give a memorandum to Mr. Clark on
suggestions for improving conditions, and that in return
Mr. Clark submit a program for correction these conditions.

(10/29/52)

A month later (11/25/52) the Superintendent was urging the Principal's resigna-

tion. The Board argued and voted for a hearing before final action. A week

later (12/2/52) the Board met in executive session and accepted the Principal's

resignation. The notes are enigmatic. We reproduCe them in their entiret;

Mr. McBride reported Mr. Clark's resignation to the
Board.

Mr. McBride then covered the faculty meeting of Decem-
ber 1st, assemblie Df December 2nd and result of same
following Mr. Clark's resignation.

Upon a motion by -Mr. Gordon and seconded by Mr. Metcalfe
it was unanimously agreed to accept Mr. Clark's resigna-
tion.

Possible replacement for Mr. Clarl:: rind means of Board
interviewing same was discussed at some length and it
was felt that Mr. McBride ask several potential candi-
dates to meet with the Board.

It was further felt that it would be best that the Board
not know Mr. McBride's preference at the tAme of the

Board interview.
;

Mr. Mc -ide then brought to our attention the splendid
coopeiion he has received from the faculty since Mr.
Clark's departure. (12/2/52)

a

The meeting lasted from 7:35 P.M: to 8:20 P.M. The High School counselor

assumed the duties as acting Principal.

January 25th, two candidates from out o: the local community and the

state were brought in for interviews for the High School princpalship. The

candidate from Colorado, Mr. Macon wes:offc=d e position.
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As one reads along, page after page, in Board minutes, images of otr,

more contemporary school boards come to mind, as do images of other small.

groups and their dynamics. The "strong. personality" or the "strong board

-:ember"' conveys in the schoolman's common jargon the first level of meaning.

The'constellation 6f elements includes:

1) outspokenness
2)---aften in opposition to the superintendent:
3) .

strong community base or voter support:
a willingness to entertain confrontation and conflict

5) intelligent and articulate
6) needs for power or dominance
7) major commitment of time and effort

These events came to a head on February 25, 1953:

After considerable discussion, a motion was made by Mr.
Metcalfe and secon.dcd by Mr. Quigley that Mr. McBride be
offered a contract at $9,000.00 per year for three years.
tessera Trotter, Gordon, Qigley, Metcalfe. and Mrs.
Cooper voting for and Mr. Le :-is voting against this
motion.

-Upon s motion by Mr. Gordon and seconded by Mr. Lewis
it was unanimously agreed that the Superintendent give
,study and make recommendation for adlistrative assist-
ance, so that the Suprintendent may be freed for closer
relation with the Board on education pgram. (2/25/53)

The minutes were followed by' a one page formal contract, the first ever enacted,

in the minutes. It was prefaced by reference to the appropriate sections of

Midwest Stat._ School Laws. But even more significant for our analysiE> of the

strong school board member" is a two page bill of particulars in which Mr.

Lewis presented his rationale for dissenting on the new contract. it was a

broad scale attack. We reproduce it in its entirety. The first part seems

almost a preamble or set of assumptions:
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The American Association of School Administrators
booklet "What to pay your,Superinendent" say: 'The

Board of Education is responsible for ascertaining as

accurately as possible the degree of -success attained

by the executive over a period of time.'

17.7aluative Critria says: 'The Superintendent of

Schools keepts the Board of Control informed through

riodic reports, rerding the schools objectives,

achivements, needs and plans for" the future.'

The School Board Member in Action booklet of the .->ASA.

says: The Board .should discuss the educational pro-

blems. It should not limit itself to business and

financial affairs. Often board members do not feel

themselves qualLaed to talk about educational rlicy.

So far as technical detail is concerned this an-

erally true. On the other hand, the aims and purposes

of what schools are doing and the human results they

are accomplishing are things whic;hany intelligent

American is competent to juce.. One of the superin-

tendent's important tasks is to keep board members in-

formed about such things. In times when school busi-

ness problems are so pressing, care must be taken that

the board's trusteeship for ,educational progress' does

not go by default.

Davies and Hasler in "The Challenge of School Board

stat; th,;: chapter - Follow the School

2rogram): 'Rel on your superintendent as your pro-

fessional advisor and co-ordinator for the enterprise.

His regular reports to the board are .
7-c)ansable.'

They further state: 'There is something wrong

boards meet two or three times a month and meetiug,

last from 8 to 8:30 to midnight or after. There .L.i>

no need far making such demands upon the valuable

time of board members in a weT1 organized and well

run school sytv:em.'

Eh:2 AASA'Schc'l Boards in Ac-:_so up the respons-i-

bility of the local board in to the education-

al program in 'three sentences:

The board should know the characteristics

of a good educational program.

The board should know what is on in

the local schools and in the 'pest school

systems in other parts of the country.

5



The board should constantly be evaluating
and improving the work of the schools.

They further state: 'The function of control of the
educational program should never be delegated by the.
Board of Education.'

The ne::t entry moves the broad preamle into the middle of Mr. Lewis' personal

perspective on the local situation:

In striving to introduce education matters into Board
actions, I two years ago, after considerable study in
addition to attending the National Convention of the
American Association of School Administrators, as Board
representative, present :od a program of goals' for our

school system. Several r these goals were adopted in
May, 1951, but no report: on progress on same has been
made and no further ti_.scion of additional recommenda-
tions have been made. Last year I agreed to the increase
to $7,500.00 for the Superintendent, only on the under
standing-:that administrative reports outlining progress
during the 1951-1952 school year and plans for additional.
progress during the 1952-1953 school year be presented.

Those goals included three items: building program public relations program

and information regarding testing, guirizance, and ':eacher/ecistrative c

ferences. (5/29/1.) The comments by Mr. Lewis cow.:imie:

It was agreed by the Board that these reports be made at
the May, 1952 meet.2.ng, far no reports have been

presented.

An analysis of the
elude;

..,7meets leads me to .:o1-1-

That the Superint has act Lent the
Bc.J.rd regulci.ly informed regarding ::112

c:iucational rogram and because of this
our Board i not fulfilled resp=si-
bility in relation to the eduo
program.
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2 That my wishes for education information
era not new, as they were expressed in my
7ort of ":1 years ago and repeated in my

requt for administrative reports last
year.

3. That a system of re:ular reports to the
Boar permitting c-Aitant evaluation of
our Icational achievements be made a

part Board procedure, so that decisions
regard administrative results of our
school may be made on facts and not on
opinions or feelings.

4. That it is necessary for the Board to,
make certain that the formulation of the
educational program is a democrat pro-

ces involving the Board of educating
interested laymen, the Superintendent of
schools, the professional staff and stu,7':

dent council recommended by the AASA).

In view of the-above conclusions, I cannot agree to in-
creased expenditures for our chief administrative office
until such time as I am assured that this increase in
expenditure will bring increased benefits to the boys
and czirls of our distric

fame of the questions which I feel should be continuously
an'iwerable to insure a proper evaluation of our educational
or.oram include:

Ur-Lot arc :.he statistics on Drop-outs? (from
challe:Age of school- board membership)

Are there clearly established and reco .ized
channels of cmmunication between indiv._:ivals
and groups? Between Board, administration,
teachers, custodians, pupiLs, parents?
challenge of school board :_embership)

-i.yedequateare proviFions for pupil partici-
pation in school governnt? (evaluative
crirr4a)

Is the Superintendent: accepu:',ng the ,personal
responsibility for plL:Ining and co-ordinat-

; the school's oubl:.: r-Jo.tions program?

(as :suggested. -ir. tlr:e ,ASA's yea= book on

Public Relatios for Americas,Schccls)

How adequate is the gene:al organil'ation of

the papil prc'=? (evaluat'zva
criteriLi)
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Is the formulation cc the educational pro-
gram a democratic process involving the Board
of education, interested laymen, the Superin-
tendent of school..s, the professional staff and
student council?

Do our courses of study draw attention to
moral and spiritual values? (as suggested in
Moral and Spiricual Values in the Public Schools)

What efforts are being made to provide wider
'counselling? (evaluative criteria)

Is our library being used effectively? (evalua-
tive criteria)

lic.7 adequate are provisions for follow-up set-,
viL ,.31: guidance? (c_:aluative teria)

elv:ensive is the information conning
scholastic progress? (evaluatY.ve criteria)

This then extends the meaning of our conception of "the strong school board

member", an item. considrable importance in the analys of the history of

the Milford SchTol District, and, presumably of any school distrio':.

5.7 The Continuing Story of Public Educatie: Milford

One of the appeals of radio a-' television soap op-:, s" is that they do

capture some of the realities of stability and change in ce everyday lives

of people. hew variations on old themes appear, old variations on old

themes remain. On occasion ~:hard minutes in several successive Items

sgests the Board also captures the realities of stability arZ change in the

ever:id[2v lives of school people. After the litany of approval of minutes,

presentation of the treasurer's report, reading cf thL, bills, the next four

items from August 14th were these:

Mr. McBride mentioned that the first general facultv
meetini7; would be held at 9:30 a.m. MonJay, September
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he :earn :nude _ pro.:ress io

;f--is were st:esed:

-e'

ner sui-vey, ltd importaae or

.grther te.acher involvement.,

'.eted i-ep.at on buildings: including a

: . ,arly purchase of a hi_h school buiIHl:e:
20-30 acres and deco to center of distriei,

do Licita:ion o, Board questions: seven mere isted

e.g. hoard-admir ..tration relations, broad aims, ache
board activity, .

'uclent pro teas, and advances in moral

and spiritual edu_ -ion,

t,) development of Lach committeessupplies and buder
priorities, teat book selection and salary schedules,
and teacher reports to Board on outsLandim; work and
new ideas,

Leaving administrative budget detail to administration
so that "the Board coui d ..,ave more time for riva more

essential iLem'3."

on the IiHh nchooI IL near I.bc med tan

me c(-) iii Hi sc.hoots the Instructional, space :or science,

Home ,,verati Licreac

I imitce, I; 'acre - LeLy se .-vice the e::panding

t ace led ner.,; h :1

fliertly the me:: tag the he. rd held its regular erecting and a special

:::euting (January L3 and January 16). among the items were concerns over the

selection o: tire teacher salary comiLtee. The superintendent was rebuked by

t.he beard for ''selecting'' rather than 'eLectin" teachers to the committee:

Lire salary schedule of the teachers was discussed at groat

Length. Two main factors were involved--the democratic
..-;elaction of the Leacher' committee on salaries, and the

proram of teacher evaluation. (1/16/5/.)
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record 17, %-or incre.dsd
u, -:ecHs that tile committee

up a sch,_:L:ule shgl!ld he elected rather Lh_p

!eutLc. E )ard would in, to sugest that a .chedule
117) ,,. an evaluarioa system tO insure greater

osportunities :gd Penefits for individual teachers and the
sc.hool district. This would als, assest the Board in

the nc..ienl: 2/3 snH fe c increased teanhe-.-

. . .
(1/16/54)

uh X11. and in retl:ospect -,ces a co-c_In Dclit:.cal statement recogniing

ioups: 3oarcl, IT lcnerS, aoministratioll. Lnu Litizens whose interests

ri..i;) only partially. It suggests also a ty_Lng together of issuessalary

and evaluation which many teachers aroups might oppose. It seems to have a

carrot type cupeal to the teachers--teacher ection to the committee and 2/3

: cities and a stick to the administration. It unites an earlier theme, the

stron;:, board member, with the current theme, one outside survey, toard

1.er -771thesf. polLtical model ror undo' standing innovation and chaive in

wis, with I1rS. Cooper's help lead the attack lit the )rier

ooper made the mutton here. New business, that evenin, con-

a imidet cmilittue and teacher i.volvemenr..

!n the .jr:nuary 3 meeting, the Plot took an interesting tngn. The teach-

),11 all the e Lemcntar schools sent letters to the Board:

of these letters stated that the teachers were gltislied

ith the person wn repre_-_tntfng them on the salary com-

mittee, and they were opposed to teacher evaluation for salary

purposes. They wrr- in favor of the salary schedule as pre-

sonLen. (1/27/54)

an sprit vote, detailed discussion occurred and the loard

limously passed a Lion accepting the scale as presented.
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Hie , 1. Lwo

nor 1.,aboraLo: Ln.

L., L:1,2

i.CpC F :,:muLLy pnibi,2naE

:17,.ncia),_ acLinn )C lonnd nnd lin

1. oteF 0C H'iwcrs and Ducic:s 01 Mc, i,T;17- 1.

nd The L,2.achers' Tnc! '2asis

1111,2cin tor ,)r :did,Jesr.

-son:,2 ID poinLs, Zrom pub1iciLy L-;peciai ,2.ducaLicn

HI:;7 meeLing, afLc.,r a Curies o; p;Issud :7:oLiuns on .7,n1F]-1.s

nnd donL:ncr.-; 11 and cnnLral on n

dic] nuL c,acul:17.1nd Lhrud

cncranL cFrnF litil Fyo Lc- run. Thc,,,

L,!n ,isclIsse,1 on *c.s,1;117i 2.=; pnt ol htt7luth,;,

" 1,11(, on-r: i 11.11(-1:

Lewis thin we 3houtd ;head with the school

the recommendntions the UniversiL:

,,:orkin on !the ones that ooc necessary, the

up the ons th;it the Curve t)T-ins up. (2/2=4/5ft)

he LIFt Li.e, Lormal 1,)ciLLL:n report the .''SA

::,eet:Lruz submitted and incorporated into the minutes. In addtth. Elit7ito

neh copies speecnes were inciujed ut,t.

File :ThiperinLendent submitted I: :0 'l1) 'C relh

inard Lo snn:ns,Lom,; on the i:':nd
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0: t:L' newsleter. Pteperts were the

Hfnutoo l on i:h seciudnr:: prLnciphls' me_s:ln..;. by th

e) remellJ o*

IT c. tci. nbi Ltie

11 H:e had hlts name and post: printed on campaio,n litu

Henue:urh nil Itterature shonlo he submit:Ea:1 Lc:

11 et:

. Thoalke ;;;C_ ral

rotessor Thoelke wa, not the only t.unsultant brought: into the dis-

jay, ltIrphy ot and Nurphy, Ti presLi:;Hus Li= LIE

01 consulLinc en...Lineers from the East onpearec before the Board,

r-a T0 ul his credentials, and made this Oti.0Yi.n11 J:.omments:

oested :1 hi:;h school: o: at least thr2e units to he

or instance music, library, and lunch room.

ii tills way the noise will not tltsturb the other classes
whIch aoe in session. lie thinks chat our present hih

hool -1te is too small, and I: 101 it should noYer be

used a school.. A track 'of ]and of at

,:tcres x...Tou.ld be 1110 SI0OJ. L-2 L- Ti communi ry if our

1,:i:0111{.1 cons

customary fee t.r consultina work as '; to ot the

cost the cons.eructt 11 of the building....A minimum

or :fl_, 000 would be made to draw up the program

f ramirements. This would take several_ months.
(5/19/13=4)

.' T11

.toment. "but will. tHinl( IL over." At the rerul_ar meetin;; rive dh.:s laer, the

.11 the recommendation of the Surerintendent, voted to hire L1oyd,

and enpj_neers fur the porpusel new hiTh s.ehool.
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t15 r'=porL

the weel:. July 12" l'i/?/DZ:. A1so, ttaat

)11cius Cu,_..."

Hier'

1-3: and discusHe ih

. ',;1.1 1L,d
( ;

substamiive s issues CS 1Q1S CC

one or another the lilduistrater:i cont1nued to 2e

rd. discussed ans: bound , miLutes. Yllese diF(.arence,

.;tart_.d in , trnsitio _Lrmel to be _mp.,=.111:v4 the distri: te-

'..-,_1, i. returned .
' c-....sion oil

s co 1 I ea's,t. ...:ere ur ill._ rho i71-medi Le hirta,:i C. 2 -ii,-_C1-

III e 1 eme n t a ss, ie> s -'),J :-_ ,W.; hi.

p :-()po c; sciic,)1_ sILe i):_f iICCLI CC Joni

Lionn:LL Lo aJl ar.ultect

provided. ,-I so reco=.

h 3.11 )31

seleeLed, and sever:a members staFf ml hr cwo

in :he south ,',as.turn D the coun,,

Lh-se Ire is have a number ni

sch331 r5/31)/5!:.

13t13 nrphv indicated he read the Thoei'ne

the 11t2 I: (;r L he LI-Irec. C i...2111'211(Lary :- 31.11 tied ; 31 I CC c 1-)

. . yr(2.leTnt School into junLor hi.sb and the cevelop.i..11- of time

.
r in ILo a I1,2`.,; CIS 1: 1_:Z:11. LIILIT CC ,1 1.2,. 13r 7.



Hu.Ler I uc :esLeru ph:: e: Lhe

!.-:''):.211 ..:1.11::LurP0.1_11L

L-ee 7L1hn6 e ce_ :jinn h Lwe:eiv nn:e trLnL

Tne 00 tis se::e proper'ciy -is to 12 h27:70s6
Sill SCHDO '; riot will be cold 7Th ho: as

previous (6/3O/5-

e11 oH h2!:11 en the _-)Tope:7.:y -Lc.) be 50552

rts L:em snn,_-;o1 0000rSfllefl llICC sOilliJTll :--7n00e

0(0 p:reirE coeds i.e . SChDcil. 1.5U0 sL,I(Ln LH; ..,

DorJ

!_n (.-!, ;hich rose:

el:eeti'Le ieJC:ernbLp 'oy 'The Snrerinten.,lent.

.5u:vey oh,Ared

A :,.1r 25C L The P,oard sis split: 4-2 on much e: the v,_)Lin

.2 cooL on: member the :ud the Slipefintendent hod not recelvd n coy:

the repert, even 511055011 Press, the Lonai newspope::, haj 1 oopv 0126 wns

n1_,eedly quotin Lrom LL. The Posird President, Hr. Lewis, nod ne.:en IL

reporLe:. Is neither :.ntnerized 1-:tory nor rioT he 'Think. it wns h

rfl,

r-wr- , those r
The 'Thirti.

'',1. 'I.:;
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L

LI,zo
hLid been asiiL-

LC, ,?..,:ion.

seeurjc(i h:1L

wrote ' Tholke

1.1. 1,-
:ones, tnree tvped p Co177.T:r pri,c oal Li

LLLso. Jr. Theeike was sabaLico.1 Lind ,.lot town

hcaC: respon:lecl. Uri inlv rlde Beard Or'i,ue(j aboiit

uisrribntion, !--2 to ciriate it and sent: copies Lo

Lion DeIrt:,1e_nt: Chair en as .,:e11 as Statc. Eductiun 01H7s.

n the : a r d voted L:o have Dr. Thoeike apper He,fore dhe t ) in-

011 LL

I 11

Lloy Lloyd, and :1,,rphv to a t L - n d , to bp ;I re( bd of-

:onis of The

La

customar I ur the oard f() acin2pL the 01)0rt La:

H:ial action ;it the first re',;_ILar meetin,4 subsequen1L

)
receipt of the report. This acceptance does not

,::nLy endorsement or adoption oL the recommendations oun-

L ined see no harm in presentin:4 the report

to the papers previuus to the July 14 meeting with the

7)u,s2:-;t that they withhold publicity until such time as

P,0:.:1-d has officially accepted the report. This will_

thit Hme to St, * the r:eport and will also insure

simni_t3neous. (6/28 from 7/11 minutes)

_.ed a150 Jr. ThoelKe

Ind its any

:eeause , his sabbatical. lie su-2ested Lhe ion of reac.tions and

ponse from stall member of th Center for

n,2 wouid be boar,-: Lo attend.
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fhe sLaLin:

endorsemen: end ppreciaLlon )r thc

in t

:Inc a min strati;:e our school syste:...

"constrlict e Dub

-interests

"c] 0S cU(Dp,,:

the 011 our scnoo] ch7.1dren.

:Gtr__ unL:n...mously (.0 mL1:.e that dislIrict policy. Lao Sunerintc2ncent

Lhdi; ,,as of aci7J.c-icement and improv-7.1ent ne-e,lected in the survey: educa-

pinnin commit: -dance study, Stud y In elementary curriculum,

Li pro,r=s, pfograms_ (Ii5_,AsEion by a,-.ministrnters,

te::c.,rs, :n-IC: tile oard was also irovee nimously. motion ..:Lis _11:, ,-.1de

_(DT. iscussion at ';=ile ne::t meet SO 0-hat ,:fisuilderstandins do not

en:_s =de.

unition

;mu 05 in (lisc schoo

.ac lhdlvidualn uhch cue c_oncen is "he,rs

ii 01 "2.,r; Ti ` s children." Tht. mlnutcs al 1;o: t-

ried r00 C0 i.o

Lewis read a statement to the board ab':,ut the manrer

'n w_ch the Superintendent was discussinc
State University Sur -,re;- at various public and teacher

i'residenL Lc_l!j6

Lions to the board:

therefor recommend that this board of Education dire.c

tho ':-;Nperi_ntendent to prepare board approval at the
regular meetirw, of this hoard, lnk)rmation for d1:-;-

tribution to the Teachers nn:] to he public in ;Ilich

rece.;nizes that:

H.;()



.4)

f.oaf-d vs EdLcation is respo - evL:.1u,71

dministrative results.

That 3 comDrehensiee s,.1rvey j.s a rc;.:,'.2.:.Hed

LIssisr.rip:; a :',oard ie fts 0:

!'ha: the Cenral :3tete 1:niversty cc 0. yeS q!.-1

ser.?ey ..omprehensive nafo_:re.

-hat the pur se of the Survc::: Ys

not , comprehensive one 5171a (:anro:

Lompareci the Central :tat-.e

'Mat we have had e::cessive ter-Ichel- 1-Jirnov,==x ===.>
fad L so

by the Centsa L State UnieorsiY S-drc,ev.

That there has been an uTiusuall-: ol hi lb

511001 crincical over 111.e Year poinid

the probiem of dcosi-e'ecs is seric;Is one in t-ac.

ee:ndar school and tee S son's en .2't`s :mL::t be

Lc'ocOv the situation.

hat there muss be ::!ort feel:': ii s

end that there be d follow-up of. ad
sic L-ecummended by the teacher comilt-ce.

Hiat the :::minfst_ITatHn must hedolf, :nore e:HuLve

us cducaLonal He ;hi' j ec;:nnc:] 5e she

IThiyersity Servey.

Superil:LendenL will accev. end ,1,1T-h.-cii.er 1.11

;dopted by the Bead of Htic:11-.1.c.n StiC ladies: .11

Lba!_ SIT be de,:eloe..l as the

de in LH... Lentr:J State

iii S -ass Sec ye ;is;a in I ties moved anc_l :econdei to

;cndat 1)115 (2ount,:..r mov acjourn, because f",h,.L, meet:ing : pasS

; I r e e ( : upon tiSinS. as made. I t .ias deFeated. l i e d)c.:te on :er ovc_r an

hor. The discussion terminLLed with ,_-. unanimo l's' to

1.7,riflY"'11 '7 rd she 2nn0rifatend'2n5 lees asses

the Centre ! State L,niversits,. Survev evaleatioll of :Le

School District and -,L11. opem
5:4

adotp:ned at 12:30 A.
18i



HO

erintn:

ILI-1,1111y

ei _un. La ry..

1)/1.1Dr11,- LIILUr'a of 1-he SchooL his-

Tajarly Lhanced 7,1in(1 and c *,:i12

(as:

h -3ana c(n

Ed,2, ec,tLon .

titLL.NS

1 11 n1 LtIcir

ua and the h(--(nt :cloti(ch 'L:ns

_(r; .(cBri(ic hhs failcd SO tui:ili

;2:3 .;aperintndunt and Aillinistrator ( )C

..L.ICurr] School District, Suburban County, and

F. !-1cBride hoc; urosslv e:.:ceeded his le.i;_11

LIIL,171Ly as SuuLrintennt and Ad77(inistrato:7 oi

, 1 Ht..7.ict

Lt shaL. be r(csulve,2, that this Board (:_)

c(Dnsider the contract beteen F. N. :-IcBrid aa(.

O-b(,H iHstrict. as torrrinatad fort_hwitb

Laht no payabLe to V. N. :Icbride

H:11-;L Treasurc(r at the !Iii.Cord F(chu(d

(111,/-21D:.,

rist.



NI 1 bCN:i0.L_

ut wns Orouzhc F.Ut

__oh z ontil

s

co 1.aave.

IU

sLLILL,C1 oe would not leave of

Th nucora, h.-- would call C. e poi and :1-v

tho anc:

be:-ore Che ".;ed.

:.1cH iue ;:he s.hs to the bull

to :.hr. Co ls. (10/27/5)

, Dr. '..1acon, wa.,-; brought in .hci of -:red the Acting F,uperin

n.a .:3_ to think about _t. p:_enared.

)ontinued Thu press c-elease itemiz..2a Li 5pecifics, ranginc

faifur,.2 oor-TLy with holes and ReguiaLions permitin out of

paits to ttohil, ,allure to sub.,ic annual report::;, of response

in over 5rincipal turnover, teacher turnove:. and pupil drop outs, and

ie;ideruip noised in the Central State bniversitv Survey.

:ne U ,leeting the ne::t evening, :1-. :Eride through Dr. '..noon,

:ate:.ient, upon the advice of his lega, counsel that 1:11,_ ioard

che contrano_. Dr. n position

.;,)ors then votes to iLs

0



r

sat 11r :1cilricle had alreclv in

he,1 run Ll.:.ree nt

th1,3

ion:reS1

situation between the 1oal

tii Superintcineent, he -els is

his serices as a teo.cher. (11/10/5L:)

e:Ther letters from the board Is is",er indicated char the

it

"the i,oardls discharging of tics superintende-lt have pro

and prepared for oral arguments before the iudve.

nile count jud loib,trated on the Board-Superintemtient c' lint.

the board , power to fire him, the minutes remained silent on tics

in late ':iarch 1955 the .ctivitieh surfaced in several items:

i000 Br. con had been appoinL,_d hotinc, Suprintendeht

uctober L8, 1b3 in the instanct tne position of super-
intendenl_ was vacated b../ court t..ctiion, President Lewis

j1:31.,_d con if he had anythi, to brin before the

oord.

r,2S01:Ition:

Mr. h al Uro hirector of Elelientary Education, for

.:he School Ditrict oi7 Milford; Dr. 2hillip Macon, Princi-
al of the ilich School, and Dr. Earl Steckan, Assist-
ant, for the School District of Milfosd, do hereby propos(i

followin,4 recommenciation;

she above are of the opinion that someone or some
n!!!- resnnnibiliLy fior tics

'uoational ledership of the educational prci;ram within

our School District. he believe that this con best he
aL:complished Burin this interim period by we as group:

and that each member should function within his own des-
inated area o f authority as now do,leaLed to us as
administrators by the Board of Education of the Milford

School District.
1.84
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Problems effecting the entire school system would be re-

solved by the above mentioned group through conferences

and any problems i 'ring Board approval would be sub-

mitted to the Board of Education through the office of

the Assistant to the Superintendent. (3/29/55)

It was signed by all three individuals. The Board then voted 4-2 on two items

1) rescinding the appointment of Macon as :'sting Superintendent and 2) accept-

ing the resolution presented by Dr. Macon.

:he Democratic Resolution

On± ueei later, all thcse actions were for nought. The control of local

:;cLouis in America lies in the narticipatory democratic procedure known as vot-

April ,th, in the ,sence of some 75 visitors, the Board reported

50

nliLtc;:-;

Lewis 111]

Krist 1053

Edmond 2475

Lr in

Trotter 2506

gted "the potent board pies_ d. as we have _Meted him, and

one o C his most recent supporters. The 4-2 majority was nc a 2-4 t11:noritv.

.
0tiiley became the new president ani sir. , the new Vice President.

The lont conflict was no over.

But, as with many rea.._ life stories, a post script existed. A resolu-

tion was passed to continue to seek the court j i nent on the case i=or it was

interest to varied groups of teachers and ucators, both local and state.

50 In addition the tat: levy for the teachers Lund a1nU fc>r tL.2. incidentni

Hind were both defeated. It third issue, transer of a small nice :1_1ford

nroperty to another distri. as also defeated.
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Since it war ilso possible for Mr. McBride to act as Superintendent duriiu this

period he was reinstated by a 4-1 vote (one absence) . Lurther postscript

red a week lacer in a motion:

Be it resolved that the interim committee, consisting o:
Dr. Macon, Dr. Steckman, and Mr. Neal Unger, to supervise
the schools, be dissolved and a vote of thanks given here-
with for a job well done.51 (4/14/55)

The issue did die with that resolution a major judicial decision

n Hdin souht by a nu_ber of local and state parties to the question "Can a

Soar: fire a superintendent who has a legal contract with time still to run?"

On Apr:H 1955, the Board attorney indicated the legal route from county

court to appeals court to State Supreme Court. Further questions arose of per-

o Liab LE': members for an': salarY

Lnc 09 1 s the only .,round for dismississal. e _ICs

. LL 510,000!%-eL

substarltial detail. a salter oi7 "usnnl"

STT'07.1

school. Marquette 7,=,sts n-LTL:nd they wel-e promised tra:ls::ortn-

Zistrict wn Tot _ Lra71sport:3Lic,1 costs sore

rake'. for Lhu new buildin..us. especl-liv

-cre 'nt:s



mt,t;tly at the elementary level. Agreements with adjojning districts were

reached regarding vocational education. Special education students continued

he handled individually. Discussions were underway regarding a fuotbail

ton :: at the lligh School. The second school bulletin, Our Schools", was

due out in the Autumn of 15Oh. Preparations were underway for letting contracts

on two more schools. lfritten policies were developed for use of school build-

ins. Several. sites for a new high school were under lonsideration. Suburban

1:ounty with approval of the individual districts, filed suit against the Govenor

lidwest State or vetoing a multi million dollar school appropriations bill.

for High School Assembies (200.00) was allocated. Fire Drills were to he

stressed': at the new Grant School because the children "are not well aequaint.

:0 sohoo

oa:-.1:? an

hrind.

:11-nno,2
o i novena teen to soc

_

in the rose. ::sLon:s slte

c: 1-.2emehzs :h Y.,j d pri

cc cons ,
e t no n

apPeari. Discossion Jr;_liC1=0

subled and pasee. Contracts on al=en,__ scno*ls were

is

p:ost e: :1(-211

between a ind

,11D-,11:7,2 in on discussion o ae lotency



Mr. Dawson asked Mr. McBride if he had ever referred to any
member of the School Board as reactionaries? Mr. McBride

said lie had not. Mr. Dawson ased Mr. McBride if he had
stated to some persons that certain members of the Board
wanted to have him fired? Mr. McBride sai lie did not r.-2-

cnii.

When Mr. McBride asked if he was doing any campaigning for
the election of any school Board members, he stated that
as a citizen of the community he had a right to support
certain candidates, and he was supporting Mr. (?uiglev and
Mr. Tebeau in the coming election.

Mr. McBride further stated that all contracts but his had
been renewed. He felt that he was being put on the spot
and was doing his best to cooperate. Mr. Lewis stated that

the Board was not given enough information to make proper
evaluation of the superintendent's positions.

stated al_, z,ird meetings were an evalua-

21/--,::)

:din,: proper r the school. F.,ani:.ers and

17:7; _._sued the discussions. Interative solutions appeared reg.riling

main ad end aciditional c.dloini:IL. proper es.

,__ssures continued. stions .-:re heard for no kinder-

he u_yo eLemen,-,P7 ,=,chools were reedy. Proposals sub-

sohoo_ orz',anization. Ideas were circulated regarding double

..reports side sources

__IL. The in general, rise gnicianc department, and consultants

the school huildinc,. The Superih.tenderiL filed a detailed eight

, :se u:ations. In between times, septic

tanl:s re insurance er.nde,:i, 25

multi .:ul:Pose bj_ to rc.7,1etto



At the re;,,ul_ar meetily of the Ioard in May, 1954 two sm'h L. items atmeared

which later would run through out our story

1(213ride and Cr. Uner roco-- ndui that ':nor. 1:dward:-: d

,flipLoy,td J:s principal of fl ford Baptis0 Church :7_;chcl.

Scrod moved and passed unanimously on that _Iggestfon.

Lirur in the meeting it was noted regard desereation:

Cr. Cctride explained that many of the county schools are

planning to continue Lb::: are now "=in

is 'forthcoming froni the ALLorni 1. Co actio:). can 1:,2

this time concerning Lhcl :'Cc2ro students our hit:-

iL.em appeaed on ancnel: cld

telegram was received frori Cr. owrIsen Jacobs

Stators Senato: stating that :qilford School

DisLricls was deci:Ired in a critical defense area. Our

application for government aid has been passed on af:_tri=-

'Lively. it is very possibLo that the District will be

JiibLrseL'. botween ±156,000 to :;]:,000.

be successful. 1:= too Llvere odd

-Uuu It tIC time :his would e equivLenL Lo :40 1001u5. the tc:rd aid

posLLicns in the Las:

all the controversy described in the potent re7ort ocacolInno Lhe

ocher major items of busillss occurred:

j.ccision of re5atir is cc: to rho hoard of Hduc_a-

ticn according to the letter from the Commissioner of

pertainin::: to the Attor::ev C'ener.111's oo::co iii

r.:ard to rho 'C. S. Sur,b=2 Court: c cOSlOil on

La .she public schools.



Pr. SL... dn recommended that the Board. make a decision
soon, but not to permit the colored children to come into

the schools until September 1955.

motion was made by Mr. Quigley and seconded by Mr.
ebdnu that plans to end segregation in 1Lilford School

District be made so they mac take effect September 1,

1955. The motion carried unanimously. (7/14/54)

month later the Board received a petition from "thirty-five Negro

.,,$) (1015 1 the petition appears in the records:

vas decided. to wait until September 1955 to admit
Duoils in the elementary schools because of our
conditions and it would be to their advantage to

nud at their present school until that time.

(8/25/54)

.c_ ad unanimously to meet within a week (8/30) with the parents.

:aore rooms a: :h..---, :_zo local churches 1..'as decided on. A dead-

si.jning the n,7rcement on property for the new high school. If

vl' is situ, then the issue will be turned over to the school

condemnation procedures.

meetin?; o. the Board on August 30th, 1954 dealt mainly with

residents of Milford. The minutes theirs

?he meetThg was called as a result of a petition presented

certain citizens in regard to the decision of the Board

so losr.pone integration, of colored students until September

1955. The Board had agreed, previous to the meeting, that

group of citizens represented by the National Associd-

Jion for the Advancement of Colored People wished integration

the High School students in September of 1954, then the

Pence would be willing to begin this .-Dart of the program but

postpone elementary until September 1955 because of crowded

school conditions. if any colored nigh school student wished

continua his educa:7.qn at Cfty Be School, the

continue



117. Lewis opened the meeting by presenting a statement in
accordance with the agreement stated above.

'Many of the signers of the petition were present. Mr.

Yancey acted as spokesman for the group, explaining that

it ,za: felt unfair for high school students to spend 30
hours a week in the classroom and 25 hours transportation

The elementary situation was felt to be satisfactory

for this year. Mr. Ragan, State President of the
also spoke and expressed approval of the Board's revised
plan of action for high school integration.

cBride stated that in the future all citizens must
work together for the school system and there would be no
distinctions made between ant of the students in the total
school programs.

The group of citizens who were present approved the decision
reached by the Board and lif: the meeting well satisfied.

(S/30/54)

the meeting contained an item that the contracts for the new high school had

'e'n signed and property surveys were underway.

Board agreed unanimously on a date For open house at the new Edinbur

cis ,rued reg-rding a replacement Cor Mrs. Cooper who resigned for

at elth after an accident. The Board majorIty defeated tike minority

Lomond and voted in its candidate. :'fr. spit

otc and concern about the "legality" oi the Board's action. Mans and

.4:etches of the new high school building were discussed and accepted. "so that

might apply for a federal grant." S.' natures were affi:.:ed on the resolution

the 50.000 bonds.

to :.hc, iSoard:

The i advisory committee wrote a letter

the unanimous appro 1 of the La: Advisor-,.-

cmmittee :or the Prompt action :then hr the Board per

tting immediate integration o the cojored students

blob school age. (9/2):5:,)



The Board wrotd Dr. Thoelke regarding the cost of a "concise su..mary of

the University survey. Finally the Board accepted an Juditor's and

oJ i!Lnin his so :i_coS durinn

)i/e o! the common s ense truisms, if not social science generaiihations,

th;:it "life goes on" no mater how intense the conflict, no matter whether

one __, participating Ln witnessing the agony of defeat or the ecstasy of

victory. This profundity or cliche is well illustrated in the Board meeting

of November 10, 1954. we described in the strand of events related to the

continuity 211--. McBride had been voted out at the prior meeting and

this November meeting, the legal counter attack was underway. teanwhile,

the architect for the new high school b=ought sketches, models and suggestions,

and t he inturrlated problems arising in building a new large school.

Secondly, the nature of the instrucl program received a major em-

L-;

:resumabi

Steckman [Assistant to the Superintendent] state': :hat
in paving for the textbooks $2,000 would be spent in exc-:3s
of the amount budgeted for t.2::tbooks. However, the princi-
pals felt they needed te:::±ooks more than other things and
would prefer to cut down elsewhere. He stated that the

budget would not be diurbed in total amount. L11/10/54)

aI seeing h congruency 1.n views from Board to administrators lnd

rob:ThLv teachers an parents) about on vital element in curriculum, teaching,

arld to_t:book. La a half dozen or eight years. Seanman and

Shelby respectively. as Superintendent oi= ','11Fo:_d and l'rinc Kensingon,

=jor

1 9n



addiLion. the Board continued a move iron "traditionalism to midernism"

or rom ":local i.--_;m to cosElop3lltanism":

File Board discussed the value of remaining a member of the
Midest School Board Association at dues of H.00. It was

enel7ally agreed that it would be a good investment.
(11/10/5

The unevenness and complemity in moves along those roads' seems to have en

with Lhe district continually over the years from 1915.

The outside wor)d, the environment remained turbulent and the Board con-

L'Llhi_ILH to cope:

Mr. McBride stated that, due to a glaziers strike there

may be a halt to building at the Field School. Unless

windows are in or boarded up, the inside work cannot be

don,.

IL was agreed that hr. Udall, Attorney to the Board, in-

vestiate the possibilty of pleading hardship to the

union and getting a release CO continue building.
(11/10/5,:0

Fecf.c,:a.1 theme continued:

.,:onsiderable discussion was held on whether or not it would

be wise to mate -:_aw application for F-deral Aid at ...his

time. It was felt toot application for :our classrooms

should be mau.L now rather tb-tn later -s the pessiblity of

7ecel,....ng an apportic..--,:int. later is L. sura. (11/10/54)

ad of tenant oce's,rs based on best estimates o an uncertain world

. some on con:iic,_, the teachers salaries nelated

before school --71:si-,op which was missed, bids on furniture, keeping

cut cm the school 'befitting the surrounding subdivision' , anc2, the

7.rilLi-p1:77se: room for the



building, and for purchasing additional nites schoul

Lt n bus Lime indeed.

coins no matter how themes construed separ,,_ they b--

ceme en L IBled in the jar LO affairs. Popeltion growth, parochial schools,

and The interdependency of 'cell ous institutions the public

study of fifteen subdivisions within the school dis-

t. Most housing units will be completed by 1956, with

a total of 4050 families moving in by that date. Counting

,)ne child per family, even. if half are parochial students,

there -111 be 2025 more children by 1956.

mi.:: up In the interpretation of regulations suggested chat the district might

e7i:ible for 5379,000 in federal aid, almost four times as much as originally

thou it. And finally a local protestant church requested the use of a school's

classrooms and mdL -2urpose rooms for Sunday School and morning worship ser-

a hall:, until their buiLlin is completed;

was agreed that the -2eque:,,,,_ should be granted since

school district is L111,,;.:Ina other churches use

n'LL _de of the

and dec

ocit: in the schools in

Mil churches

have einbord,. eLail.

th as n ,_Inified issue is ehe of the n-d,

it as a more contentdn1 sat The

_



Ls conceived a decade later. ftenzy of the

iles occasionally skipped vividly through :NinJtes, as they ddd on March

Ln (plick items:

Sealed bids for grading of the nuu h=:411 school site weru
opened and read.

cation was made bv Mr. Dawson and sgconded by Mr. Tebeau
chat we table the acceptance of the ,(7'w bid on the grading

of the new high school site while we receive bids for the
dish school building. The motion calsrid unanimously.

motion was made by Mr. Quigley and 5 econded by Mr, Tebeau
that we authorize Mr. Udall, attorney for the Board, :o
take 'hatever action is necessary so Cnat we can proceed

The building of the new high scilOol imediatel, as
,:his is an emergency. The motion ca:,-fid unanimously.

(3/9.'55)

:w eoritinuin an_ (:,) such issues appear and re-

ap-pcat Consultants and their reports. pro-pert:2J -ngot_iations, bend issues,

eL.ison i-,:olvement, teacher views and desires, f-:u./7ricular and program en-

s La r:.!,e ;end:: ire.,.;h1.1717.:.; .:);:s:)..t.::::St rat- ion.

ono more sma1.1 ite:7, in that lare

(;rnd Si

the :,linutes continue eheil stac,:.0 ,2DHoti,,Lo but -,:cr:-enti1_ lw,

-,ch item c-ar b:,-)ader that locate,i

Hhich in tarn compi. `to iej th,,Jes,

The nature e ,ca a deocracy, sc:noo ;over-a

and ad-:Ii-aist-r:Iton, and proble= ot. ceptJOnd ahfid7sen C.0:112

was :.-e_crLL-2,_1 py I.ic)3ride s.eudy s eciLL

_h_,:,:a17.ipn is being :71a g=licto,c:, OE Ctint:

,:12e_:1 in .gur jist-ict

71enta_ r=dej ±4icir= '.,ver those o-sY1:7

as



retarded children. Parents of these special children aL-e
demanding that something be done right away
to setting up rooms for these children.

A motion was made by Mr. Trotter and seconded Tebecu

that a meeting be called for interested parents and that
they be made partly responsible for the pro:Iram on special

education. The MOtiOn carried unanimously, (4/14/55)

that arc interests, concerns, and "demands" of parents become problems for school

admiaistrations and boards. The latter's actions become school structures. 1:7o

grams and services. Democracy is actualized. Ch*2C7an are educated. On a

later Jay, the "same" problems reappeared in guises, structures, p.

and political debates.

The same evening, another long standir, issue received attent_in,

equally, indirectly spoke to the complications of multiple 7.:-:,rspectives and

political interests:

11:. Unger talked with Mrs. 0'.5rie- the Black teacher'

as to what the parents wanted L co with regard :o
closing Attucks School and :heir children being sent

to Milford Elementary School. I1 was her opinion that

the parents wished to keep their own school. It: was

decided to leave the situation as is for the present
tine until a definite answer can be agreed on
these parents' enact feelings e::7ressed.

Jnd

recommendation ::as
School and integrate Sore,

notion was offered and passed that we
0'3rien and our custodian. Mrs. Adams .

orga:12_cation also would like ask the '_!,oel:S1

of :he mc:::bcrs cc-aside ratio:: in filling Positions --

Js ,II_Istliadfans in oar schools. 1



1,1ter in Iioy the hoard voted to maintain Attucks in its current status

and to ivu consideration to Attucks P.T.A. mebers in district jobs. By

fhe LI1L VO:1 to close the Attucks and have the pupils

att-.nd the v:ilti_ams School dose attendance are:1 once::.. the Attucks

.oluhoorh(

u black teacher from Attucks was appointed "At- Idance

:or the School District", recommended 1.1' the Superintencent and

aPproved uhahl=ousi': bv he 'Soho..

Boho.d 1000110 move: to regulaon_e the twice month*.

The Llost for i,c::T.eral business, the second primarilv for she ucc-

. -)Jc,_:Cure." This mo.__ was also passed unanimously.

district reco7s iusuo lavias

.laj the s.bb and :lo of :hcl _ passim; and falling have appeared. tn tho. Spring

fi ht t-c., over -ide's dismissal and when the

lonists to 111:1 on the i:',oar t. were dobated, the :slilforJ co=unito

for the teachers fund and in 'dent.:-.1 fund.

.th ...:.inutes the natu cf t. Thou :onst._uences aPpeare:

_hlothe:- point to Toe used as part of the progra7. to ;et fh,

levies :lc,: :,:ed is to let the people, especially the
of schoco children, kno,,,i just what would be th5.

the levies failed. That is the curtailment
)ecial activities such as kindegarten, guidance program,

special rooms r:or retarded children, an adult education
and also :he use of the school bulidinp_s after

to the as of 'aniters, etc.

:I sch:ol ohil: on,



Considerably di:L!rent 17,-Hos of pro to coo votes occurred from elementary

attendance area to elementary attendance rem, e.g. in one school 371 Yeas cud

:s and in ;Inother, 698 Fis and 97

Meanwhile, the State Foundation Program's contributlon increas, Locz?1

committees met and reported--one of which was a Civil defense Committer,--the

cold war had come to 'ILlford. Evaluay.ion, , transportatioc, hospitalico-

lion, eme'ccency food were all part of the agenda. The high school curriculum

continued to enlarge---Latin French, Commercial Law, Metal Ifork and annur

oferings: instead of alte- Lye Year offerings of Chemistry and Physics.

Co-curricular activ'tles--foottall, wrestling, _nd archery--appeared.

The plan of the new high school was nationally recogniccd and acclaimed

in a prominent national educational icurnal... The price of 10,000 reprints was

sought for possible mailings to all the cl*trigt., patrons.
52

hors Lou s Ic o: bcbitectnal fame and forThn,-2 had beer

new h10 sc-ool building.

The seeds of

':Ceiliborheod Schools : Loots an.l. Sentler-bs

to =ime in our account a ba.ve made reference to ta.,, Craw',::::

Indarids between and amona the _l_emenbal.y schools. ln These

.

coocosms of ,lisf:riat policies. Parents, lay ,groups, auf ti-c

multle and

of t.f:w: tome. 2ho school administration, the Dehest o":

or mul:i-:dc sets of atern_ivo clans fo-b GOtOC era his

elm rc;wesomts diffoo-o::t 0050.: and benefl_._s
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Natural

1. Fires
2. Tornados
3. Illness and death of key individual

Man Made

Mixed

1. Powerful Board Presidents
2. Potent outside reports
3. Defeat of Board incumbents
4. Federal aid to education

1) One-off allotments--e.g. building funds
2) Continuing funding for programs

1. Some demographic changes

Figure 18: A Taxonomy of Unpredictable Events
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The point however, is that no matter how hard one tries, limits exist on

how much of the environment one can control as Board President, Board Member,

or Superintendent. Individuals and groups vary in their desires and interests

in effecting change, in innovation. Similarly they vary in their foresight

and prudence. Also, they vary in their social and political skills of per-

suasion, bringing their colleagues along, and working out majority agreements.

And these are important differences. But beyond that, the physical and social

world remains, in part, both unpredictable and intractable. And that's a

major policy and administrative problem.
59

.Fsources and Costs

Throughout our report, resources and the stories of events to which it

refers, has been a concept not far from our thinking. A theory of educational

innovation and change cannot do with out it. Sometimes itb a given--a difficult

to alter element in the system. Other times it's problematic when community

hopes are high and tax levies and bond issues can be passed with some planning,

some patron inolvement, and some effort. Other times it's a vague possibility

perceived on the horizon with which entrepreneurial efforts can be succes::ful.

Though we do no: have comparative data from other districts, McBride's efforts

from the 1930's on in obtaining Federal Funds seemed to have been very success-

ful.

When we first saw the Board's analysis of the cost of its elementary

buildings and the analytical power of simple arithmetic in reducing building

costs to costs per room, and room costs to costs per square foot, we were struck

59Later we will speak to some of the classical positions in the literature,

eg. March and Simon (1958) Thompson (1967) that address these problems.
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by a difference. No longer was there a simple "We need a new school. It will

cost X. Our bonding indebtedness is Y. We'll need a bond issue of size Z."

Now the resources needed would meet a criterion of costs from building to

building. In Milford's case in 1956, the figures ranged froth $9.40/square foot

for Grant School to $15.80/square foot for Johnson School. That's a large

difference. Justifying such difference on educational grounds became a large

agen:Ir, item for a Superintendent and a Board, as Spanman would find in the

early sixties with the innovative Kensington School.

Finally resources and costs interrelate as antecedent and consequence,

as opportunity and constraint in the tangle of the unpredictable and turbulent

environment on the one hand and problem solving and coping by the Board on the

other hand.

The Press and Priority of Immediate Problems

As the Milford chronicle has indicated, the social environment seemed to

have its own dynamic, operating under control of forces and events outside the

district. The turbulence as some social scientists (Emery and Trist, 1975)

have described it created a press and a set of priorities for the Board and

the administration. In the 1920's and 1930's items such as population growth,

the rural to suburban shift, citizens' desires for a high school, the changing

technology in the community (eg. electricity, gas, roads, phones), tne national

depression and World War II seemed to dictate the Board's agenda and priorities.

After World War II, county and state redistricting set the stage for mergers

and resistance to mergers, population explosions turned farmland into sub-

divisions and forced property trading and buying, legal condemnations or threats

of condemnation, and all the proble,as, excitement and details of building

buildings.
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The point we are making is simple, much of the setting of priorities,

which can be a difficult intellectual task, is settled by the press of outside

forces which moves citizens, board members and school administrators into

simple agreement--a crisis exists, we have several hundred students, and new

schools need to be built. The press, and prior experience with America's

expanding population crowds out all thought that some day the bulge of the

population explosion will pass and that too many permanent schools might exist.

Time and again this seemed to be the way things went in the district.

The Ebb and Flow of Conflict

In following Mr. McBride's long tenure, we came to a way of perceiving

and organizing our perceptions of the experience. We called it the ebb and

flow of conflict. It seems important for a theory of innovation and change.

Once again we feel the need for comparative data, but our guess is that

McBride's involvement in conflict is not atypical. He fought with individual

teachers, with his high school principals, and with assorted individuals and

clusters of Board members. Stories at. each of these levels have been recounted

in some detail. The point we are making here is that each had significant

bearing on innovation and change in the district. Any innovation, such as

changes in teacher control of policy, will be supported or resisted in a

variety of ways. The Nussbaum case highlighted McBride's resistance to teacher

unionization, similar sentiments in the high school Principal and the central

office administrators, the pressures applied to various critical points in the

system, eg. neutralizing the Community Teachers Association, the firing of the

teacher, and the long battle in the courts. Each innovative action or reaction

has such a context.
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A critical part of the v,

dicity of quietude and intens,

and forties, the district we..

have a very different pictu ::e tbal

ation on ebb and flow lies in the perio-

atation. On occasion, as in the twenties

.m. Anyone observing at that time would

le early fifties and early sixties when

Board Presidents Lewis and Tompkins locked in powerful struggles with

McBride. Seen from this longer per:4;.,ctive, the functions and dysfunctions of

social conflict take on a different ..:,erspective. The good guys and the bad

guys, the heroes and the villains azt; neither so easy to identify nor are the

labels so unambiguously applied. Policy making and administration became

inextricably linked to these periods of ebb and flow.

The conflicts were far from inconsequential. People lost jobs. Programs

appeared or ceased. Parents were pleased or seethed. Children went to a

particular school and received particular kinds of instruction or went to

another school with other teachers. Programs existed or they did not.

One of the strangest aspects of this ebb and flow of conflict is that

most of the other business of schooling seems to go along normally. The Board

decides on large numbers of issues--buildings, maintenance, curriculum, etc.

The day to day administration of the district and the individual schools con-

tinues. Teachers meet their classes. Instruction aid learning continue. The

conflict seems to be restricted to particular individuals and/or to particular

issues. The broader structures--organizational, administrative, instructional- -

remain in place and the activities they encompass continue. But modifications

gradually creep in, ar. we have shown time and again.
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After-the Fact Administrative Changes

In pursuing our thesis on innovation and change, we have moved to a com-

plex political-cultural stance. One piece of this appeared in Mr. McBride's

behavior, which we have called "after-the-fact-administrative-changes."

McBride had been under attack in the early 1950's by the Board President, Mr.

Lewis, and several members of the Board for a variety of issues--lack of

clarity in administrative organization and duties, school dropouts, high school

counseling and guidance programs, and follow-up of students. While McBride

argued consistently against the charges when the political fight was on, after

he won the battle he moved to tidy up district affairs, on the very items for

which he had been criticized. In the Spring of 1955, the minutes are full of

organization charts, realignment of administrative positions and spelling out

of duties. We have sketched the flow of these events in Figure 19.

Insert Figure 19 about here

The importance of the phenomenon does not seem open to question. The

meaning and dynamics of the event might raise a number of interpretations.

McBride was a proud man. He ran the district internally as an autocrat, mostly

benevolently. In the community he was a hard working and well liked politician.

When the events moved too fast and outran him or when he under estimated Mr.

Lewis he got caught. He recouped politically by rallying a faction of the

community and regained a majority on the Board. Then, he attended directly to

the internal problems. To a degree, the arenas of activity are independent,

but, to a degree, they are not. The beginnings and endings of problems and

resolutions are very difficult to define.
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Common Sense Modes of Thought

In recent years, we have become enamoured of common sense thought in its

multiple forms. (Smith, Dwyer, and Prunty, 1981) In that essay review we

Tooke, at Lindblom and Cohen's (1980) position on usable knowledge and pro-

fessional social inquiry. We blended it with McDonald's (1977) position cn

social roles in evaluation--democratic, autocratic and bureaucratic. We added

aspects of our own perspective. Yet we remain with the belief that the sur-

face has only been scratched regarding common sense modes of thought. In a

few paragraphs, we suggest some observations, arising from our data, to indi-

cate where that analysis might go. In brief we are reflecting on the ways the

district thinks about problems, how it goes about problem solving.

Periodically, we were overwhelmed by the variety of issues the Superin-

tendent and T3oard confronted on any one evening, that we backed off and listed

the items. The generalist-specialist dimension immediately came to mind, with

the immediate evaluation, itb impossible to know well all one needs to know.

One must be a jack-of-all-trades, with the corrollary, master of none. We were

reminded of medical general practitioners and the use of medical specialists.

We wondered if the analogy held for professional education. We kept coming

back to phrases such as conventional wisdom and common sense thought We

seemed to be seeing synthetic skills pushing toward a general point of view

rather than more specialized analytical skills. We continued to wonder about

the nature of training and experience, necessary and desirable for a Super-

intendent or a Board member.

Throughout the chronicle and in several analytical sections we have com-

mented not only on the variety of problems, their origins in an unpredictable
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and often turbulent environment, and the rapidity or pace with which they flow

on to the Board and the Administrative Staff. The latter are caught always with

too little time for detailed specialized reflection.

We ran into a number of items that seemed clustered into a category which

we called "interdistrict comparisons as inquiry". One of the changes over the

years was the district awareness of "how its done elsewhere." New building

designs, birthday cut-offs for kindergarten attendance, and teacher salary

schedules, among other itmes were brought into comparative focus. At times the

Board, through the efforts of district administrators, sent off questionnaires

or made telephone surveys of practices it other parts of Suburban County. In

still later years, groups such as the CTA, initiated similar activities and fed

results to the Board.

A key item in such comparative inquiry is the manner in which it handles

the problem of justice or fairness in practical problem solving. Most scientific

modes of problem solving do not cope easily or well the kinds of ethical or

value issues that "fairness" poses.
60 Assessments of how things are done in

neighboring districts, especially subsets of neighboring districts which are

alike in size, resources, socio economic status of patrons becomes a very power-

ful argument for equity and justice. On some absolute standards one may not be

very well off, but if people in like circumstances are no better off, the resolu-

tion can't be all bad, seems to be the logic of the argument.

60NRF Maier and his associates (Maier, et al 1957 ) make a strong case for

multiple role playing and decision making groups as an alternative strategy.

They distinguish between quality and acceptance of problem solutions. Their

approach, so they argue, comes out "high-high" on the two criteria.
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If one pins one's faith on the abilities of semi independent clusters of

citizens to explore common problems, define and redefine the central cr relevant

issues, to be aware through idiosyncratic experiential and educational back-

grounds, varied simple and complex work situations, and through exposure to

multiple local and natural media of alternatives, and to be able to develop

plans and reach decisions then the potency of interdistrict comparisons looms

large. One might eulogize the educated common citizens and the power of free

and open communication and debate.

These issues might be construed into a pattern of "board and administra-

tive policy making and problem solving." Figure 20 represents such a construal.

Insert Figure 20 About Here

Blending of Politics, Common Sense and Educational Research Science

But more formal social science inquiry was not totally denied or missing

in Milford. Currently, as we have indicated, considerable controversy exists

over the nature and role of "Professional Social Inquiry", PSI, as Lindblom and

Cohen (1979) call it, in the formation of public policy. While we were thinking

about some of these issues (Smith, Dwyer and Prunty, 1981), one of the most

dramatic stories in the Milford Chronicle arose. The State University Survey,

which might be seen as applied educational sociological research, became a major

item in the struggle between Mr. Lewis, the Board President, and Mr. McBride,

the Superintendent. The -Incident was a far cry from Lindblom and Cohen's lament:

In public policy making, many suppliers and users of
social research are dissatisfidd, the former because
they are nct listened to, the latter because they do
not hear much they want to listen to. (1977, p.1)
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The most intriguing comment for our thesis "innovation and change in American

7ducation" is the complexity of the research impact. By this we mean, first

it had dramatic short term effects, in the controversy and near firing of

McBride. Second, the research report was political in origin, in interpre-

tation, and in use. It illustrated and enhanced the conflict between Lewis

and McBride, it stirred considerable controversy in the community, and it

preceded the dramatic defeat of Lewis in the Board elections. Third, it became

almost an agenda for Mr. McBride's actions to change the district over the next

few years.

School surveys are only one kind of educational research, and this par-

ticular survey had its own idiosyncracies as we reported. But it produced a

kind of "criticized knowledge", a step beyond the "uncriticized knowledge" of

common sense (Pepper, 1942). Its ingredients included:

1) carried out by an outs .der
2) whose considerable exprience in such work provided a

number of comparisons
3) who attempted to be objective (and unbiased)

4) in soliciting data from many parts of the community

5) on a wide range of relevant issues, and
6) whose biases reflected the conventional wisdom of

the professional education community

That's a powerful and persuasive set of conditions surrounding ny argument

introduced into a political controversy.

Obviously we are not arguing here that this is the only role for educa-

tional research in innovation and change nor that it is the best role. Rather

for the moment we are content to state that this is one interpretation of how

Professional Social Inquiry (PSI) intertwined in the evolution of the Milford

District. Equally gripping are other variants of inquiry which occurred. The
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investigation by City University for District Consolidation appeared just as

our initial story was ending. Will it be one of those items that comes and goes

and leases negligible impact? Contrasted with that, was the survey by the

architectual firm of Lloyd, Lloyd, Murphy which contradicted parts of the Central

State Survey, and which led ultimately to building the award winning new high

school. And then, too, there were the NEA consultants who came in, "informally"

in the Board's view, but at the behest of the CTA. They did their inquiry,

essentially interviews, group meetings, and document reading (the Board minutes)

issued a report and provided the Board and the Superintendent with a way out,

both a face saving way out and a set of procedural mechanism to move on with the

selection of a new superintendent. But, as in all purposive action, the seeds

for later problems were sown.

8.4 Toward a Model of Innovation and Change:
Longitudinal Nested Systems

Restating the Problem

Through the four to five decades covered by the this chronicle, the Milford

District changed. The elements were both large and small. The goveranance

structure shifted from a three director district to a six director district in

1925. In 1931, elementary school programs had been expanded to include a four

year secondary school and the District graduated its first high school class, a

tradition that has continued now for fifty years. In 1949, the District ex

panded by 50% when it annexed and consolidated with the Marquette District. The

school as an organization found itself bigger, with new positions, and with a

flow of incumbents over the years. Specialization and organizational charts

appeared. Budgets and accounting procedures arrived. Policies and procedures

were formalized. Conflict was never far from the surface as individuals and
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groups contended over the direction and nature of education and schooling in

Milford. With details far too numerous to summarize the small stories accumu-

late of school boundaries, of pupil discipline, of gradual increments in pro-

gram, perhaps exemplified best in buying bats and balls, reading books, sousa-

phones and finally libraries, shops, and language laboratories.

From the long, historical or longitudinal perspective the concept of edu-

cational innovation, as deliberate planned change for the better, began to lose

its sharpness and its potency as an educational concept. It dia not sound so

right for it implied an orderliness, a rationality, a clockwork quality which

seemed by the mark in Milford.

Now we propose to jump ahead of our story a bit to focus more directly on

the Kensington School, to play back on our original study of Kensington and

Milford, and to generalize from our history toward a way of looking at innova-

tion and change.

The Early View

Only on rare occasions are social scientists and educators able to make

predictions and then check them out many years later. We are fortunate to have

that opportunity. Over fifteen years ago we studied the first year in the life

of Kensington, an innovative elementary school.
61 The school building was new,

with exciting architecture, and open space. A faculty had been brought together

from all parts of the country. The approach to curriculum, instruction, group-

ing, and administration was new, different, non-traditional. A number of events

and conditions we observed then led us to forecast changes for Kensington in the

61_
This account is in book form, Anatomy of Educational Innovation: An Organi-

zational Analysis of an Elementary School. (Smith and Keith, 1971)
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years ahead. In Figure 21, from the original study, we saw incongruities between

the community's vision of schools and Kensington's innovativeness. This dis-

harmony meant increased external pressure for both Kensington School and the

Milford District Central Administration. As we begin to see personnel and policy

changes, the handwriting on the wall seemed to read: "reversion to the old

Milford type".

Insert Figure 21 About Here

Fifteen years later, we found our prediction to be ture, but overshadowed

by what we found the "new Kensington" to be. Some of our initial observations

on returning included:

1) The school now had its 4th principal.
2) While none of the original faculty is currently teach-

ing at Kensington, a core group a half dozen has

been here for 12-13 yea:s.
3) The physical plant has changed: the outdoor play

shelter has been enclosed and made into a multi-
purpose room, several walls have been built between
instructional areas, and barbed wire is strung on
the perimeter of the roof.

4) Approximately 60% of the pupil population is now Black
in contrast to the previous 100% White.

5) The school is graded and teachers and children are
identified by grade levels rather than the broad non-

graded divisions (Basic Skills, Transition and Inde-

pendent Study Division).
6) Textbooks and dittoed worksheets are now widely used

as instructional materials.
7) A special education program for learning disabilities

occupies a teacher, a room and several dozen children.

8) Corporal punishment is now part of a set of multiple

approaches to discipline.
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In short, our checking on a simple prediction made "unwittingly" years ago,

ensnared us in some of the most complex and exciting current issues in educa

tional and social science thought.
62

When we now ask when, how, and why these changes have come about we find a

series of events, some fortuitous, others the result of decisions of men and

women, related to changes in the Milford District, the count!, the state, and

the nation. Furthermore, we find that many of these changes are not Milford or

Kensington innovations, that is planned creative changes initiated by the District

or the School. Rather, they are reactions and responses to factors originating

in these multiple external contexts As we sought to explain the changes in the

th)ol, '.e found ourselves drawn back in time and into more distant places.

Kensington School's immediate geographical and social context is the Milford

School District. It will not be surprising to see both the School and the Dis-

trict to have interdependent histories. As we began exploring these histories,

v..0 found )lots and themes that enmeshed with even more far ranging contexts. It

15; as if Kensington's history was circumscribed by Milford's, and these twoin

ever widening temporal and spatial milieus. When we first conceived of returning

to Kensington School, its fifteen year history seemed to define our task. We found

that we could not explain the changes in this once innovative school with such .a

narrow conception. Our notion of "Longitudinal Nested Systems" is an effort to

come :o grips with the role of these interdependent contexts in shaping the school

62a wider range of issues and research problems have emerged from Kensington

School than we consider here. For example, our current efforts include tracing

the consequences of the Kensington experience on its original faculty. That

fuller account arises out of our current project, Kensington Revtstted: A Fifteen

Year Follow-up of an Innovative School and Its Faculty. (Smith, Prunty, Dwyer and

Kleine, In process).
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we found on our return visit. We have displayed this model in Figure 22, which

is a simple grid with systems nested on the ordinate and the time line on the

abscissa. What is missing are only the concrete events in the Milford and

Kensington story.

Insert Figure 22 About Here

Our conception of longitudinal nested systems is really an extension of

our efforts to account for policy and curricular efforts from several intensive

inquiries in classrooms, schools, districts, and government agencies (Dwyer,

1981; Prunty, 1981; Smith and Geoffrey, 1968; Smith and Pohland, 1974; Smith

and Dwyer, 1979; Smith, 1977; Smith, In Process). In fact, the rudiments of

our model were presaged in our first study of Kensington when we noted:

At a very concrete level, one of the most striking gener-
alizations is that the social environment has a number of
disciminable parts. Each of these parts is a miniature
social system in itself. These systems have interdepend-
encies among themselves as well as with Kensington.

(1971, p. 121)

Fleshing Out the Model

We have presented an initial set of predictions overlaid on our earlier

long chronicle of community, district, county, state, national, and even

international events. We also presented in skeletal form our Longitudinal

Nested Systems Model. We indicated that our conception formed around two

dimensions, time, and space. We are now ready to flesh out that earlier con-

ception with some specific events in Kensington's history, demonstrating the

ase of the model and discussing its contributions to the study of change and

innovation. We also believe this approach extends the analysis of social
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systems in education. As such it represents a fresh look at an often under-

emphasized or overlooked point. Some years ago, Homans simply but aptly stated

the importance of such holistic views of interdependent systems:

By studying any state of affairs as a whole, ns the sum of
tts parts and something more, we are often able to under-

stand in a way we could not otherwise have done. This

is a commonllace, but like many commonplaces is important

and often forgotten.

Perhaps it is pretentious to say that an attempt will Le

made to describe the social order as a whole. All that

these words mean is an attempt will be made to consider
not simply a few of the important aspects of society but

rather as many as possible. The list cannot in fact be
complete, partly because the records .... are necessarily
fragmentary and one-sided, and partly because different

generations of scholars see with different eyes: the men

of the present day cannot tell what the future will find

they have overlooked. (Homans, 1941, 7.4)

The general model we presented in the introduction was a simple grid. The

nested systems were arranged hierarchially on the ordinate; the time line was

constructed on the abscissa. The generic quality of the model is suggested by

the possibility of inserting any set of nested systems on the vertical axis and

any time line on the horizontal. In Figure 23 we insert the systems we have

seen as relevant to Kensington and Milford, and a time line from about 1910 when

the first records of Milford appear. Into this, we place some of the items and

events from the stories we have told in our narrative. Simply, we are capturing

instances of innovation and change, putting them into categories which are more

general and abstract, and then arranging them to demonstrate their temporal

Insert Figure 23 About Here

relations. We contend that each such conceptual act adds clarity and depth to

the Kensington story and improves our ability to think about our original
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problem--what happened at Kensington? The process has not only been enlighten-

ing in this respect but has expanded the initial conceptualization of the study

by suggesting further fruitful avenues of inquiry. For example, as we view the

Milford District story as an important influence on Kensington events, that

story becomes significant in its own right. Now one of our guiding questions

is not so much "How and why did this school change from 1964 to 1979?" but also

"Why did the Kensington School appear at all in the Milford School District?"

In our first look at the Kensington School in 1964 we focused primarily

on the School itself, limiting our comments about innovation and change to

people and events connected directly with the School. Analysis of the community,

parents, and district administrators was undertaken almost entirely from obser-

vations at the School or in meetings that intimately concerned the setting.

Today, we find that perspective insufficient to explain hoW Kensington has

changed. This fact alone speaks to the increasing complexity of the setting

and the methodology needed to understand it. Any issue we would begin to

examine--administrative succession, discipline, curriculum, racial change,

etc.--carried us into ever wider circles of inquiry.

The multiple categories of antecedents for the changes at Kensington most

easily fell along geographical, political and organizational lines: interna-

tional, national, state, county, community, district, and school. In part,

this captured the spread of the nested systems, but the narrative also indicates

that we found much of the interaction between the systems to be typified by con-

flict, politics, and legal constraints. Each theme and strand we pursued devel-

oped as a twisted blend of these multiple systems. Those events that represented

innovations: intentional, planned, creative alternatives, soon were entangled
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in other kinds of change growing out of personal and political interests,

activities of other organizations and forces emanating from larger systems.

A further look at one theme, the significance of racial change at Kensing-

ton, will illustrate these points. From 1964 to 1979, Kensington shifted from

100% White to 60% Black enrollment. One of the most dramatic changes in the

Kensington School revolved around a whole series of "nested" national, state,

and local events. As we indicated, education of students in Midwest State was

segregated legally by race until 1954 when the Brown vs. Topeka Supreme Court

decision was handed down. Following that was a ruling by Midwest State and a

decision by the Milford School Board. The latter was phrased quite explicitly

as noted in the Milford School Community Bulletin:

Segregation to end in Milford Schools September 1, 1955

After a ruling from the Midwest State Attorney General and
a ruling from the State Department of Education at Capitol
City, the Board of Education of the School District of
Milford has decided (our italics) that segregation the

Milford School District will end on September 1., 1953.

The status of our schools will remain the same as in the
past until September 1, 1955. (P.D., 1954)

In a larger sense, the court decision and the multiple interrelated events of the

deteriorating central city, problems in federally subsidized housing, and public

attitudes toward education, school integration and neighborhood schools led to

the large demographic population shifts of the mid 1970's.63 These, in turn,

--Changed the Kensington School from a school with just a few isolated non-

Caucasian youngsters to a school that is now approximately 60% Black. The

cultural, social, educational impact of that shift in population was dramatic.

63Similarly, the postwar baby boom, new housing, and jobs in decentralized
industry contributed to the expansion of the Milford District from three schools

to fourteen between 1950 and 1964.
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We find a host of observations captured in the tangled impact: 1) The

community consists of predominantly White neighborhoods, some integrated neigh-

borhoods and a few predominantly minority neighborhoods; 2) Over the years,

there were several instances of school boundary changes in the District to

balance pupil numbers. Despite those changes, one set of schools in the Dis-

trict remained mostly White, while others became 60-95% Black; 3) There has

never been a Black person on the Milford Board of Education. In a recent

election two Blacks ran for the Board. Both were overwhelmingly defeated;

4) District wide, there is one Black administrator, an assistant principal;

5) Kensington School, in 1979-1980, had two Blacks, one counselor and one

teacher on the professional staff. The teacher was moved to another school the

following year because of recency of tenure and declining enrollments; 6) Dis-

tract policy has consistently followed a neighborhood school concept; 7) Ken-

sington staff responded, in part, to their changing student population with

more walls, more traditional curriculum and instructional styles, and tighter

discipline; 8) Regarding the variety of emotional response to changes in racial

composition, one commentator described Kensington positively as "sunkissed",

a change for the better. The feeling of another was expressed by an analogy to

Kibler -Ross' (1969) analysis of death and dying: Kensington went through stages

of denial, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance and hope. For better or

worse, we find these powerful metaphors. The phenomenon is not one taken lightly.

In short, state and federal steps taken to integrate schools are in opposition to

local housing patterns, and continuing locally elected conservative Boards, and

less of a priority than a number of educational policies regarding school organi-

zation and personnel.
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The example of antecedents related to the racial changes at Kensington is

only one of a more complex set. It is joined, as told in the narration with

other strands such as inflation, PL 94-142, the "back-to-basics" movement, and

state guidelines and local concerns over discipline. One more illustrative

theme deepens our view of this tangle of strands. Our descriptive stories hinted

at the checkered history of discipline in the District and at the Kensington

School. Some of the very earliest items in the Board minutes were actions taken

regarding pupil misbehavior. Concerns over corporal punishment occurred early

and the Board articulated in 1925 a "no corporal punishment policy" and argued

for school suspensions in serious cases and a hearing before the Board. Over

the years that policy was lost, new views appeared, and the District has wrestled

long and hard with what is, in our view, a very complex and difficult practical

problem. The initial Kensington policy articulated by Shelby, in its list of

"from-to" aspects of its formal doctrine was an attempt to move from "external

discipline, external motivation, restricting pupil interaction, and the teacher

as a controller of pupils to self-discipline. self-motivation, encouraging pupil

interaction and teacher as organizer for learning". And we have noted that Dr.

George's initial mandate from the Board and his own predispositions and attitudes

lay in the need for discipline and control as a pre-condition for pupil learning.

Our narrative indicated the flow from Edwards to Hawkins to Wales in point of

view.

In the Spring of 1980, the continuing concern over discipline was reflected

in Kensington policies of paddling, detention and suspension devised by the staff

and Principal. These have been supported by the Central Office. Discipline was

an issue in the recent Board elections. One incumbent was described in a news

account:
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He said he had focused most of his campaign on quality

education and discipline within the school system. "I

just believe in discipline," he said. "I think there

has to be a re-emphasis on discipline in order to keep

quality education." (P.D., 1980)

The incumbent was returned to the Board with over 5000 votes. The losing mem-

bers garnered less than a thousand votes, less than one sixth of the total.

While a number of other issues were critically involved in the election, the

point we would make here is the congruence in action across the classroom sys-

them, the building system, the multiple aspects of the District as a system,

and finally to the Milford patrons views represented in the annual school

elections. We recognize that changes in discipline are but one of the differ-

ences we found at Kensington 15 years later. Again, our model helps to simplify

the picture of the accumulating effects of actions from the nested systems. By

examining the specific events recorded in the model in Figure 23 we can develop

a more abstract version, Figure 24, which illustrates more general classes of

actions or antecedents and a g-eneral flow of consequences from events in the

world, nations, and state to community responses, to district, and to school.

Insert Figure 24 About Here

In effect, we are back to Figure 21 and the prediction from 15 years ago,

"The new Kensington: reversion to the old Milford type" (1971, p. 16). Now

also we can examine Figure 24 and see what we have learned. The first conclu-

sion is that Milford has changed and the return to the "old talford type" is

vastly more complicated than the label would indicate. Edwards did, in part,

take Kensington that way, but he, too, was a maverick in Milford and was respon-

sive to many of the original ideals of Kensington. Second, events in the larger

systems, in which Kensington is nested, have their own integrity and dynamic

e.g. 1954 was a major year. The consequences have been felt only in the last
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half dozen years. Finally, and most particularly in the school the "effects"

seem much more interactive than linear. Demographic changes flow in and out of

perceptual changes which in turn flow back and forth from curricular and instruc-

tional changes as the various classes of actors in the school, principals,

teachers, and children interact over the years.

With this deepened view of the re-establishment of the "old Milford type"

at Kensington and with a more intensive view of the Milford School District qua

district and its history since the turn of the century we are tempted to venture

a further prediction. From even before Mrs. Briggs, the first Superintendent,

when an early attempt to establish a high school .cailed because of lack of aware-

ness of state regulations, to her difficulties in a tax levy being rescinded be-

cause it conflicted with state rules, we find a lack of understanding of problems

and concerns with state and federal involvement in education in Milford. The

gradual acceptance of federal monies and federal regulations for buildings and

school lunches appear in our longer account of the 1930's and 1940's. Today, the

concerns in civil rights regarding women, handicapped, and minority education

within and between school districts, in federal monies for programs, and in multiple

federal regulations are very much a part of the School District. Milford, the

community, the board, the administration, seems on a collision course with state

and federal regulations. These events seem also to be increasingly a part of

state and national politics in the current (1980) elections. Candidates are

making issues and taking stands about busing, decentralization of low income hous-

ing, and amount and kind of federal spending. Perhaps we shall have another

opportunity to check our prediction. If so, part of the "next" Kensington story

may be a tale of a district and the courts, localism versus state control of ed-

ucation, versus federal control.
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Contributions of the Model

We emphasize that the longitudinal nested systems model is not a theory of

change or innovation in itself. It is a tool of inquiry and analysis. It offers

a structure which helps us think through our data and a format in which our data

can be arrayed for analysis. This perspective has implications for both the

meta-theoretical and the theoretical levels of analysis. For example, it argues

implicitly for a contextualist root metaphor rather than a formistic, mechanistic

or organic one. (Pepper, 1942; Sarbin, 1977). Theoretically, it seems open to

varied substantive theories, for example -- organizational, political or cultural.

In this regard, as the Kensington and Milford stories unfolded and the longitudinal

nested systems model arose, it provided an important understanding for another set

of ideas which was dimly perceived in the initial proposal: "Cultural, organiza-

tional and social psychological change theories: an educational test case." A

competing theories notion struck us as a fruitful, future effort. What would re-

sult if we attempted to compare, to contrast, even to synthesize or extend various

theories of change in light of the model? Visions of recent attempts at synthesis

by House (1979) on innovation theory and Allison (1971) on policy theory danced

through our heads. That agenda both entices and overwhelms us. For now we are

satisfied to speculate about these possibilities and postpone the systematic

effort and report on its outcome in future publications.

Further, the model helps locate our approach in relation to other social

science studies of change and innovation in education.
64 First, we find our-

selves examining increasingly long periods of time for relevant information in our

64 0ur investigation, Federal Policy in Action: A Case Study of an Urban

Education Project (Smith and Dwyer, 1980) is a "history and analysis" also. It

anticipates many of these ideas.
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inquiries. This differs from the snap shot variety of study which examines a

brief, specific period. Second, our perspective involves a holistic view of

events; we contend that one cannot understand an innovation or change in a sys-

tem without considering the larger systems of which it is a part. Third, our

model makes explicit a hierachical arrangement among the nested systems. It

highlights the direct and indirect "controls" one system may impose on another.

Fourth, the longitudinal nested systems notion allows one to focus on parameters

or "givens" of the field of action set by one system upon another. Fifth, it

assumes some autonomy both analytically and practically for each system. Perhaps

less than some educational theorists imply and more than some educational practi-

tioners perceive. Sixth, it builds upon a psychology of individual actors, in-

volved in events or scenes, that cumulate into meaningful structures resembling

plots in drama and literature (Kelly, 1955 and Sarbin, 1977). Seventh, it in-

cludes a respect for the chance event, the fortuitous, the serendipic which nature

forces upon us in the form of health or illness, death, and luck or natural dis-

aster. And, finally, our conception aligns closely with the perspective of some

historians but we differ from them too, in that our longitudinal approach carries

the time line to the present, the realm of contemporary events.

Our orientation leans us in the direction of storytelling as an important

element in explanation of change and innovation. Yet, we cannot concede the

value of more abstract, conceptual forms of analysis. As such, we place ourselves

in a debate commonly waged among historians, that is, how to best contribute to

cumulative knowledge. Hexter (1971) described this diatribe as "storytelling"

versus "scientific explanation":

Historical stories are quite unlike scientific explanation

sketches. The latter are thin; they have to belilled out
with missing words and sentences formulating the missing
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implied laws and boundary conditions. But although his-

torical stories omit a good many laws and conditions, too,

and although some laws are rather hard to find even when

one looks for them, those stories are not thin; by scien-

tific standards they are often fat, egregiously obese,

stuffed with unessential words quite useless for the pur-

pose of adequate and satisfactory explanation.
(Hexter, 1971, p. 151)

Although the Longitudinal Nested Systems Model will not resolve the debate, it

keeps us moving by providing a working solution to, if not compromise between,

"storytelling" and "scientific explanation" and a way to begin to integrate more

abstract concepts and theoretical generalizations into thinking about innovation

and change in education.

More generally though tentatively, we feel that our model may aid discus-

sion of the place of values in educational thought(O'Connor, 1973; Hirst, 1973).

We believe that that is at the heart of what is sometimes called practical rea-

soning (Schwab, 1969; Reid, 1978; Smith, In Process). We believe one's view-

point on the role of values in inquiry and policy-making has major consequences

for the models one builds in education and the practical decisions that must be

made. We would argue that the Milford District was "caught" in its history in

a variety of ways. We would also add that the District has forgotten some of

its history. That lineage with the past could become an illuminative part of

District discussion and debate, curriculum and teaching, and a new perspective

on old problems. In that light, our model becomes one form of input into the

"what-does-one-do-now" agenda of patrons, parents, pupils, teachers, adminis-

trators, and board members. We believe educational research and theory must

deal with the questions of values and assist the practitioners through their

quandries. We see some of that begun in Fein (1971), Gittell et al (1973).

Rokeach (1975), and Peshkin (1978). The imperative in this area stems from
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wrenching issues in conflict today, to wit: the inherent conflict between such

stances as "fraternity/community/neighborhood schools", "equality/justice/

affirmative action/desegration," or "liberty/freedom/individualism/local con-

65
trol". We have seen such divergent values in conflict at Kensington School

and the Milford District. We know they are at issue elsewhere too.

The Play of Power and The Longitudinal Nested Systems Model

In a recent revision of his book The Policy Making Process, Lindblom (1980)

makes several distinctions which seem very important for understanding the Mil-

ford School District as an exemplar of innovation and change in American educa-

tion. First, he targets the domain of policy making as:

...an extremely complex process without beginning or end
and whose boundaries remain most uncertain. Somehow a
complex set of forces together produces effects called
"policies,"...to understand policy making one must under-
stand all of political life. (1980, p. 5)

Policies, are those "settled courses adopted and followed by governments, insti-

tutions" or other groups, according to Webster. Innovations as creative planned

chanvs seem similar in kind. The gradual evolution of Milford's School system

seem well within the label of a "complex process without beginning or end." At

times, for purposes of description and analysis, we have broken into the unend-

ing stream.

A second distinction of Lindbloms focuses on the criteria for jc,:.ging

public policy making. In a democratic national state and the communities within

such a political structure efficacy in solving problems and responsiveness to

65Whether the values and issues cluster in these ways seems an important
analytical and empirical problem in its own right.
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popular control are the twin standards. Neither is simple to apply in any par-

ticular situation. Efficacy varies according to the eye of which beholder, at

least to some degree. Popular control varies in and among issues and subsystems

involved. The clockwork regularity of April school board elections we found

impressive. Incumbents fell out of favor and were challenged at critical times.

The "good guys" and the "bad guys" involved different factions in the community

and they came and went. Internal to the organization, different levels of ad-.

ministrators, teachers, and parents found that their ability to influence shifted

across times, places, and issues.

A third item in Lindblom's discussion of policy making is the distinction

between the intellectual aspects of policy making, what he calls information and

analysis and the social or interactive aspects of policy making, what he calls

"the play of power." Our description and analysis has accented both. But it is

to the play of power we want to turn for a final comment. It provides a dynamic

quality to our longitudinal nested systems model. Lindblom sets the stage this

way:

Because in tl-e real world, analysis is not conclusive, in

order to set policy, people interact to exercise, influence,

control, or power over each other... The political inter-

actions through which people control each other we shall

call the play of power. (p. 43)

The metaphor is a game, a game with rules, with players of varied abilities,

interests and resources and with outcomes in the form of policies.

As we have commented at several points, reading school board minutes is

not only "experience" or "an experience" but at times it seems to approach being

a "memorable experience". The events, capsuled in the brief minutes, pound
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incessantly at one as though standing under a not so lightly cascading water-

fall. In the multiple strand events of Mr. McBride's later years, our stories

have accented changes and attempted changes in multiple aspects of the district.

From the several stories, the beginnings of a model of domains of activity

or events, or possibly level of system, can be interrelated with kind of parent

or citizen's activity. There seems to be a series of modal cells in the 3 x 3

matrix constructed as Figure 25. The battle over elementary school boundaries

seems to have been fought through meetings and petitions of a specific neigh-

borhood interest group. The battle over the superintendency was fought, really

resolved throe 'a campaigns, community action, and ultimately the election of

and/or defeat of particular Board members. McBride's people got elected. Mr.

Lewis and Mr. Krist were defeated; the 4-2 Board became a 2-4 Board.

The cell of classroom events being resolved in conferences of parents, teachers,

and principals is supported by other data (e.g. see Volumes III and IV).

Insert Figure 25 About Here

While at one level this is all simple and obvious, at another level it

suggests the. need, when talking of educational innovation and change, not to

ramble about generally, but to accent the level of the system (and the domain

of activity) one seeks to change and to consider the modal modes of influence

that may be grounded in practicalities, Imrres, or in legal precedents and

structures. Th-s seems a particular cut into the general concept, play of

power.

111 generalization of our point is that each level of system has its own

modal way in which influence power and control are exerted and that each system
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"nests" within a larger system. The larger system exercises more direct influ-

ence on the smaller one and mediates influence from still larger systems. Along

the way a variety of checks and balances occur. Ultimately, or nearly ultimately,

constitutions and bills of rights sets limits and rules, and one person one vote

interactions, the smallest system exerts controls on every other level.

We contend that our view of Milford over the years and the longitudinal

nested systems model which seeks to generalize the view is both a necessary and

powerful vantage point for anyone addressing the problems of innovation and

change in American education.

8.5 Conclusion

When we began Kensington Revisited, we were interested in the fate of an

educational innovation. The establishment of the Kensington School was the

innovation, the specific planned improvement; its fate was its current, 1979-80,

status. Our view of the history of Milford suggests a redefinition of the very

phrasing of the issues. Such a reconstrual or new perspective has been a major

unanticipated outcome of the research. The very isolation of an event that can

be called an innovation seems open to question. The nature of the flow of

change in the district as well as the patterns of the antecedents and conse-

quences seems much more important than "specific planned change." The word

innovation carries a connotation of improvement. Improvement is one of those

value words which seem less simple than before--improvement in terms of which

individuals, subgroups, organization or communities and in terms of which pur-

poses and priorities. When superintendents are fired and replaced, when school

board majorities shift from 4-2 to 2-4 as incumbents are defeated, one finds no

clear and uniform "goodness" or "badness" that gives a settled view of improve-

ment.
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The creation of a longitudinal nested systems model has been our attempt,

at the broadest level to think about innovation and change in American education.

That, coupled with the particulars of the Milford School District should enable

educationists to think more critically and creatively about educational innova-

tion and to enter into the play of power with both some confidence in seeing the

reality and some joy for the game itself.
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